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Summary 
Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is organized in protein-DNA macro-complexes, called 

nucleoids. Average nucleoids contain 2-8 mtDNA molecules, which are organized by the 

histone–like mitochondrial transcription factor A. Besides well-characterized constituents, 

such as single-stranded binding protein or polymerase γ, various other proteins with ill-

defined functions have been identified.  

We report for the first time that mammalian nucleoids contain essential enzymes of  an 

integral antioxidant system. Intact nucleoids were isolated with sucrose density gradients 

from several tissues of  different species as well as from several cell lines. Manganese super-

oxide dismutase (SOD2) was detected by Western blot in the nucleoid containing fractions. 

Since the mitochondrial matrix protein fumarate hydratase as well as malate dehydrogenase 

does not co-purify with the nucleoids it is unlikely that association of  SOD2 with mtDNA 

is due to contamination of  the nucleoid fraction. DNA, mitochondrial glutathione peroxi-

dase, and polymerase γ were co-immunoprecipitated with SOD2 from nucleoid fractions, 

which suggests that an antioxidant system composed of  SOD2 and glutathione peroxidase 

are integral constituents of  nucleoids.  

Using a sandwich filter-binding assay, direct association of  SOD2 by salt-sensitive ionic 

forces with a chemically synthesized mtDNA fragment was demonstrated. Increasing salt 

concentrations during nucleoid isolation on sucrose density gradients disrupted the associa-

tion of  SOD2 with mitochondrial nucleoids and confirmed the involvement of  ionic 

forces for the binding. Our biochemical data reveal that nucleoids contain an integral anti-

oxidant system that may protect mtDNA from superoxide-based oxidative damage. 

More important for the generation of  oxidative DNA damage seems to be peroxynitrite 

which is generated by equimolar fluxes of  superoxide and nitrogen monoxide. With a 

modified protocol for the fluorimetric analysis of  DNA unwinding-assay significantly 

higher amounts of  the highly mutagenic 8-oxo-7,8-dihydroguanine was found to be gener-

ated by peroxynitrite than by superoxide or hydrogen peroxide in a mtDNA model. Man-

ganese superoxide dismutase was able to protect DNA from oxidative damage generated by 

equimolar fluxes of  superoxide and nitrogen monoxide (resulting in peroxynitrite forma-

tion) in this model.         
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Zusammenfassung   
Die mitochondriale DNA (mtDNA) ist nicht wie oft beschrieben ein freies Molekül in 

der mitochondrialen Matrix, sondern ist innerhalb eines Protein-DNA-Komplexes organi-

siert, welcher als Nukleoid bezeichnet wird und aus 2-8 mtDNA Molekülen zusammenge-

setzt ist. Die Koordination des Aufbaus dieser Nukleoide wird dabei durch den mito-

chondrialen Transkriptionsfaktor A gesteuert. Bis heute konnten etwa 30 Proteine als 

wichtige Bestandteile dieses Nukleoid-Komplexes identifiziert werden. Für einige der asso-

ziierten Proteine ist eine definierte Funktion bekannt, so zum Beispiel für die Polymerase γ, 

das mitochondriale Einzelstrang-Bindeprotein (mtSSB) oder für die Helikase Twinkle. Vie-

len anderen Proteinen konnte jedoch bisher noch keine Funktion zugeordnet werden.  

Während dieser Arbeit konnte erstmals gezeigt werden, dass Nukleoide, welche aus Säuge-

tier-Gewebe oder -Zellen isoliert wurden, Proteine mit einer antioxidativen Funktion bein-

halten. Die Isolation von intakten Nukleoiden erfolgte dabei mittels eines Saccharose-

Dichtegradienten. Bei der Untersuchung der einzelnen Gradientenfraktionen wurde die  

Mangan Superoxide Dismutase (SOD2) in den Nukleoid enthaltenden Fraktionen identifi-

ziert. Aufgrund verschiedener Kontrollen konnte ausgeschlossen werden, dass es sich hier-

bei um eine Kontamination dieser Fraktionen mit SOD2 handelt. Somit konnte SOD2 

eindeutig als ein Protein identifiziert werden, welches mit dem Nukleoid-Komplex assozi-

iert ist. Co-Immunopräzipitations-Experimente bestätigten diesen Befund, und zusätzlich 

konnte sogar noch Glutathionperoxidase 1 als weiterer Bestandteil dieses Komplexes be-

schrieben werden. Die Assoziation der Glutathionperoxidase ist dabei von entscheidender 

Bedeutung, denn erst dadurch ist klar, dass Nukleoid-Komplexe ein intaktes Antioxidanz-

system beinhalten.  

Während dieser Arbeit konnte weiter gezeigt werden, dass SOD2 in der Lage ist, direkt an 

mtDNA zu binden und hierzu keine weiteren Proteine notwendig sind. Aufgrund der 

Kochsalz-Abhängigkeit dieser Bindung ist klar, dass die Assoziation von SOD2 an die 

mtDNA aufgrund von ionischen Wechselwirkungen stattfindet. Die Kochsalz-

Abhängigkeit wurde auch während der Nukleoid-Isolation beobachtet, da durch eine Er-

höhung des Kochsalzanteils im Isolationspuffer neben SOD2 auch andere Proteine vom 

Nukleoid-Komplex abgelöst werden konnten.  

Die Assoziation eines Antioxidanzsystems mit dem Nukleoid-Komplex spielt eine wichtige 

Rolle für den Schutz der mtDNA. Weniger bedeutend scheint dabei die von SOD2 und 

Glutathionperoxidase katalysierte Entgiftung von Superoxid und Wasserstoffperoxid zu 
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sein im Gegensatz zum „Abfangen“ von Superoxid und somit der Hemmung der Peroxy-

nitrit-Bildung innerhalb der Mitochondrien. In einem Plasmid-DNA-Modell konnte gezeigt 

werden, dass Peroxinitrit in physiologischen Konzentrationen zur Bildung von signifikanten 

Mengen an 8-oxo-7,8-Dihydroguanin führt. Durch Zugabe von SOD2 konnte die Peroxy-

nitrit-Bildung gehemmt und die 8-oxo-7,8-Dihydroguanin Bildung verhindert werden. Die 

Bildung von 8-oxo-7,8-Dihydroguanin durch Superoxid oder Wasserstoffperoxid konnte in 

weiteren Versuchen nicht beobachtet werden. Die genaue physiologische Bedeutung der 

Antioxidanzsystem-Assoziation ist noch unklar, es scheint aber, dass deren Hauptfunktion 

die Hemmung der Peroxinitrit-Bildung innerhalb der Mitochondrien ist und somit die 

mtDNA vor oxidativen Schäden schützt. 

Hemmung oder Inaktivierung des Nukleoid assoziierten Antioxidanzsystems (z.B. durch 

Nitrierung der SOD2) führt somit zu einer erhöhten Peroxinitrit-Bildung und zu vermehr-

ten oxidativen Schäden, welche dann besonders die mtDNA betreffen. Dies hat letztlich 

Mutationen in den Untereinheiten der Atmungsketten-Komplexe zur Folge, wodurch der 

oxidative Stress noch weiter verstärkt werden kann. Dieses Szenario, wie es unter verschie-

denen pathophysiologischen Bedingungen oder auch während des Alterns beobachtet wird, 

führt schließlich zur mitochondrialen Dysfunktion und zum Zelltod.   
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1 Introduction 

1.1 The Mitochondrion 

Mitochondria are ubiquitous organelles found in nearly all eukaryotic cells. Their major 

function is to provide the chemical energy necessary for the biosynthetic and motor activi-

ties of  the cell (the powerhouse of eukaryotic cells). This is accomplished by a complex 

series of  integrated chemical reactions. Carbohydrates, fatty acids, and amino acids from 

food are oxidized in the mitochondria into carbon dioxide and water. The free energy re-

leased is used to convert adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and inorganic phosphate to adeno-

sine triphosphate (ATP) - a remarkable molecule responsible for most of  the energy trans-

fer involved in living processes. ATP is exported from the mitochondria into the 

surrounding cytoplasm. To carry out this most important activity and a number of  secon-

dary functions, mitochondria contain over 80 enzymes strategically located and precisely 

ordered in the various structural components of  the organelle. Mitochondria participate 

also in several other important functions, including iron homeostasis, intermediary metabo-

lism, cell signalling and apoptosis. Analysis of  fluorescence labeled mitochondria in living 

cells has shown that mitochondria are highly dynamic. They undergo frequent fusions and 

fissions that generate tubular, sometimes branched networks, which may account for the 

wide variety of  mitochondrial morphologies seen in different types of  cells. Most eu-

karyotic cells contain many mitochondria, collectively occupying as much as 25% of  the 

volume of  the cytoplasm. The number of  mitochondria (hundreds to thousands in mam-

malian cells) is regulated by the cell’s requirement for ATP.  

Mitochondria still retain their own genome that encodes for important polypeptides of  the 

mitochondrial respiratory chain as well as tRNAs and rRNAs necessary for translation of  

mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). Therefore mtDNA is indispensable for functional cellular 

respiration. Lesions in mtDNA lead necessarily to mitochondrial dysfunction and contrib-

ute to numerous human diseases and seem to have a great impact on the aging process. 

Organization and inheritance of  mtDNA remain poorly understood but the exact organi-

zation of  mtDNA could be the key for understanding fundamental processes during 

pathophysiological conditions and the aging process. It is known that mtDNA is packaged 

into protein-DNA complexes that are called mitochondrial nucleoids. Only few compo-

nents of  these nucleoid complexes are established and interestingly, for most of  the in-

volved proteins no clear function is known.  
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The present work tries to contribute to such still unknown functions and therefore a rather 

detailed description of  the present knowledge on mitochondria and mitochondrial DNA 

will be given below. 

  

 

1.1.1 Origin of mitochondria 

The hypothesis of endosymbiotic origin of the mitochondrion, whose beginnings can be 

traced back more than a century 1, 2, was renewed in its modern formulation by Margulis 3, 4 

and modified as serial endosymbiosis theory by Taylor 5. This serial endosymbiosis theory 

is a favored model for explaining the origin of mitochondria (as well as chloroplasts) 6-9, a 

defining event in the evolution of eukaryotic cells. This theory posits that mitochondria are 

the direct descendants of a bacterial endosymbiont (capable of oxidative phosphorylation) 

that became established at an early stage in a nucleus-containing (but amitochondriate and 

anaerobic) host cell 10, explaining the existence of a separate mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) 

genome. The endocytic event is presumed to have occurred when oxygen entered the at-

mosphere in substantial amounts, about 1.5 x 109 years ago. Without development of mito-

chondria eukaryotic cells would be dependent on anaerobic glycolysis for all of their ATP. 

When glucose is converted to pyruvate by glycolysis only 2 molecules of ATP are pro-

duced. By contrast, mitochondria complete the metabolization of glucose: the pyruvate is 

imported into the mitochondrion and oxidized by molecular oxygen to carbon dioxide and 

water. By this complex process of oxidative phosphorylation reactions within the mito-

chondria about 30 molecules of ATP are produced for each molecule of glucose oxidized. 

Phylogenetic analyses of the mtDNA and its expression have verified the eubacterial roots 

of this genome 8, 11, 12 and identified a specific group of bacteria, α-proteobacteria, as the 

closest contemporary relatives of mitochondria 9. Complete mitochondrial genome se-

quences over the last decades also traced unambiguously and directly the mitochondrial 

genome to an α-proteobacterial ancestor. These genome sequencing programs showed a 

number of specific and general insights into mitochondrial genome structure, gene content, 

organization, expression and evolution 13-15. Probably the most important insight is that 

ATP production, coupled to electron transport and translation of mitochondrial proteins 

represent the essence of mitochondrial function which are common to all mitochondrial 
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genomes9, 16. Essential components for both processes are encoded by the mitochondrial 

genome (see chapter 1.2). 

Further knowledge by sequencing is that during eukaryote evolution, bacterial genes have 

been transferred from the mitochondrial to the nuclear genome, as is evident from the 

presence of orthologous genes in the mitochondrial genome in some species and in the 

nuclear genome in other species 17 (Figure 1-1).   

 

 

Figure 1-1:  Evolutionary transfer of  proto-mitochondrial genes 
The gene migration occurred in two main routes. A) During the development into an organelle the 
α-proteobacterial symbiont lost the majority of  genes essential for mitochondrial function. These 
genes were transferred to the nucleus, while only some genes remaining in the evolving mtDNA. B) 
The hypothetical primitive nucleus of the host acquired several hundred symbiont genes, some of 
which were substituted for nuclear genes. In some instances, nucleus-acquired DNA from other 
sources replaced a mitochondrial function initially encoded by the α-proteobacterial symbiont.  
Genes are color-coded as follows: red, α-proteobacterial genes; blue, nuclear genes of the original 
host; yellow, α-proteobacterial genes that replaced host genes; green, foreign genes acquired from 
sources other than the genome of the mitochondrial ancestor. Adopted from 18. 

 

It is estimated that more than 99% of the mitochondrial proteins are encoded by the nu-

clear genes 9, 19. The process of gene migration is witnessed in the eukaryotic genome by the 

presence of many genes of bacterial origin. An open question is why mitochondria have 

retained their genetic material and why complex machineries are necessary to replicate and 

express a separate genome containing only a few genes 20. One explanation could be that 

some hydrophobic proteins are difficult to import across the mitochondrial membranes 

and therefore need to be produced within the mitochondrion 21. This is occupied by the 

finding that in the completely sequenced mitochondrial genome, the highly conserved 
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genes for cytochrome c oxidase subunit I and cytochrome b encode the most hydrophobic 

proteins present in mitochondria 22. Another obvious explanation for the remaining of 

mtDNA could be the difference in codon usage in mitochondria 23. Also the regulated ex-

pression of mitochondrial genes to control metabolic changes in eukaryotic cells could be a 

reason for the retention of mtDNA 24.        

 

 

1.1.2 Structure of mitochondria 

Many cytologists in the late 18th century observed granules, rodlets and filaments in the 

cytoplasm and surely some of  these were mitochondria. Walther Flemming was certainly 

among the first to recognize them as distinct cell organelles 25. He described granules and 

thread-like structures, which he called fila. In 1888 he isolated these structures out of  insect 

muscle, where they are unusually large and observed that they swelled in water. He inferred 

from this that they were limited by a membrane. In the early 1950s mitochondria were 

among the first subcellular organelles examined by electron microscopy (Figure 1-2). Palade 
26 and Sjostrand 27observed that mitochondria contained more than one membrane but 

differed initially in their models of  the three-dimensional structure. 
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Figure 1-2:  Electron micrograph of  a mitochondrion 
Each mitochondrion consists of  a limiting outer membrane within a peripheral inner membrane 
which in turn encloses an inner space called matrix. A variable number of  membranous structures 
called cristae which appear either to lie free or to be associated with the inner membrane are located 
in the matrix. Modified from 28      

 

Sjostrand’s early model contained additionally to the outer and inner boundary membrane a 

third membrane dividing the matrix into multiple compartments. Palade also identified an 

outer and inner membrane 26, but in his model, the inner membrane curved inward to form 

baffles that he called cristae mitochondriales. This so called “baffle” model is currently de-

picted in textbooks. In this model, the outer membrane and the inner membrane define 

two internal compartments, the intermembrane space between the two membranes and the 

matrix within the inner membrane. Invagination of  the inner membrane leads to the build-

ing of  cristae structure. Thereby the cristae greatly expand the surface area and enhance the 

capacity to generate ATP. The intra-cristae space within the cristae folds is continuous with 

the intermembrane space communicating through broad openings and was not generally 

considered to comprise a separate compartment. But recent publications showed that this 
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generally accepted model of  mitochondria structure is not correct and the baffle model 

was displaced by the cristae junction model 29-31 (Figure 1-3). 
 

 

Figure 1-3:  Models for mitochondrial membrane structure 
a) The baffle model created by Palade is the most common used model for the structure of a mito-
chondrion. b) The cristae junction model which replaced the baffle model. In this model the cristae 
junctions are the narrow, tubular openings that connect the cristae membranes to the inner bound-
ary membrane, and contact sites are defined as regions where the outer and inner boundary mem-
branes come in close apposition. Modified from 30, 32. 

 

By electron tomography it was possible to gain more insights into the cristae structure. 

With this powerful technique it is possible to calculate a 3D structure from many 2D im-

ages 31, 33 and so it was possible to create the much more complex cristae junction model 

(Figure 1-4). Instead of the large openings connecting the intra-cristae space to the mem-

brane space, narrow tubular openings (cristae junctions or pediculi cristae) connect these 

spaces in this model. Most cristae have more than one cristae junction and these can be 

arranged on the same side of the mitochondrial periphery, or on opposite sides if the cris-

tae extends completely across the matrix. In contrast to the old baffle model, we know that 

the peripheral inner membrane is a separate membrane to which cristae are linked by small 

tubules.  Besides these new insights into the structural differences between the inner mem-

brane and the cristae membrane, we also know that there are functional differences of the 

inner membrane compared to the cristae. It seems that there is no ATPase and cytochrome 

oxidase present at the inner membrane 34 and there is a formation of contact sites between 

pediculi cristae, inner membrane and outer membrane.  
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Figure 1-4:  Computer-generated models based on segmented tomograms of mitochondria 
a) The model showing all cristae in yellow, with the inner boundary membrane in light blue and the 
outer membrane in dark blue. b) Outer membrane, inner boundary membrane as in (a), but with 
only four representative cristae in different colours. Both pictures are 3D electron microscopic 
image calculated from a series of  2D electron micrographs of  a chicken brain mitochondrion. c) 
3D image of  an isolated rat liver mitochondrion. C, cristae; IM, inner membrane; OM, outer mem-
brane. Arrowhead point to tubular regions of  cristae that connect them to IM and each other. 
From 31, 33.  

 

Mitochondria exist as highly dynamic, interconnected networks that often change shape 

and subcellular distribution. Mitochondrial dynamics allow mitochondria to interact with 

each other; without such dynamics, the mitochondrial population consists of autonomous 

organelles that have impaired function.  

The number and morphology of mitochondria within a cell are controlled by precisely 

regulated rates of organelle fusion and fission events which are explained in the following 

chapter. These processes control not only the shape but also the function of mitochondria.   

 

 

1.1.3 Mitochondrial fusion and fission 

Imaging of  living cells revealed that mitochondria are highly dynamic, motile and un-

dergo frequent shape changes 35-37 (Figure 1-5). A network of  interconnected, tubular mito-

chondria has been detected by high-resolution 3D imaging of  mitochondria expressing a 

green fluorescent protein 38, 39. Mitochondria in mammalian cells can form physically con-

nected networks that may represent an efficient system to deliver energy or channel cal-

cium between different areas of  the cell 40, 41.    
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Figure 1-5:  Mitochondria fusion and fission events in living cells 
Yellow Fluorescent Protein labeled mitochondria in living normal murine embryonic fibroblasts 
using time-lapse fluorescence. In the upper three images (left to right) two pairs of  mitochondria 
contact end-to-end and undergo fusion whereas in the lower images the highlighted mitochondria 
(blue) divide and the resulting daughter mitochondria move separately. Figure from 42.      

    

Mitochondria morphology and copy number depends on the balance of fusion and fission 

activities. A shift toward fusion enables the cell to build up an extended interconnected 

mitochondrial network, whereas a shift toward fission generates numerous morphologically 

and functionally distinct small spherical organelles 43. Large mitochondrial networks for 

example are found in metabolically active cells. In such networks, the mitochondria consist 

of filaments and act as electrically united systems. These networks enable the transmission 

of mitochondrial membrane potential from oxygen-rich to oxygen-poor areas and thereby 

allow an efficient dissipation of energy in the cell 41. The connectivity of the mitochondrial 

network is an important factor that determines the cell’s response to calcium signals44. Fur-

thermore, it was reported that fusion of mitochondria is essential for developmental proc-

esses such as embryonic development 45 and spermatogenesis 46. In addition, fusion serves 

to mix and unify the mitochondrial compartment and this could represent a defense 

mechanism against mtDNA damage. For example mutations of mtDNA (deletions or oxi-

dative alterations) accumulate with age until a bioenergetic threshold is breached; resulting 

in mitochondrial dysfunction leading to mitochondrial associated pathologies 47. Fusion of 

mitochondria counteracts the manifestation of respiratory deficiencies because it allows 
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complementation of mtDNA gene products in heteroplasmic cells that have accumulated 

different somatic mutations 48.  

Mitochondrial fission also plays an important role in cell life and death. As mitochondria 

are propagated by growth and division of pre-existing organelles, mitochondrial inheritance 

depends on mitochondrial fission during cytokinesis 49. Furthermore, it was shown that 

mitochondrial division is important for cell differentiation processes 50 and fission is in-

volved in one of the most important processes of a cell, the programmed cell death path-

way. The mitochondrial fission machinery actively participates in apoptosis by inducing 

fragmentation of the mitochondrial network prior to cytochrome c release and caspase 

activation 51. Molecular mechanisms of the mitochondrial fusion and fission machinery are 

well investigated in Drosophila and yeast and much of this machinery is conserved in mam-

mals 46, 52, 53.         

 

 

1.2 The mitochondrial genome 

The discovery of  mtDNA in 1963 by Nass & Nass 54 was the first experimental evi-

dence of  the bacterial origin of  mitochondria 1 and a strong support for the endosymbiont 

hypothesis (see chapter 1.1.1). However, it opened totally new insights into our understand-

ing of  mitochondrial biogenesis and function. By discovery of  the mtDNA, the possibility 

was recognized that mitochondria were likely to contain genetic information required for 

their own assembly and function. Interesting is the great diversity in mtDNA of  different 

organisms. Besides the gene content there is also a high variability in the size of  the mito-

chondrial genomes. The compact metazoan mtDNAs are generally around 17 kbp, varying 

from approximately 14 kbp in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans to over 42 kbp in the 

mussel Placeopecten megallanicus and 85.5 kbp in Saccharomyces cerevisiae 55, 56. Plant mitochondria 

have the largest genomes known; up to 570 kbp in maize. In spite of  this variance, some of  

the principle mechanisms are alike and various new insights into the organization and as-

sembly of  mtDNA were obtained from C. elegans and S. cerevisiae. In this work, the main 

focus is on the organization of  the mammalian mitochondrial genome and therefore gen-

eral aspects of  this genome are discussed in more detail. 

With ongoing research it became clear that the mitochondrial genome encodes only for 13 

polypeptides out of  estimated 800-1500 proteins found in mitochondria. Each of  these 13 
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polypeptides is absolutely essential for oxidative phosphorylation. Consequently, mtDNA 

in human cells contain only 1% of  the total genetic material that is necessary for the func-

tion of  the respiratory chain 56. The number of  different polypeptides in each mitochon-

drion had been estimated to be greater than one thousand 57. It has become very clear in 

the last years that mitochondria are highly dynamic and the composition and relative abun-

dance are strongly tissue specific in mammals 56. Therefore, at least 1000 nuclear genes con-

tribute to the biogenesis and function of  mitochondria. Cells depleted of  their mtDNA 58, 

59, can be maintained in culture. These p0 cells have no respiration and rely entirely on gly-

colysis for ATP production.         

Mitochondria have a separate autonomously replicating DNA genome which requires its 

own transcription and translation machinery that is distinct from the nuclear / cytosolic 

one. One main difference is that the mitochondrial translation machinery is located in the 

mitochondrial matrix. This independent machinery is composed of  components encoded 

by the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes. Mitochondrial DNA additionally encodes for 2 

rRNAs and 22 tRNAs. One of  the major surprises was discovered by complete sequencing 

of  human mtDNA 60 and other mammalian mtDNA. By comparing these sequences, re-

searchers found that the genetic code differed from what was thought to be the standard 

universal code. For example, the universal stop codons UGA that function in cytoplasmic 

translation as a termination signal is translated in mammalian mitochondria as tryptophan; 

instead a different set of  termination codons is used (in mammals AGA and AGG) 56. 

These are not the only variance in mitochondrial codon usage and even more importantly, 

there are differences in mitochondrial codon usage of  different evolutionary lineages. 

 

 

1.2.1 Structure and organization of mammalian mtDNA 

The circular mammalian mtDNA is present in multiple copies (usually 103-104 cop-

ies/cell) 23 and it can range in the size from ~16 to ~18 kbp. A pathogenic mutation can be 

present in all copies (homoplasmy) or only in a fraction of  all copies (heteroplasmy) 61. The 

organization of  mtDNA is commonly regarded as a free plasmid-like molecule located in 

the mitochondrial matrix. However, early reports from the 1960’s based on electron mi-

croscopy showed that mtDNA is structured as protein-DNA macro-complexes termed 
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“nucleoids” 62-65. Earlier studies used cesium salt gradients to isolate mtDNA, which caused 

disruption of  the nucleoids so that their existence remained undiscovered for a long time. 

Mitochondrial DNA is, as already mentioned, devoted to the expression of  13 polypep-

tides, which are all components of  the respiratory-chain enzyme complexes located in the 

inner mitochondrial membrane. All 13 mtDNA encoded components are presumed to be 

essential because they are necessary for oxidative phosphorylation (encodes for subunits of  

complexes I, III and IV) and the production of  cellular ATP (encodes for subunits of  

complex V) in mitochondria 66. As mentioned above, all known mammalian mitochondrial 

genomes encode two structural ribosomal RNAs and 22 tRNAs that are required for trans-

lation of  the mtDNA encoded mRNAs in the mitochondrial matrix.  

The human mitochondrial genome is 16,569 Bp long and exists as a circular double-

stranded DNA molecule 56, 60, 67 (Figure 1-6). The genome is extremely compact with most 

polypeptide and rRNA genes being separated by one or more tRNA genes 60 and with few, 

if  any, noncoding nucleotides in between 67. The two mtDNA strands can be separated on 

denaturing cesium chloride gradients, owing to a strand bias in G+T content, into a heavy 

(H-strand) and light (L-strand) strand. Most of  the 37 genes are encoded on the H-strand. 

The L-strand encodes only for eight tRNAs and a single polypeptide. 
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Figure 1-6:  Map of  the human mitochondrial genome 
The outer circle represents the H-strand, containing the majority of  the genes; the inner circle 
represents the L-strand. Genes coding for the two rRNAs (12S and 16S), the 22 tRNAs and the 13 
protein coding genes are depicted in different colors. The tRNA genes are indicated with the stan-
dard one-letter symbols for amino acids. Origins of  replication for the H-strand (OH or leading-
strand origin) and L-strand (OL) and the direction of  DNA synthesis are indicated by bent arrows. 
Transcription of  the L-strand promoter (LSP) produces the ND6 mRNA molecule and primers for 
initiation of  DNA synthesis at OH. Transcription of  the H-strand promoter is initiated from two 
sides (H1 and H2). The directions of  RNA synthesis are denoted by bent arrows. TERM is the 
binding site for the mitochondrial transcription terminator protein mTERF. The displacement-loop 
(D-loop) region is a triple-strand structure which represents the regulatory region for mtDNA ex-
pression (location of  promoters and leading-strand origin). From 23.  

 

 

The transcription of  the genome occurs in both directions, promoted by the mitochondrial 

transcription factor A (TFAM), and the open reading frames can be on either strand. Tran-

scription produces polycistronic RNA molecules, which in turn are processed to form mi-

tochondrial mRNAs, rRNAs and tRNAs. The evolutionary conserved 1122 Bp noncoding 

region between the tRNAP and tRNAF genes is an important regulatory region for mtDNA 

replication and expression 68. This region contains the promoters for both strands, L-strand 

promoter (LSP) and H-strand promoters (H1 and H2) as well as the leading-strand origin 

of  replication (OH). In this region, a unique displacement-loop (D-loop) form of  the 

mtDNA arises from the template-directed termination of  H-strand DNA synthesis soon 

after initiation 69. The arrested nascent H-strand remains stably hybridized to the circular 
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parental molecule (L-strand), forming a triple-strand structure which is characterized by the 

displaced parental H-strand. The function of  this anomalous structure is not known, but it 

could play a role in mtDNA replication 23. 

 

 

1.2.2 Replication of mammalian mtDNA 

MtDNA replication is independent of  the cell cycle. Unlike nuclear DNA, which repli-

cates only once during each cell cycle, mtDNA is continuously recycled, even in non-

dividing tissue such as skeletal muscle and brain 70, 71. The precise mechanism of  mtDNA 

replication is currently a topic of  intense debate. At the moment there are two principal 

mechanisms in discussion. The first one is that the replication is strand-asymmetric 72 

(strand-displacement model). Replication starts from the OH origin and is primed by a 

processed transcript from the L-strand promoter. This processed RNA strand is highly 

persistent, forming an R-loop (which is involved in building the D-loop) structure in the 

noncoding region of  mtDNA 73, 74. Replication of  the H-strand continues in a clockwise 

direction until the origin of  L-strand replication (OL) is exposed (Figure 1-6). The L-strand 

is then synthesized in the counterclockwise direction. This model links mitochondrial tran-

scription top replication and provides a possible mechanistic way for mtDNA proliferation 

to respond to various stimuli.  

An alternative model is the strand-synchronous or rolling circle model 75-78. Thereby the 

replication of  mtDNA begins at numerous points between the D-loop and the ND4 

gene79. These replication bubbles then proceed in both directions (bi-directional), stopping 

at OH and stalling briefly in the region of  OL before completing the replication cycle, with 

the lagging strand catching up with the ligation of  Okazaki fragments.  

Independently of  the detailed mechanism of  mtDNA replication, a various number of  

mtDNA binding proteins have been identified to be involved in the replication process. 

The most important ones are the DNA polymerase γ (Pol γ) 80, the DNA helicase Twinkle 
81-84, the mitochondrial single-stranded DNA-binding protein (mtSSB) 85, 86 and TFAM 87-89. 

All these proteins are encoded in the nucleus, translated by cytosolic ribosomes and im-

ported into the mitochondria. Pol γ is the only known DNA polymerase found in mammal-

ian mitochondria and thus bears the burden of  DNA replication and DNA repair func-

tions 90. Biochemical and genetic evidence document the key role for Pol γ in mitochondrial 
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replication, therefore Pol γ is also termed as mitochondrial replicase 80. Pol γ is an RNA-

dependent DNA polymerase 91 comprised of  a catalytic core (Pol γA) and an accessory 

subunit (Pol γB) in a heterotrimer complex (Pol γAB2) 92, 93. The polymerase is very efficient 

and processive and is highly accurate in nucleotide selection and incorporation while proof-

reading errors with its intrinsic 3´→ 5´ exonuclease 94, 95. The proofreading activity of  Pol γ 

is of  high importance, because misincorporation during mtDNA replication leads to mito-

chondrial mutagenesis and dysfunction.  

 
Figure 1-7:  The minimal mitochondrial replisome 
Pol γ forms a heterotrimer consisting of  the catalytic subunit Pol γA and the accessory subunit Pol 
γB. Pol γ, mtSSB and Twinkle are necessary constituents of  the mtDNA replication machinery. The 
helicase Twinkle has a 5´→ 3´ directionality and unwinds the duplex DNA template, whereby the 
mtSSB stabilizes the unwound confirmation and stimulates DNA synthesis by Pol γAB2 23.      

 

 

Together with the mtSSB and Twinkle, Pol γ forms the minimal mitochondrial replisome 

(Figure 1-7) 96, whereas TFAM plays critical roles in multiple aspects to maintain the integ-

rity of  mtDNA: transcription, replication, nucleoid formation, damage sensing and DNA 

repair 87, 97. Because of  its crucial role, TFAM is discussed in the following chapters in more 

detail. Besides these factors, several additional proteins are required for mediating replica-

tion initiation, movement of  the replisome and consequently, for the efficient replication 

of  the genome.        

      

      

1.2.3 Inheritance of mtDNA 

As already discussed, a transfer of  genes from mitochondrial precursors to the nucleus 

has occurred during evolution. Affected, among others, all genes encode for proteins in-

volved in mtDNA maintenance and expression. As a result, mitochondrial genomes are not 
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able to replicate, transcribe and translate their genomes independently, but they rely on 

nuclear encoded proteins.  

Mitochondrial genomes are thought to replicate and be partitioned randomly 98. There are 

many mitochondria per cell, each with multiple copies of  mtDNA. This is of  significance 

for the inheritance of  mtDNA mutations, because multiple copies expose mtDNA to ex-

tensive intra- and intercellular competition and selection between different mitochondrial 

genomes 99. In contrast, replication of  the nuclear genome is stringent. During each mitotic 

cycle, each genome is replicated exactly once and each daughter cell gets only one set of  

chromosomes.  

Almost all mammalian organisms examined show strict maternal inheritance of  mtDNA. 

The offspring obtains its mitochondria only from the oocyte of  the mother. Mitochondria 

contained in the sperm cell (nearly one hundred) are normally not passed on to the off-

spring. The outer membrane protein of  sperm mitochondria, prohibitin, is ubiquitinated, 

presumably permitting the sperm mitochondria to be recognized as foreign by the oocyte 

and degraded within 24 h of  fertilization 100-102. The ubiquitination is a death sentence that 

is written during spermatogenesis and executed after the sperm mitochondria encounter 

the egg’s cytoplasmic destruction machinery. Following fertilization, the remaining sperm 

mtDNA nucleoids disappear within an hour 103. This reorganization process is also active 

when sperm mitochondria and mtDNA are injected into mammalian mtDNA-deficient (p0) 

somatic cells 104.         

 

 

1.2.4 The mitochondrial nucleoid complex 

Early reports from the 1960’s based on electron microscopy showed that mtDNA is 

structured as protein-DNA macro-complexes termed nucleoids 62, 63 by analogy to those in 

bacteria. The nucleoids can be visualized as small submitochondrial bodies within the mito-

chondria 105 (Figure 1-8). 
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Figure 1-8:  Skin fibroblast mtDNA nucleoid labeled with DNA antibody 
MtDNA is enriched in punctuated structures that are distributed through the mitochondrial com-
partment. Each of  these punctuated structures may represent a nucleoid. Insets 1 and 2 depict 
enlargements of  the boxed areas 106.   
 
 

Earlier studies used cesium salt gradients to isolate mtDNA, which caused disruption of  

the nucleoids so that their existence remained undiscovered for a long time. Present meth-

ods use gentle lysis of  isolated mitochondria followed by sequential gradient centrifugation, 

allowing isolation of  intact nucleoids 107. As a result, various new proteins involved in 

metabolic processes, DNA repair, or scaffolding have been identified as part of  the nu-

cleoid structure 107-112. 

Nucleoids are ubiquitously distributed among plants, fungi and animals 63, 64, 106, 109, 113-116 and 

play an important role in regulating replication/translation, maintenance, repair and re-

combination of  mtDNA. In general, nucleoids harbor 2-7 mtDNA copies and several 

hundred of  these complexes exist in a cell 106. The distribution of  nucleoids may be an im-

portant determination of  the segregation of  heteroplasmic mitochondrial genomes in cells 

bearing a mixture of  wild-type and mutant mtDNA molecules. In vivo time-lapse imaging 

of  mammalian nucleoids has demonstrated that they are dynamic structures able to divide 

and redistribute in the mitochondrial network and suggests that they are the mitochondrial 

units of  inheritance 107. The packing of  multiple mtDNA into nucleoids may therefore 

provide a molecular explanation for the observation that the segregation of  mtDNA mu-

tants is faster than would be expected given the large number of  mtDNA genomes in a cell 
109. Because of  the organization of  mtDNA in nucleoid complexes, fusion and fission be-

come more important. In contrast to single mitochondria, fusion and fission within the 

mitochondrial network permit the access for an individual nucleoid to a larger pool of  dif-

fusible proteins required for replication or transcription. 
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Recent reports showed, that human nucleoids are linked to the protein folding machinery 

and metabolic enzymes at the inner mitochondrial membrane 109, 117. For yeast mitochon-

dria, it is known that they are membrane associated 118. Whether all nucleoids are mem-

brane-associated 119, 120 or if  another fraction is located in the mitochondrial matrix is still a 

topic of  debate. 

The composition of  mtDNA nucleoids is poorly understood, especially in higher organ-

isms. An average nucleoid in cultured human cells contains 2-7 mtDNA genomes which 

are packed in a space with a diameter of  only 70 nM 121. Such a human nucleoid with seven 

16.6 kbp mtDNA genomes is a large structure containing 70 million Daltons of  DNA and 

a comparable mass of  protein. The calculated packing density of  such an average human 

nucleoid is 1600-2200 nm3 / kbp which is quite similar to that of  a bacterial nucleoid. In 

comparison, 4700 kbp of  E. coli is folded into a volume of  0.08 to 0.24 µm3 122 with a cal-

culated density of 3400 nm3 / kbp. 

The mechanism of nucleoid formation remains unknown. But mtSSB, Pol γ and TFAM 

(details are discussed in chapter 1.2.4.1) are major constituents of nucleoids and are impor-

tant for mtDNA organization 63, 123-125. Nucleoids from most organisms contain 25 or more 

proteins, most of which have not been characterized with respect to nucleoid function. 

Nucleoid proteins reported in Table 1-1 could be divided into several functional groups 109. 

The majority of proteins documented to date are participants in the organization, metabo-

lism, replication and transcription of mtDNA (Group I). This includes abundant DNA-

binding proteins TFAM, mtSSB, Pol γ, Twinkle and others (Table 1-1). Other nucleoid 

associated proteins are a large number of chaperones (HSP 70, HSP 60 and others of 

Group II). Group III contains proteins involved in membrane transport and metabolism. 

Most of Group II and III proteins have activities not related in any way to mtDNA main-

tenance or nucleoid organization. This suggests that they could be bifunctional (second 

functions in addition to their metabolic activities), but presently the role in nucleoid main-

tenance of these proteins  is unknown 126, 127.  
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Table 1-1: Proteins found in human mtDNA nucleoids 
Proteins identified in nucleoids can be divided in several groups, whereas only proteins of  group I 
have a clear function in mtDNA maintenance, organization and packing. Group II and III contain 
proteins whose functions are not understood at present. Modified after 109.   

 

Table 1-1 makes no claim to be complete as some controversially discussed proteins are not 

listed. Such a controversial protein is aconitase (Aco1p) which was found to be part of  the 

nucleoid complex in yeast 110, 128, 129, but was so far not identified in mammalian nucleoids 109, 

130 (details discussed in chapter 5).  

In a recent publication, Bogenhagen and co-workers 130 prepared human nucleoid com-

plexes by a formaldehyde crosslink under conditions that exposed the complexes to harsh 

ionic detergents and high salt to strip away all proteins not covalently bound to mtDNA. 

Proteins were then identified by LC-MS/MS. In contrast to previous studies using bio-

chemical purification by sedimentation (Table 1-1) Bogenhagen found an increased set of  

nucleoid proteins with a very tight binding which he termed nucleoid “core” proteins. This 

nucleoid core includes about 30 proteins, most of  them with known functions in mtDNA 

transaction like TFAM, Pol γ, mtSSB, Twinkle and enzymes of  the mitochondrial base exci-

sion repair (uracil- and oxoguanine DNA glycosylase 131). This nucleoid core is comparable 

with Group I proteins mentioned above. Proteins found in biochemical nucleoid isolations 

with less harsh and low salt conditions (native nucleoids) that do not belong to the nucleoid 

core he termed “peripheral” nucleoid proteins (comparable to Group II and III). As out-
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come of  this division, in core and a peripheral region of  the complex, Bogenhagen dis-

cussed a model for the structure of  mtDNA nucleoids. In this model individual mtDNA 

molecules within a nucleoid are engaged in replication or transcription. These mtDNA 

molecules are aggregated in the nucleoid core region containing the nucleoid core proteins. 

This core is surrounded by the peripheral zone in which translation and respiratory com-

plex assembly may occur. Certainly this is one of  the first models which try to explain the 

complex nucleoid organization. Clearly, much more work is necessary to explore the poten-

tial role of  mtDNA nucleoids and their nearest neighbors as biosynthetic centers within 

mitochondria. 

 

     

1.2.4.1 Mitochondrial transcription factor A 

TFAM seems to have a histone-like function based on two high mobility group (HMG) 

boxes, which are characteristically for a group of  chromosomal proteins in the nucleus. The 

exclusive localization to mtDNA makes TFAM an ideal marker for mitochondrial nu-

cleoids.  

Besides acting as a transcription factor (TFAM was initially discovered as a factor that 

stimulates transcription), TFAM is especially important for the organization into nucleoids 

by folding, wrapping and compacting mtDNA 87, 88, 132-138. There is a controversy regarding 

the number of  TFAM molecules per mtDNA. Some studies suggest that mtDNA is com-

pletely coated with TFAM 139, whereas others have reported much lower levels 140, 141. There 

is a strong correlation between TFAM expression levels and mtDNA copy number. By 

suppression of  TFAM expression, the amount of  mtDNA gradually decreases 142 and this 

decrease was strongly correlated with the decrease in TFAM. This leads to the speculation 

that TFAM could provide a scaffold upon which the nucleoid is formed 143. Finally a recent 

study demonstrated the importance of  TFAM for nucleoid formation 138 (Figure 1-9). 

Kaufman and coworkers were able to show that TFAM not only has the capacity to com-

pact DNA fully but also that it compacts and organizes DNA through loop formation and 

coordination of  multiple DNAs into nucleoid-like structures. The observed nonspecific 

DNA binding of  the used recombinant TFAM is essentially identical to that of  the en-

dogenous protein. They conclude that TFAM binds mtDNA approximately every 35 base 

pairs as a dimer, independently of  sequence. This indicates that TFAM is a DNA packing 
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protein and is necessary for nucleoid formation. Furthermore, it seems that mtDNA can 

be stably maintained only in the form of  the nucleoid structure within mitochondria 88. 

Both naked mtDNA and free TFAM are unstable in mitochondria and are rapidly de-

graded.   

 

Figure 1-9:  Steps in compaction of  DNA by TFAM 
Linearized plasmid DNA was incubated with purified TFAM and pictured by noncontact atomic 
force microscopy. 1) TFAM binds and bends DNA, resulting in a simple, flexed structure. The 
arrowhead indicates a cleft, which is consistent with TFAM binding to DNA as dimer. 2) The 
bound TFAM dimer can capture another DNA site to form a loop or X-structure. 3) After the loop 
formation, additional TFAM binds DNA proximal to the initial binding site, leading to a loop filling 
or expansion along linear DNA sites. 4) These filled loops are coordinated and organized around a 
central structure, upon which more TFAM molecules begin to fill nearby sites. Thereby, multiple 
DNA molecules become linked, leading to a fully compacted DNA 138.  

 

An interesting study showed that TFAM is able to recognize (recognition of  structural al-

terations of  mtDNA) and bind to damaged mtDNA with a preference to oxidatively dam-

aged DNA 97 in particular 8-oxo-7,8-dihydroguanine (8-oxodG). The authors of  this study 

suggest that TFAM therefore could play an important role in recognizing and mediating or 

initiating repair of  the oxidatively damaged mtDNA. This recommends that the binding 

affinity of  TFAM to the oxidized mtDNA was higher than that of  mitochondrial MYH, 

which is a repair enzyme especially for oxidized DNA damage. Of  much more interest 

could this observation be in connection with the new findings of  TFAM concerning its 

active and critical role in the organization and packing of  mtDNA in nucleoid complexes 

(details see above). This histone-like function of  TFAM and the tight packing of  mtDNA 

could implicate a similar mechanism as for nuclear DNA and histones. TFAM binding of  
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oxidized mtDNA could therefore mean that this damaged part is “inactive” and that the 

information coded on the appropriate gene sequence is read from another mtDNA ge-

nome of  the same mitochondrion. In this context it is important, that in heteroplasmic 

mitochondria a mechanism exists by which mutations are recognized and the mutated 

mtDNA genome (or possibly the nucleoid complex) is selectively eliminated 144. Such an 

inactivation of  damaged mtDNA by TFAM could be involved in this elimination process. 

But the underlying mechanism remains unclear.     

          

  

1.3      Formation of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species in mitochondria 

It is essential in the context of the present work to consider the formation of oxygen 

and nitrogen free radicals by mitochondria.  

Free radicals are defined as molecules or molecular fragments containing one or more un-

paired electrons. The presence of unpaired electrons usually confers a considerable degree 

of reactivity upon a free radical. Those radicals derived from oxygen represent the most 

important class of such species generated in living systems 145. 

Oxidative stress is an expression used to describe various deleterious processes resulting 

from an imbalance between the excessive formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and 

/or reactive nitrogen species (RNS) and limited antioxidant defenses. Whereas small fluc-

tuations in the steady-state concentration of these oxidants actually play a role in intracellu-

lar signalling 146, uncontrolled increases in the concentrations of these oxidants lead to free 

radical mediated chain reactions which randomly target proteins 147, lipids 148, polysaccha-

rides 149 and DNA 150, 151. 

 

 

1.3.1 Reactive oxygen species 

Reactive oxygen species is a phrase used to describe a variety of  molecules and free 

radicals derived from molecular oxygen. The most important ROS are singlet oxygen (1O2), 

the superoxide anion (•O2
-), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and the hydroxyl radical (•OH). 

Molecular oxygen in the ground state is a bi-radical, containing two unpaired electrons in 

the outer shell (also known as a triplet state). Since the two single electrons have the same 
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spin, oxygen can only react with one electron at a time and therefore it is not very reactive 

with the two electrons in a chemical bond. On the other hand, if  one of  the two unpaired 

electrons is excited and changes its spin, the resulting species (known as singlet oxygen) 

becomes a powerful oxidant as the two electrons with opposing spins can quickly react 

with other pairs of  electrons, especially double bonds. 

The reduction of  oxygen by one electron at a time produces the relatively stable intermedi-

ates. Superoxide anion is the precursor of  most ROS and a mediator in oxidative chain 

reactions (Reaction 1). In vivo, •O2
- is produced both enzymatically and non-enzymatically. 

Enzymatic sources include NADPH oxidases, macrophages and endothelial cells 152-154 as 

well as cytochrome P450-dependent oxygenases155. Another enzymatic source which pro-

vides both •O2
- and H2O2 (and therefore may become a source of  •OH) is the conversion 

of  xanthine dehydrogenase to xanthine oxidase 156 either by oxidation or proteolysis.   

The non-enzymatic production of  •O2
- occurs when a single electron is directly transferred 

to oxygen by reduced coenzymes or prostheric groups (for example, flavins or iron sulfur 

clusters). Mitochondria are assumed to be the main cellular producers of  •O2
- and conse-

quently ROS 157. The mitochondrial electron transport chain (ETC) contains several redox 

centers that may leak electrons to oxygen. Electrons escaping from the ETC can reduce 

oxygen to form the reactive free radical •O2
-, which in turn , can be further reduced to 

H2O2 by dismutation and  •OH by the Fenton reaction 158. There is growing evidence that 

most of  the •O2
- generated by intact mitochondria is produced by complex I. This •O2

- 

production occurs primarily on the matrix side of  the inner mitochondrial membrane 159 

(Figure 1-10). Superoxide anion production by complex I was also found to be markedly 

stimulated in the presence of  succinate, the substrate of  complex II 160. In addition to 

complex I, complex III is regarded as an important site of  •O2
- production 161, 162, especially 

when mitochondrial respiration is suppressed (for example by antimycin A). Ubiquinone, a 

component of  the mitochondrial respiration chain, linking complex I and III, and II and 

III, is regarded as a major player in the formation of  •O2
- by complex III 163. The oxidation 

of  ubiquinone proceeds in a set of  reactions known as the Q-cycle and the unstable semi-

quinone is responsible for the •O2
- formation 164. 
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Figure 1-10:  Superoxide anion generation in mitochondria by the ETC 
Transfer of  electrons (arrows) from NADH and succinate (FADH2) to O2 through the multiprotein 
complexes I-IV of  the electron transport chain. The released energy allows components of  com-
plexes I, III and IV to pump protons across the membrane. This creates an electrochemical proton 
gradient that provides energy for ATP synthesis (F0F1-ATPase). Electrons leaking from the ETC to 
oxygen are responsible for the majority of  •O2- produced in mitochondria particularly complex I, 
III and recently complex II haven been implicated its generation. The family of  uncoupling pro-
teins (UCP) reduces the overall mitochondrial membrane potential. This reduction in the mem-
brane potential leads to a reduction in ROS formation. Modified after 47.  

 

 

Early studies on isolated mitochondria suggested that ~ 2% of  the O2 reduced by mito-

chondria results in •O2
- formation 165. However, subsequent studies under more physiologi-

cal conditions have estimated this basal value to ~ 0.1% of  the consumed oxygen 166, 167. 

The first studies used mitochondria in which cytochrome c oxidase was blocked with cya-

nide, leading to one order of  magnitude to high values; nevertheless 0,1% as basal •O2
- 

production is found in recent studies. Even with this lower estimated value of  ROS genera-

tion, the ETC remains the major source of  ROS production in the cell resulting in damage 

to macromolecules (proteins, mtDNA and lipids). This leads to the suggestion that mito-

chondria are a prime target for oxidative damage and that accumulation of  defective mito-

chondria and mtDNA is a major contributor to aging and pathological processes (e.g. dia-

betes, cardiovascular diseases, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease and others). 

The superoxide anion is considered the “primary ROS”. Its unpaired electrons are suffi-

ciently stabilized by resonance and therefore •O2
- is not a strong oxidant but has rather 

reductive properties. Nevertheless it can interact with molecules to generate other types of 

ROS either directly or prevalently through enzyme- or metal-catalyzed processes 168.  Such 
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“secondary” ROS are H2O2 or •OH, which are both much more dangerous than •O2
-. 

H2O2 for example can diffuse freely through membranes into the cytosol or the nucleus, 

causing oxidative damage to many cell compartments. But interesting is that only a small 

amount of  damage arises from a direct action of  H2O2. In fact, •OH is highly reactive and 

therefore is believed to be responsible for most of  the actual damage done to biological 

macromolecules. The half-life of  the hydroxyl radical in aqueous solution is less than 1 ns 
169. It is so reactive that damage is restricted to a small radius limited by diffusion of  the 

radical. Particularly for the formation of  oxidative DNA base lesions and for the oxidation 

of  the deoxyribosyl backbone, •OH is one of  the responsible factors. The risk posed by 

•O2
- is believed to come primarily from its dismutation which leads to the formation of  

H2O2, and ultimately to •OH under catalysis of  ferrous (FeII) iron (or CuI) via the Haber-

Weiss reaction: 

 

2O2 + 2e-        ⎯→⎯     2•O2
-         (1) 

2•O2
- + 2H+  ⎯→⎯     O2 + H2O2   k2 = 2.3 x 105 M-1 s-1   (2) 

Fe2+ + H2O2 ⎯→⎯     Fe3+ + •OH + OH-  Fenton reaction   (3) 

Fe3+ + •O2
-   ⎯→⎯  Fe2+ + O2         (4) 

 

Summation of the Haber-Weiss reaction 3 and 4 yields: 

•O2
- + H2O2 + H+ ⎯→⎯  O2 + H2O + •OH        (5) 

 

Reaction 2 is the disproportionation of  •O2
- into H2O2 which is catalyzed by one of  the 

three superoxide dismutases (SOD) (details see chapter 1.3.3) known in human, but can 

also occur at a slower rate without catalysis. In mitochondria the disproportionation reac-

tion is catalyzed by SOD2. Cells have developed these highly efficient enzymes to scavenge 

•O2
- in a reaction which is the fastest of  any known enzymes 170 (for Cu,Zn-SOD k2 = 2.4 x 

109 M-1 s-1). The resulting H2O2 is normally further detoxified by other antioxidant enzymes 

(Figure 1-12) like glutathione peroxidase 171, catalase 172-174 or peroxiredoxins 173, 174, leading 

to H2O as the end product. But under special conditions leading to an excess of  •O2
-, the 

reduction of  metal ions can occur; for example from iron-III-containing molecules like 

iron-sulphur clusters in complex I and II or mitochondrial aconitase 175 (aconitase is inhib-

ited by high amounts of  •O2
-, leading to an FeII release). The released free FeII (or CuI) can 
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participate in the Fenton reaction (Reaction 3; part of  the Haber-Weiss reaction), generat-

ing highly reactive •OH 176. Under stress conditions •O2
- facilitates the •OH production 

from H2O2 by making FeII available for the Fenton reaction 177 and enhances in this way the 

oxidative stress (Figure 1-12).            

    
      

1.3.2 Reactive nitrogen species 

All oxidants derived from nitric oxide (•NO) are characterized as “reactive nitrogen spe-

cies” (RNS). The most important ones are •NO itself  and peroxynitrite (-OONO) as well 

as nitrite (NO2
-), nitroxyl (HNO), nitrosonium cation (NO+) and S-nitrosothiols (RSNOs) 

178. RNS induce reactions including nitrosylation of  sulfhydryls (S-nitrosylation) or metals 

and nitration of  tyrosine residues.  

Nitric oxide is a ubiquitous intracellular messenger able to regulate physiologic functions 

such as neural (retrograde messenger) and cardiovascular activities (like blood flow; vaso-

dilatation). Therefore •NO is often referred as the “endothelium derived relaxing factor” 
179. The cellular synthesis of •NO is catalyzed by NO synthases (NOS) isoenzymes. Three 

of these NOS, which differ in cellular localization and function, are well characterized and 

referred as neuronal NOS (nNOS), endothelial NOS (eNOS) and inducible NOS (iNOS) 
180. A fourth isoform, which is not well studied, is the mitochondrial NOS (mtNOS). Each 

isoenzyme which requires Ca2+-calmodulin for its activity, consumes L-arginine and pro-

duces equal amounts of •NO and L-citrulline.      

Nitric oxide can become deleterious because of its high reactivity with other free radicals, 

like the superoxide anion. Normally, both •NO and •O2
- at low concentrations are not 

toxic in a physiological environment. But disequilibrium between the productions of  both 

radicals is jointly responsible for alterations of  the molecular mechanism regulating cell life. 

This imbalance is mainly triggered by a reduction in the release or enhanced scavenging of  

•NO, or by an increased production of •O2
-. The consequence is one of the most impor-

tant reactions of •NO in an enzyme-independent mechanism with •O2
- forming peroxyni-

trite (Figure 1-12). The formation of  peroxynitrite by these two free radicals is one of  the 

fastest known bimolecular reactions and is mainly diffusion-controlled: 

 

•NO + •O2
-     ⎯→⎯      -OONO    k2= 1.6 x 1010 M-1 s-1   (6) 
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The rate constant was determined by flash photolysis 181 and is at least four times higher 

than the values obtained with other methods 182.  

In contrast to •NO and •O2
-, peroxynitrite is a powerful toxic oxidizing and nitrating agent 

that has been reported to react with a broad variety of cellular targets, yielding in protein 

sulfoxidations, nitrations and hydroxylations as well as lipid peroxidations. It is mainly im-

plicated in DNA damage by inducing base modifications and strand breaks 183, 184. In reac-

tion with guanine, peroxynitrite forms predominantly 8-oxodG 185 but also 8-nitroguanine, 

which both induce highly mutagenic DNA transversions (details in chapter 1.3.4). It can 

also attack the sugar phosphate backbone by abstracting a hydrogen atom from the deoxy-

ribose moiety, resulting in the opening of the sugar ring and the generation of DNA strand 

breaks 185, 186. The formation of DNA strand breaks in the nucleus triggers the activation of 

poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP), which is from a physiological point of view impli-

cated in DNA repair processes (removal of the induced lesion) and in the maintenance of 

genome stability. But this pathway can also result in energy depletion (NAD- and ATP de-

pletions) and ultimately to the induction of cell death and tissue inflammation 187. There-

fore, the formation of DNA strand breaks in the nucleus represents a critical aspect of per-

oxynitrite mediated cytotoxicity. Taken together, DNA damage induced by peroxynitrite 

contributes to an increased mutation rate and genomic instability. Particularly for mtDNA, 

peroxynitrite may be a serious risk as both are present in a relatively small compartment, 

whereas the impact of mtDNA damage by peroxynitrite will be a subject of discussion in 

this thesis.  

  

 

1.3.2.1 Mitochondrial nitric oxide and peroxynitrite production   

The presence of  a constitutively active mitochondrial NOS and the determination of  

mtNOS activity were reported first in mitochondria from rat liver 188. By using an oxyhe-

moglobin assay in this study, contamination of  the mitochondria with non-mitochondrial 

NOS and association of  NOS with the cytoplasmic face of  the mitochondrial membrane 

was excluded. There was no •NO observed with either intact mitochondria nor with mito-

plasts (mitochondria without outer membrane and intermembrane space). But using this 

assay with sub-mitochondrial particles (the mitochondrial inner membrane flipped inside-
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out) •NO production was observed. This production being specific for the inner mem-

brane and there being no •NO produced in the matrix space, leading to the conclusion that 

the mtNOS is associated with the matrix face of  the mitochondrial inner membrane 188 

(Figure 1-11). 

A major physiological function of  •NO in mitochondria is thought to regulate oxygen con-

sumption by reversibly inhibiting cytochrome c oxidase (complex IV) via competition with 

oxygen for the binuclear binding site 189. In conditions of  high •NO production (e.g. during 

inflammation, reperfusion injury or neuronal hyperactivation) the interruption of  electron 

transfer at cytochrome oxidase markedly increases the leakage of  electrons from the respi-

ratory chain, resulting in the enhanced formation of  superoxide anion and the generation 

of  significant amounts of  peroxynitrite 190-192 (Figure 1-11). Peroxynitrite can nitrate and 

inhibit SOD2 (details see chapter 1.3.3.1) 193, 194, thereby preventing the breakdown of  lo-

cally produced •O2
-, which further increases the formation of peroxynitrite. The nitration 

of SOD2 occurs during the aging process 194 and in neurodegenerative diseases (ALS, Park-

inson’s disease, and Alzheimer’s disease) 195, 196. Nitration of SOD2 consequently leads to 

enhanced oxidative stress and ends in mitochondrial dysfunction 197.     

 

Figure 1-11:  Mitochondrial NOS is associated with the inner mitochondrial membrane 
Schematic view of  mitochondria with outer membrane (OM), intermembrane space (IMS), inner 
membrane and the matrix. MtDNA is shown in circles with associated proteins (coloured dots) as 
membrane associated nucleoid complex. MtNOS is also membrane associated. NO produced by 
mtNOS can react rapidly with •O2- to produce the powerful oxidative species peroxynitrite. The 
high reactivity of peroxynitrite, produced in a small compartment like mitochondria, causes oxida-
tion and nitration of mtDNA, increases the peroxidation of mitochondrial membrane lipids and 
leads to oxidative damage of mitochondrial proteins. Modified after 198.           
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1.3.3 Mitochondrial antioxidant defense systems 

A variety of protective enzymes have evolved in the cell and especially in mitochondria 

to guard against damage by ROS. As the oxygen content of the atmosphere on earth in-

creased to present 21%, the existence of antioxidant defense mechanisms in aerobic organ-

isms became crucial for survival or longevity. In mitochondria there are various controls to 

maintain the membrane potential below dangerous levels by uncoupling proteins and other 

mechanisms to prevent leakage of electrons. The discovery of superoxide dismutases by 

McCord and Fridovich 199 represented the major breakthrough in the antioxidant research. 

SODs are metalloenzymes (metal ion center) found widely distributed in prokaryotic and 

eukaryotic cells. They constitute an enzyme family that catalyzes the conversion of super-

oxide anion to H2O2 (Reaction 7 and Figure 1-12 ) by way of dismutation.  

 

2•O2
- + 2H+  ⎯⎯ →⎯SOD  H2O2 + O2      k2= 2.4 x 109 M-1 s-1 (Cu,Zn-SOD)    (7) 

 

The two-step chemical reaction of •O2
- with the prosthetic group of SOD begins with the 

oxidized form (Fe3+, Cu3+ or Mn3+) of the enzyme binding •O2
-, acquiring a proton and 

releasing molecular oxygen. The reduced forms of the enzymes (Fe2+, Cu2+ or Mn2+) then 

bind a second •O2
- and proton, to liberate H2O2 and return to their oxidized state.  

In eukaryotic cells, there may be up to three different metal-containing SOD enzymes pre-

sent which all catalyze the disproportionation of •O2
-. These SODs are the products of 

different genes and are designated as SOD1 (Cu,Zn-SOD), SOD2 (MnSOD) and SOD3 

(EC-SOD). Cu,Zn-SOD is located in the cytoplasm and is able to translocated into the 

mitochondrial intermembrane space 200, providing a second line of protection against su-

peroxide anion produced in this compartment. SOD2 is located within the mitochondrial 

matrix and SOD3 is an extracellular SOD. In prokaryotes a FeSOD exists, which is not 

found in eukaryotes.  

Mitochondrial H2O2 produced by the disproportionation reaction as well as other peroxides 

are eliminated by a group of  enzymes called peroxidases. Glutathione peroxidases (GPx) 

are a group of  selenium-containing proteins which reduce H2O2 and lipoperoxides at the 

expense of  reduced glutathione (GSH), thereby acting as a hydrogen donor 201. The result-

ing oxidized glutathione is re-reduced by glutathione reductase, using NADPH as a co-

substrate (Reaction 8 and Figure 1-12).  
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Mitochondria contain various isoforms of this peroxidase with different specificity. These 

isoforms are the GPx1 which is the major one and is predominantly localized in the cyto-

sol, but is also present in the mitochondrial matrix 171. The second isoform GPx4 (or 

PHGPx) is membrane associated with a fraction localized to the mitochondria, possibly at 

the contact sites of the two membranes 202. GPx4 reduces hydroperoxides groups on phos-

pholipids, lipoproteins and cholesteryl ester. Because of its small size and large hydropho-

bic surface, it can interact with membrane lipid hydroperoxides. Therefore GPx4 is consid-

ered to be the primary enzymatic defense mechanism against oxidative damage to cellular 

membranes 203, 204.  

Mitochondria also contain a second type of thiol-dependent small molecular weight per-

oxidases, known as peroxiredoxin (Prx) 205. These enzymes decompose H2O2 using a differ-

ent type of  thiol-containing hydrogen donor, known as thioredoxin (Trx) (Reaction 9 and 

Figure 1-12). The regeneration of  reduced Trx is catalyzed by thioredoxin reductase (Tr) 

and needs NADPH. The predominant peroxiredoxins found in mitochondria are Prx III 

(or AOP-1) and V 206, 207.    

 
 

Catalase, a heme enzyme normally found in peroxisomes of  most cells and in the cyto-

plasm of  erythrocytes is also found in the matrix of  heart mitochondria 208, but is absent in 

mitochondria from all other tissues tested, including skeletal muscle 209. 

(8)

(9)
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Additionally nitric oxide also has an antioxidant function and interrupts the radical chain 

propagation reactions by its reaction with •O2
- 148. Finally, mitochondria contain vitamin E 

whose exclusive role is to terminate the chain of  free radical-dependent reactions within 

membranes 210.    

 
 

Figure 1-12:  Formation and inactivation of  ROS and RNS formation in mitochondria 
The disproportionation of  •O2- is catalyzed in mitochondria by SOD2. The resulting H2O2 is fur-
ther detoxified by GPx or Prx, they convert H2O2 into water. But in the presence of  iron or copper 
and in the case of  excessive H2O2 the Fenton reaction can occur yielding in •OH. The superoxide 
anion can lead to an additional iron release and enhances in this way the Fenton reaction. •NO is 
produced within mitochondria and can react in a very fast reaction with •O2- resulting in peroxyni-
trite formation. Because of this reaction with •O2-, nitric oxide is also referred as an antioxidant 
enzyme.           

 

 

1.3.3.1 The mitochondrial superoxide dismutase  

The mitochondrial located SOD2 is a homotetramer with a subunit molecular mass of 

22 kDa. Within each subunit, a single Mn2+ atom bound at the active site serves to catalyze 

the disproportionation reaction. SOD2 is encoded by nuclear DNA (situated on human 

chromosome 6) and the resulting polypeptide is imported into mitochondria. It is synthe-

sized as a precursor polypeptide containing at its N-terminus a pre-sequence for mitochon-

drial targeting that is subsequently cleaved in mitochondria.     

Mammalian SOD2 is similar to the SOD2 isolated from bacteria 211. This provides addi-

tional support for the proposal that mitochondria originated as aerobic prokaryotes which 

entered into an endocellular symbiosis with a protoeukaryote (details described in chapter 

1.1.1). Of great importance for this work was the observation of Steinman and co-workers. 

They described a direct association of SOD2 with E. coli DNA 212. In contrast to SOD2 
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there was no binding of the bacterial FeSOD observed. Even more interesting was the 

result of creating an E. coli SOD deletion mutant and introduce SOD2- and FeSOD plas-

mids. Thereby a two fold greater protection of the E. coli DNA was observed in the strain 

containing SOD2, at same dismutase activity. This was one of the first hints, showing the 

crucial role of SOD2 for bacterial DNA. By creating mice with SOD2 double knock outs 

(Sod2-/-), the dramatic effects for the organism and especially for mtDNA could be directly 

demonstrated, triggered by a strong increase of •O2
- and the resulting ROS and RNS for-

mation in mitochondria. Newborn Sod2-/- mice suffered from severe oxidative stress and 

died within 10-20 days 213, 214 (depending on the mouse model) due to dilated cardiomyopa-

thy or neurodegenerative processes. In contrast, Sod2+/- animals survive but showed age-

dependent endothelial dysfunction and enhanced atherosclerosis 215. These heterozygous 

mutants showed the same mitochondrial defects as the normal animals (Sod2+/+), but at 

much earlier age 216. This could mean that an increased mitochondrial steady state concen-

tration of •O2
- resulting from SOD2 deficiency is associated with premature aging. 

Major alterations in the SOD2 knock-out animals were found in mitochondria such as re-

duced antioxidant capacity, increased mtDNA damage which results in reduced activity of 

enzymes of the respiratory chain and an increase of superoxide anion production, leading 

to enhanced oxidative stress. SOD2 defects may contribute, similarlyto mtDNA, to degen-

erative diseases such as Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, diabetes 217. Also for the 

aging process 218 inactivation (by nitration of a tyrosine in the active-site) 194, 219 or defects in 

SOD2 220 play an important role.                                  

 

 

1.3.4 Oxidative mitochondrial DNA damage and repair 

When mtDNA was discovered, it was anticipated that there must be mutations, since 

mtDNA, just like its counterpart in the nucleus, is constantly exposed to damaging agents 

such as ionizing radiation, environmental toxins as well, as many therapeutic drugs. But 

most of  the damage is actually due to unprovoked errors in DNA replication or ROS 

originating from the ETC. Based on the assumption that mtDNA is associated with the 

mitochondrial inner membrane 117, in close proximity to the ETC, it is obvious that 

mtDNA is likely the most critical target of  oxidative attack. Therefore, the resulting loss of  

mitochondrial function would be an early event in a cascade that would lead, ultimately, for 
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example to aging. Additional support for the mitochondrial theory of  aging comes from 

several studies, investigating the amount of  8-oxodG in young and old tissue. Using a 

HPLC/MS method, values for mtDNA are reported to increase 250-fold with age, from 

5,7 8-oxodG per 106 dN (deoxyribonucleotide) for human cardiac tissue from 30 year olds 

to 1430 8-oxodG per 106 dN for cardiac tissue from 90 years olds 221. There are a lot of  

other studies, showing that during the aging process the amount of  8-oxodG in mtDNA 

increases, although the opinions in the amount of  increase differ 222. Studies comparing 

species of  different maximum life span could show that mtDNA oxidative damage levels 

are lower in several long-lived species than in short lived one 223. The important role for 

SOD2 to prevent oxidative mtDNA lesions was shown by Williams and co-workers 224. 

They found that oxidative damage accumulates in mtDNA (also in lipids and proteins) of  

mice heterozygous for SOD2 (Sod2-/+) and at the same time there was a decrease in mito-

chondrial function observed. The finding that SOD2 is nitrated and inactivated during ag-

ing 194 may indicate that SOD2 is a critical factor for the aging process; furthermore it could 

be that SOD2 is one of  the key mediators. Taken together, it is possible that the rate of  

oxidative damage formation in mtDNA functions as the “biological clock” in determining 

life span 222 (The mitochondrial free radical theory of  aging is further discussed in chapter 

1.4.1).             

Other sources of  mtDNA damage are reactive nitrogen species like peroxynitrite, which 

predominantly damages purines (adenine and guanine) in mtDNA 225.     

 

 

1.3.4.1 Oxidation of guanine 

Oxidative damage to mtDNA may be in the form of  base modifications, abasic sites 

and various other types of  lesions 226. Several types of  DNA base products are generated 

by ROS 226. One of  the most studied lesions is 8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-2´-deoxyguanosine (8-

oxodG), which is formed by a variety of  oxidative treatments (Figure 1-13). The addition 

of  an OH group at the 8-position in guanine by reducing agents in the presence of  oxygen 

was first described by Kasai and Nishimura 227, 228. 
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Figure 1-13:  Oxidation of  guanine 
8-oxodG is the most common DNA lesion. The general acceptance is that 8-oxodG is mainly 
caused by the highly reactive hydroxyl radical (•OH) which is generated from H2O2. Another im-
portant source of  ROS is ionising radiation that by radiolysis of  water generates •OH.       

 

Another powerful toxic oxidizing and nitrating agent that can cause extensive base modifi-

cations, especially 8-oxodG (Figure 1-14), as well as strand breakage to DNA is peroxyni-

trite 184, 229. Studies showed that the pattern of  damage caused by peroxynitrite suggests that 

free •OH radicals are not involved but that reactive nitrogen species seem to play the major 

role in DNA base modifications184.  

 

Figure 1-14:  Proposed mechanism of  8-oxodG production by peroxynitrite 
The hydroxyl group is transferred to guanine. Oxidation of  the target molecule results in cleavage 
of  peroxynitrous acid and generates 8-oxodG and nitrite. Modified after 184.  
  
   

8-oxodG is a highly mutagenic lesion and therefore can compromise mitochondrial ge-

nomic stability. At physiological pH, the major tautomeric form of  8-oxodG has a carbonyl 

group at C8 and is pronated on N7 230. In an anti-conformation, 8-oxodG can form a Wat-
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son-Crick base pair with cytosine (Figure 1-15 A). But the favoured form of  8-oxodG is a 

syn conformation that can form a Hoogsteen base pair with adenine (Figure 1-15 B) 231. 

This mispair with adenine leads to a G:C → T:A transversion during the subsequent round 

of  replication 232.    

 
Figure 1-15:  Base-pairing conformations of  8-oxodG 
Shown in A) is the normal Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding arrangement between 8-oxodG and 
cytosine in which both 8-oxodG and cytosine are in the anti-conformation. Shown in B) is the pre-
ferred Hoogsteen base pair confirmation of  8-oxodG and adenine in which 8-oxodG is rotated to 
the syn form231.     
 
 

Also, T:A → G:C transversion can occur by oxidation of  the guanine within the free dGTP 

pool, leading to 8-oxodGTP. During replication, the modified 8-oxodGTP can be incorpo-

rated opposite to adenine. This mismatch is not recognized by the proofreading function 

of  the 3´→ 5´ exonuclease, presumably because the geometry of  the 8-oxodG:A base pair 

is very similar to the normal T:A base pair. During replication the mismatched 8-oxodG 

can pair in principle with cytosine leading to a T:A → G:C transversion. 
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1.3.4.2 Mitochondrial DNA repair 

In order to maintain the integrity of  the genome, the cell needs to have ways to repair 

mtDNA damage. Initially it was thought that DNA repair mechanisms were either non-

existent or very inefficient in mitochondria and that damaged DNA molecules were simply 

degraded and undamaged copies served as templates for new mtDNA synthesis. Such 

views were based on early experiments showing that UV-induced pyrimidine dimers were 

not repaired in mtDNA 233. But subsequent studies have demonstrated that certain types of  

damage to DNA bases can be efficiently repaired in mitochondria 151, 234-237. Also, a variety 

of  DNA repair enzyme activities have been detected in mitochondria 235, 236. Mitochondria 

seem to be especially efficient in repairing oxidized and alkylated DNA lesions via the base 

excision repair (BER) pathway 151, 238, 239 and it represents the main repair pathway that re-

moves 8-oxodG. Enzymes of  the BER pathway like apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP) endonucle-

ase class I and II, glycosylases, DNA ligase and DNA polymerase have been identified in 

mammalian mitochondria 234. The first step of  the pathway is carried out by a DNA glyco-

sylase that recognizes and removes the aberrant base by hydrolysis of  the N-glycosylic 

bond between the sugar phosphate backbone and the base moiety, thereby leaving a non-

coding abasic site (AP site) 240. It was recently demonstrated that the major 8-oxodG glyco-

sylase / AP lyase activity in mitochondria is encoded by the ogg1 gene 241. This oxoguanine 

DNA glycosylase 1 (OGG1), which is the main enzyme for the removal of  8-oxodG, exists 

in five isoforms from which three were localized to the mitochondria 242. Furthermore, 

three uracil glycosylases have been identified. The AP site is then recognized and cleaved by 

an AP endonuclease, which introduces a DNA strand break 5´ to the baseless sugar. Fi-

nally, Pol γ fills the one-nucleotide gap and the nick is sealed by DNA ligase.  

In addition to BER, there is evidence that mitochondria possess mismatch repair activities 
243 and that mitochondria can repair single- and double-strand breaks as well as intrastrand 

cross-links, indicating that they might repair DNA via homologous recombination 244. 

In summary, mammalian mitochondria are capable of repairing a wide range of DNA le-

sions. However, no direct evidence of the existence of a nucleotide excision repair pathway 

(NER), which is known to remove UV-induced lesions (pyrimidine dimers), has yet been 

found. Pyrimidine dimers might be eliminated through degradation of mtDNA molecules. 

Thus, mtDNA mutations appear to be selectively eliminated by degradation of mutated 

mtDNA 144. Considering that mouse mitochondria can tolerate DNA glycosylase defects, it 

is likely that such a degradation mechanism acts on repairable lesions as well 245.                   
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1.4 Mitochondrial DNA in aging and disease  

The achievements of the last two decades have revitalized research on mitochondria, 

not only because of new insights gained into the genetic basis of mitochondrial function 

and dysfunction, but also because of the realization of their vital role in maintaining a 

healthy individual. In the 1980s it was discovered that mutations of mtDNA could be 

pathogenic. Several groups reported that both mtDNA point mutations 246 and deletions 247 

could be the underlying cause of a variety of defined human pathologies. Subsequently 

there has been a rapid growth in the number of mtDNA mutations implicated in human 

diseases, and new mutations are still being identified. The recently released Mitomap (Hu-

man Mitochondrial Genome Database) lists almost 200 pathogenic point mutations, single 

nucleotide deletions and insertions (http://mitomap.org). Yet, owing to functional com-

plementation among different copies of mtDNA, a loss-of-function mutation must first 

reach a threshold level before it can cause adverse effects (heteroplasmy level). But it seems 

that cells in some human tissue like brain, muscle or colon harboring mutant mtDNA and 

resultant respiratory deficient cells might be abundant enough to impact the whole organ-

ism functionally.    

Mutations or deletions of the mitochondrial genome 248-251 or posttranslational oxidative 

modifications of respiratory chain proteins 252-256 can cause mitochondrial dysfunction 252, 257-

264. It is hypothesized that these alterations may increase electron leakage within the respira-

tory chain, thus enhancing mitochondrial ROS formation 265-269. Consequently, ATP pro-

duction decreases and ROS interfere with cellular redox regulation 270, 271. One example of  

this is limiting the bio-availability of  •NO in the cardiovascular system. 

Faithful mtDNA replication is essential to ensure oxidative phosphorylation and preserves 

cell function during development and regeneration. Several maternally inherited human 

diseases 272 such as DAD- (Diabetes Mellitus and Deafness) syndrome, LHON (Leber He-

reditary Optic Neuropathy), MELAS- (Mitochondrial Encephalomyopathy, Lactic Acidosis 

and Stroke-like) syndrome 246, 249, 273, 274 or KSS- (Kearns-Sayre) syndrome 249, 273 highlight the 

importance of  mtDNA. Point mutations or deletions were shown to correlate with an in-

creased rate of  apoptosis, free radical formation, and energy depletion, leading to an im-

pairment of  tissue function 273. Accumulations of  mutations and deletions in mtDNA with 

their associated defects in energy metabolism have been implicated in ischemic heart dis-

ease, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). Fur-

thermore, mutations in the mitochondrial genome were specifically implicated as the po-
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tential causal factor for aging by Linnane and colleagues 275. A possible role for mutations in 

aging was affirmed by the observation that inherited pathogenic mtDNA mutations cause a 

variety of  deteriorative age-progressive diseases 276.  

During mitochondrial dysfunction, energy supply becomes limiting, the infrastructure 

slowly deteriorates and more severe consequences may be triggered by catastrophic failures 

at localized sites. This view, particularly related to the process of  aging, is undoubtedly very 

simplistic. Nevertheless, the concept that aging and mitochondrial dysfunction are related is 

reflected in increasing amounts of  publications in the past two decades. Aging is a stochas-

tic process that occurs after reproductive maturity in animals, leading to molecular disor-

ders that represent the genesis of  age-associated changes. It is defined as a progressive, 

generalized impairment of  function, resulting in an increased vulnerability to environ-

mental challenge and growing risk of  disease and death 277. It is generally assumed that ac-

cumulated damage to a variety of  cellular systems is the underlying cause of  aging. As re-

pair mechanisms gradually become overwhelmed, the escalating molecular fidelity 

ultimately exceeds the repair capacity and results in increasing vulnerability to age-

associated pathology. The effects of  mtDNA mutations were further demonstrated in 

transgenic mice with a proofreading-deficient Pol γ (mtDNA-mutator mouse), leading to 

progressive, random accumulation of  mtDNA mutations (three- to five-fold more point 

mutations in addition to increased deletions of  mtDNA) during the course of  mitochon-

drial biogenesis. The phenotype of  these animals showed typical signs of  apoptosis 253, 278, 

premature aging characterized by kyphosis (curvature of  the spine), cardiac hypertrophy, 

osteoporosis, weight loss, reduced fertility, progressive hearing loss, decreased spontaneous 

activity and significantly reduced life span (median life span of  48 weeks compared to 2 

years of  controls). The mechanism underlying premature aging in the mtDNA mutator 

mouse is not known. A recent study showed that a transgenic mouse expressing cardiac-

targeted, mutated human Pol γ 279, developed early aging symptoms combined with en-

hanced ROS formation and severe cardiomyopathy similar to observations in the mtDNA-

mutator mouse. These data provide the first experimental evidence for a causative link be-

tween mtDNA mutations and aging phenotypes in mammals, but it still remains unclear if  

they are a major cause of  age-related deterioration and death.   
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1.4.1 The mitochondrial free radical theory of aging  

Harman was one of  the first who proposed that ROS play a central role in aging. His 

“free radical theory of  aging” was introduced already fifty years ago 280 based on findings 

that endogenous oxygen radicals were generated in cells and that those reactive species 

would result in a cumulative damage to cells over years. In over fifty years Harman’s theory 

has undergone modifications and extensions, with the suggestion that the most important 

source of  ROS in vivo are mitochondria. Harman himself  postulated in 1972 that as one of  

the most important sources of  ROS, mitochondria should also be one of  its most impor-

tant targets 281 and mitochondria could function as an “aging clock”. This realization has 

led to the formulation of  the “mitochondrial free radical theory of  aging” or also referred 

as the “mitochondrial DNA mutation theory of  aging” 282. According to the theory, cell 

senescence and aging occurs because of  mutations, inactivation or loss of  mtDNA either 

leading to and / or resulting from ROS production (Figure 1-16) resulting in a so called 

vicious circle. 

 

Figure 1-16:  The mitochondrial free radical theory of  aging 
MtDNA is damaged by ROS produced by the ETC. Because mtDNA encodes for important parts 
of  the ETC, damage of  mtDNA leads to mutated subunits of  the ETC and to an impaired ETC. 
The impaired ETC produces more ROS than the normal one does with the consequence of  in-
creased mtDNA damage, thereby forming a vicious circle. Extensive mtDNA damage (particular in 
postmitotic cells) leads to mutations in mtDNA which blocks the replication and consequently 
leads to mitochondrial dysfunction, physiological decline and aging. Modified after 88.   
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Further support for the mitochondrial free radical theory of  aging was obtained from ex-

periments with transgenic flies and mice. Knock-outs of  the antioxidant enzymes reduce 

the life span, while increased expression of  these enzymes can prolong the life expectancy 
283, 284. As already mentioned, ROS seems to be one key factor for the changes during aging 

by introducing mtDNA point mutations and deletions 285. Several studies support the mito-

chondrial free radical theory of  aging. Of  special interest is the finding that the rate of  

ROS production of  mitochondria isolated from postmitotic tissues lower in long-lived than 

in short-lived species 286. Even more important is the negative correlation of  8-oxodG lev-

els with the maximum live span (MLSP) in mammals 223. Slowly aging mammals show lower 

8-oxodG levels in mtDNA than rapidly aging ones (Figure 1-17). Furthermore, this inverse 

relationship was restricted to mtDNA, since 8-oxodG levels in nuclear DNA were not sig-

nificantly correlated with the MLSP 223. There is also a correlation of  the ROS formation in 

mitochondria as well as 8-oxodG amount in mtDNA between young and old animals. In 

old animals much higher levels of  ROS and 8-oxodG were found compared to young ones 

of  the same species. Thus, it is possible that the rate of  oxidative damage formation in 

mtDNA functions as a “biological clock” in determining life span.                 

 

Figure 1-17:  Inverse correlation between heart 8-oxodG in mtDNA and MLSP 
Heart mtDNA of  mammalian species with different MLSP were tested for 8-oxodG presence. The 
amount of  mtDNA damage is lower in long-lived species than in short-lived species. Thus, it is 
possible that the rate of  oxidative damage formation in mtDNA functions as a “biological clock” in 
determining life span 287.      
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It is likely that oxidative mtDNA damage and resulting mitochondrial dysfunction is in-

volved in the aging process, but the detailed mechanisms remain to be established. 
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2 Aim of  the Study 

Mitochondria are the most important energy source in the cell, generating ATP by oxida-

tive phosphorylation. Therefore, disturbances in mitochondrial structure and function have 

long been implicated in the aging process in a broad range of  species and in the meantime, 

overwhelming experimental evidence has accumulated in favor of  such a role. The field of  

interest is focused onto mtDNA and its mutation especially due to oxidative lesions. In the 

last years a causal interrelation between oxidative mtDNA modifications, dysfunctional 

respiratory chain and aging was found.  

An important role for understanding the aging process could be the organization of  

mtDNA in nucleoid complexes. Therefore ongoing studies of  mtDNA mutations and pro-

tection of  mtDNA provided by the nucleoid complex is necessary to get insights into the 

causal relationships between mtDNA and mammalian aging. However, so far not all associ-

ated proteins are identified and the exact role of  many associated proteins, especially con-

cerning protection of  mtDNA, still remains elusive. Of  special interest should be the in-

vestigation of  proteins with antioxidative function. In this context, we were stimulated by a 

report in literature, which described a directed association (in E. coli) of  bacterial SOD2 

with its DNA 212. This suggested to us the following experiments: 

• Due to the bacterial origin of  mtDNA and the high similarity of  eukaryotic nucleoids 

to bacterial ones, a possible association of  SOD2 to mtDNA in mammals should be 

investigated.  

• How is the binding regulated? Is there a direct interaction between SOD2 and mtDNA 

or is the binding mediated by another protein?   

• It should be investigated if  besides SOD2 other proteins with antioxidant functions are 

associated with the nucleoid complex in order to form a complete antioxidant system.  

• To figure out the role of  oxidative mtDNA damage for the aging process a new 

method for detection of  8-oxodG should be developed and established. 

• And finally, the potential importance of  peroxynitrite mediated DNA damage was in 

the focus of  interest in our studies.        
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3 Materials and Methods 

3.1 Materials 

3.1.1 Chemicals 

All chemicals were of  analytical grade and obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Deisenhofen, 

Germany), Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland), Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany), Invitrogen (Karlsruhe, 

Germany), Roche (Mannheim, Germany) or Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). 

 

3.1.2 Laboratory equipment and consumables 

Description; Specification Manufacturer 

Agarose gel electrophoresis unit;           
Horizon 11-14 

Gibco Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany  

Autoclave; 2540-EL  Systec, Wettenberg, Germany  

BioPhotometer Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany 

Cell culture material Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany 

Chamber slides Nalgen Nunc, Naperville, USA 

Centrifuges: 

Centrifuge 5810R 

Centrifuge Z233 MK-2 

Digifuge GL 

MiniSpin plus 

Multifuge 3SR 

Optima LE-80K + Rotor SW 32 Ti 

Sorvall RC 6+ 

 

Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany 

Hermle, Wehingen, Germany 

Heraeus, Fellbach, Germany 

Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany 

Heraeus, Fellbach, Germany 

Beckman Coulter, Krefeld, Germany 

Thermo Scientific, Waltham, USA 

Centrifuge tubes; Polycarbonate thick wall  

31/2 inches 

Beckman Instruments, Palo Alto, USA  

Clean bench; Hera safe Thermo Scientific, Waltham, USA 

Electrophoresis unit; self  construction University of  Konstanz, Konstanz, Germa-
ny 
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FADU 96-well-plate Greiner, Frickenhausen, Germany 

Filter paper; GB002 Schleicher & Schuell, Dassel, Germany 

Fluorescence reader; Spectra Fluor Tecan, Crailsheim, Germany 

Gel Imager; Gel Jet Imager Intas, Göttingen, Germany 

Glassware  Schott, Mainz, Germany 

Homogenizer; Potter S Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany 

Homogenizer; Potter- ELVEHJEM Kleinfeld, Gehrden, Germany 

Impulse Tong Sealer; Polystar 100 GE Rische + Herfurt, Hamburg, Germany 

Incubator for cell culture; Hera cell Thermo Scientific, Waltham, USA 

Incubator for bacteria; Minitron    Infors, Bottmingen, Switzerland 

Incubator Bachofer, München, Germany 

Infrared scanner  Li-Cor, Lincoln, USA 

Nitrocellulose transfer membrane; Protran Schleicher & Schuell, Dassel, Germany 

Nitrocellulose filter  Biorad, Hercules, USA 

Nylon filter  Osmonics, Westborough, USA 

Magnetic stirrer; MR 3001 Heidolph, Schwabach, Germany 

Microscopes: 

Axiovert 40 C 

Axiovert 200M fluorescence microscope + 

AxioCam MRn 

LSM510 Meta confocal microscope 

 

Zeiss, Göttingen, Germany 

Zeiss, Göttingen, Germany 

 

Zeiss, Göttingen, Germany 

Mini dialysis units; Slide-A-Lyzer  KMF, Lohmar, Germany 

pH meter; Microprocessor pH 537 WTW, Weilheim, Germany 

Pipetting robot; Genesis RSP 100 Tecan, Hombrechtikon, Switzerland 

Plasticware; tips, tubes etc. Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany 

Power supply; E844 Consort, Turnhout, Belgium 

Precision balances Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany 

Semi-dry transfer unit; Hofer SemiPhor Amersham Biosciences, Freiburg, Germany 

Shaker; Polymax 1040 Heidolph, Schwabach, Germany 

Slot blot apparatus; Bio-Dot SF Bio-Rad, Hercules, USA 
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Streptavidin-coupled IRDYE® 800CW  Li-Cor, Lincoln USA 

Thermomixer; Compact Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany 

UV-crosslink; Stratalinker 2400 Stratagene, Ceder Creek, USA 

Vortexer; Vortex Genie-2 Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 

Water bath; GFL 1083 GFL, Burgwedel, Germany 

Water preparation unit; Milli-Q Plus PF Millipore, Schwalbach, Germany 

X-ray equipment C.H.F. Müller, Hamburg, Germany 

X-ray film; Biomax Kodak, Rochester, USA 

Table 3-1: Laboratory equipment 

 

 

 

3.1.3 Antibodies 

Description Manufacture/Source 

Primary antibodies 

Anti-8-Oxoguanine: mouse monoclonal 
antibody  

Millipore/Chemicon, Billerica, USA 

Anti-Acetyl-Lysine: rabbit polyclonal anti-
body  

Biomol, Hamburg, Germany 

Anti-BrdU: mouse monoclonal antibody  Roche, Penzberg, Germany 

Anti-Cytochrome C: mouse monoclonal 
antibody  

BD Biosciences, Heidelberg, Germany 

Anti-DNA: mouse monoclonal antibody  PROGEN Biotechnik, Heidelberg, Gemany

Anti-DNA Polymerase γ: rabbit polyclonal 
antibody  

US Biological, Swampscott, USA 

Anti-DNA Polymerase γ: rabbit polyclonal 
antibody  

Acris, Hiddenhausen, Germany 

Anti-Fumarate hydratase (FH): mouse 
monoclonal antibody 

Abcam, Cambridge, UK 

Anti-Glutathion Peroxidase 1: rabbit poly-
clonal antibody  

LabFrontier, Seoul, Korea 
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Anti-Histone H1: rabbit polyclonal anti-
body  

Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Heidelberg, 
Germany 

Anti-Phospholipid hydroperoxide glu-
tathione peroxidase 4 (PHGPx): rabbit 
polyclonal antibody 

Provided by Dr. R. Brigelius-Flohé, Deut-
sche Institut für Ernährungsforschung 
Potsdam-Rehbrücke, Germany 

Anti-SOD2 (SOD2-111): rabbit polyclonal 
antibody  

Assay Designs, Ann Arbor, USA 

Anti-TFAM: rabbit polyclonal serum  Provided by Dr. R. Wiesner, University of  
Cologne, Germany 

Secondary antibodies 

Alexa Fluor® 488: polyclonal goat anti-
mouse IgG 

MoBiTec, Göttingen, Germany 

Alexa Fluor® 568: polyclonal goat anti-
rabbit IgG  

MoBiTec, Göttingen, Germany 

Polyclonal goat anti-rabbit IgG/HRP-
conjugated 

Thermo Scientific/Pierce, Rockford, USA 

Polyclonal goat anti-mouse IgG/HRP-
conjugated 

Jackson ImmunoResearch, Suffolk, UK 

Table 3-2: Primary and secondary antibodies 

 

 

3.1.4 Media, buffers and solutions 

All buffers and solutions were prepared in double distilled water (ddH2O), MilliQ water 

or as indicated. 

  

3.1.4.1 Bacterial growth medium 

Luria-Bertani broth (LB) medium, auto-

claved 

0.5% bacto yeast (w/v) 

1% bacto trypton (w/v) 

1% NaCl (w/v) 

(+ 100 mg /ml ampicillin)   

Luria-Bertani broth (LB) agar, autoclaved 1.5% bacto agar (w/v) in LB medium 

(+ 100 mg/ml ampicillin)  

Table 3-3: Bacterial growth medium 
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3.1.4.2 General buffers and solutions 

Agarose gel loading dye (6x) New England Biolabs, Frankfurt, Germany 

Ethidium bromide solution 10 µg/ml ethidium bromide 

Isoba solution Essex Pharma, München, Germany 

NBT solution 1.23 mM NBT 

NBT staining solution  100  mM KH2PO4 

28  mM TEMED 

0.28  mM riboflavine  

Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4 140  mM NaCl  

2.7  mM KCl  

8  mM Na2HPO4 x 2H2O  

1.4  mM KH2PO4 

PBS-T 1 l PBS (1x) 

1% Tween 20 (v/v) 

Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE) buffer (10x), 

pH 8.5 

400  mM Tris-Base 

10  mM Na2EDTA 

200  mM acetic acid 

Tris-buffered saline (TBS-T), pH 8.0  10  mM Tris-HCl  

100  mM NaCl  

0.1% Tween 20 

Table 3-4: General buffers and solutions 
 
 
 
 

3.1.4.3 SDS-PAGE and Western Blot 

Antibody solution 0.1% fat free milk powder (w/v) in PBS  

APS for SDS-PAGE 10% APS (w/v) 

Blocking solution 5% fat free milk powder (w/v) in PBS 

Coomassie gel staining solution  0.25% Serva blue R-250 (w/v) 

50% trichloroacetic acid (v/v) 
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Coomassie gel destaining solution 25% methanol (v/v) 

7% acetic acid 

ECL solution A, pH 8.6 0.1M Tris-HCl 

1.4  mM luminol 

ECL solution B 6  mM p-coumaric acid in DMSO 

ECL solution reaction mix 89.96% solution A (v/v) 

10% solution B (v/v) 

0.003% H2O2 (v/v) 

Laemmli buffer, pH 6.8 300  mM Tris-HCl 

200  mM β-mercaptoethanol  

8% SDS (w/v) 

20% glycerol (w/v) 

0.05% bromphenol blue (w/v) 

Ponceau S solution 0.1% Ponceau S (w/v) 

5% acetic acid (v/v) 

SDS-PAGE running buffer (10x) 250  mM Tris-Base  

1.9M glycine 

1% SDS (w/v) 

SDS-PAGE stacking gel buffer (S-buffer) 

(5x), pH 6.8 

625  mM Tris-Base 

17  mM SDS 

SDS-PAGE separating gel buffer (T-buffer) 

(5x), pH 8.8 

1.86M Tris-Base  

15  mM SDS 

Semi-Dry buffer 

 

25  mM Tris-Base  

160  mM glycine 

1.3  mM SDS 

20% methanol (v/v) 

Stripping buffer 

 

62.5  mM Tris-HCl 

2% SDS (w/v) 

Table 3-5: Buffers for SDS-PAGE and Western Blot 
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3.1.4.4 Mitochondria and nucleoid complex isolation 

Isolation medium I, pH 7.4 250  mM sucrose 

10  mM HEPES 

1  mM EGTA 

0.5% fatty acid free BSA (w/v) 

1  mM glutathione (red.) 

Isolation medium II, pH 7.4 250  mM sucrose 

10  mM HEPES 

Mitochondria dilution buffer, pH 7.4 10 mM Tris-HCl 

1 mM EDTA 

Mitochondria gradient buffer, pH 7.5 10 mM Tris-HCl  

1 mM EDTA  

0.1% BSA (w/v) 

Mitochondria resuspension buffer, pH 7.5 0.8M sucrose 

10 mM Tris-HCl  

1 mM EDTA  

0.1% BSA (w/v) 

Nucleoid gradient buffer (GB), pH 7.6 20 mM Tris-HCl 

1 mM EDTA 

1 mM spermidine 

7 mM β-mercaptoethanol 

1 x Roche complete protease inhibitor 

cocktail 

Nucleoid isolation buffer (NE2), pH 7.6 250 mM sucrose 

20 mM Tris-HCl 

2 mM EDTA 

7 mM β-mercaptoethanol 

Step gradient for nucleoid purification  20% sucrose (w/v) 

40% sucrose (w/v) 

60% sucrose (w/v) 
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75% sucrose (w/v) 

in gradient buffer 

Sucrose gradient for mitochondria  

purification 

1 M sucrose 

1.5 M sucrose 

2 M sucrose 

in mitochondria gradient buffer 

SYBR Green solution for mitochondrial 

DNA determination 

0.01% SYBR Green (v/v) (from a 10000 x 

stock) 

Table 3-6: Buffers for mitochondria and nucleoid complex isolation 
 
 
 

3.1.4.5 MDH enzymatic activity 

Assay buffer 50 mM triethanolamine-HCl 

5 mM EDTA 

NADH solution 

Oxalacetate solution 

0.2 mM NADH 

0.5 mM oxalacetate 

Table 3-7: Buffers for enzyme activity  
 
 
 

3.1.4.6 Slot blot filter binding assay 

Binding buffer 5 mM potassium phosphate 

0.3% glycerol 

400 µM MgCl2 

(+ 50 µg/ml BSA) 

Equilibration buffer for nitrocellulose  

membrane  

0.4 M KOH 

Table 3-8: Buffers for the slot blot binding assay 
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3.1.4.7 Co-immunoprecipitation 

Immunoprecipitation buffer (IP-buffer), 

pH 7.5 

50 mM Tris-HCl  

4 mM EDTA 

0.25% gelatine 

+ 150 mM NaCl for swelling buffer 

Table 3-9: Co-immunoprecipitation buffers 
 

 

3.1.4.8 FADU-assay 

Alkaline unwinding buffer 42.5% lysis buffer (v/v) 

200 mv NaOH 

Lysis buffer 9 M urea 

10 mM NaOH 

2.5 mM cyclohexyl-diamin-tetraacetate 

0.1% SDS (w/v) 

Neutralization buffer 1 M glucose 

14 mM β-mercaptoethanol  

Suspension buffer, pH 7.4 250 mM meso-inositol 

10 mM sodium phosphate 

1 mM MgCl2 

SYBR Green solution for mitochondrial 

DNA determination 

0.01% SYBR Green (v/v) (from a 10000 x 

stock) 

Table 3-10: Buffers for the FADU-assay 
 
 
 

3.1.4.9 Immunofluorescence 

Blocking solution; in PBS 0.1% Triton X-100 (v/v) 

1% BSA (w/v) 

BrdU incubation buffer 66 mM Tris-buffer 

0.66 mM MgCl2 
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1 mM β-mercaptoethanol 

Fixing solution; in PBS 4% paraformaldehyde (w/v) 

Mounting solution Glycerol:PBS 3:1 (v/v) 

Table 3-11: Buffers for immunofluorescence 
 

 
 
 

3.1.4.10 Electron microscopy 

Spreading solution, pH 8.5 0.06 mg/ml cytochrome c 

50 mM NaCl 

50 mM Tris-HCl 

5 mM EDTA 

50% formamide (v/v) 

Table 3-12: Buffer for electron microscopy 

 

 

3.1.5 Animals 

Animal treatment was in accordance with the Guide for the “Care and Use of  Labora-

tory Animals” as adopted and promulgated by the U.S. National Institutes of  Health and 

was granted by the Ethics Committee of  the University Konstanz. 

 

Description Source 

Rattus norvegicus, wistar strain  Self  breeding at the animal house, Univer- 

sity of  Konstanz, Germany 

Mus musculus, NOD strain  Provided by Dr. H. Illges, Hochschule 

Bonn-Rhein-Sieg, Rheinbach, Germany 

Table 3-13: Animals 
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3.1.5.1 Animal tissue 

Bovine hearts for nucleoid isolation and bovine aortas were obtained from the local 

slaughterhouse.    

 

 

3.1.6 Cell culture 

3.1.6.1 Cells  

Description Source 

Jurkat T-cell lymphoma cells (clone E6) Cell line, AG Bürkle,  

University of  Konstanz, Germany 

Hela cells Cell line, AG Bürkle, 

University of  Konstanz, Germany 

Human Embryonic Kidney cells (HEK- 

293) 

Cell line, AG Bürkle, 

University of  Konstanz, Germany 

Human smooth muscle cells (hSMC) Primary cells; human vein 

Bovine endothelial cells (bEC) Primary cells; bovine aorta 

Bovine smooth muscle cells (bSMC) Primary cells; bovine aorta 

Table 3-14: Cells  
 
 
 

3.1.6.2 Cell culture media, supplements and reagents 

Cell culture media 

Description Source Supplements 

RPMI 1640 for Jurkat cells  Biochrom, Berlin, Germany 1% L-glutamine (v/v)  

10% FBS (v/v) 

100 Units/ml penicillin 

100 µg/ml of  streptomycin 

Dulbecco's Modified Eagle  

Medium (DMEM) for Hela 

Gibco/Invitrogen, 4,5 g/l glucose 

10% FBS (v/v) 
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and HEK cells  Karlsruhe, Germany   100 Units/ml penicillin 

100 µg/ml of  streptomycin 

DMEM for bEC Biochrom, Berlin, Germany 1 g/l glucose 

10% FBS (v/v) 

100 Units/ml penicillin 

100 µg/ml of  streptomycin 

Medium 199 Earl for bSMC Biochrom, Berlin, Germany 10% FBS (v/v) 

100 Units/ml penicillin 

100 µg/ml of  streptomycin 

Smooth muscle cell growth 

medium (low serum) for 

hSMC 

PromoCell, Heidelberg,  

Germany 

5% FCS (v/v) 

0.5 ng/ml EGF 

2 ng/ml bFGF 

5 µg/ml insulin 

Smooth muscle cell diges- 

tion medium for 

hSMC 

PromoCell, Heidelberg,  

Germany 

+ 87 mg collagenase typ 

CLS/50ml hSMC cell 

growth medium   

Supplements and reagents 

Collagenase Typ CLS + 

0.1% solution in DMEM (w/v) 

Biochrom, Berlin, Germany 

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen, Germany 

Fetal bovine serum (FBS) Biochrom, Berlin, Germany 

Gelatin typ B from bovine skin Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen, Germany 

L-glutamine (100x) Biochrom, Berlin, Germany 

Lipofectamine 2000 Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany   

Penicillin/Streptomycin 

10.000 E/10.000 µg/ml 

Biochrom, Berlin, Germany 

Trypsin/EDTA Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen, Germany 

Table 3-15: Cell culture media, supplements and reagents  
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3.1.7 Bacteria 

Description Source 

ElectroMAX™ DH5α-E™  E. coli cells Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany 

Table 3-16: Bacteria 
 
 
 

3.1.8 Plasmid 

Description Source 

pAcHLT-A-His6 (UK52); 14 kBp plasmid  

as mtDNA model 

Ulrike Kogel, University of  Konstanz, 

Germany 

Table 3-17: Plasmid 
 
 
 

3.1.9 Enzymes 

Restriction enzymes 

Enzyme Source 

EcoRI New England Biolabs, Frankfurt, Germany 

NotI New England Biolabs, Frankfurt, Germany 

HindIII New England Biolabs, Frankfurt, Germany 

Enzymes 

Enzyme Source 

Catalase Roche, Mannheim, Germany 

Formamidopyrimidine-DNA glycosylase/ 

8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase (Fpg) 

New England Biolabs, Frankfurt, Germany 

SOD1 (Cu,ZnSOD) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen, Germany 

SOD2 (SOD2) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen, Germany 

Xanthine oxidase Calbiochem/Merck, Darmstadt, Germany 

Table 3-18: Enzymes 
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3.1.10 Protein molecular weight standards and DNA marker 

Protein molecular weight standards 

Description Source 

Prestained SDS-PAGE Standard  

Broad Range 

Biomol, Hamburg, Germany 

Roti-Mark 10-150 Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 

Roti-Mark Standard Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany 

DNA marker 

Description Source 

DNA Molecular Weight Marker II Roche, Mannheim, Germany 

High DNA Mass Ladder Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany 

Low DNA Mass Ladder Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany 

Table 3-19: Protein molecular weight standards and DNA marker 
 
 
 

3.1.11 Kits 

Description Source 

8-OHdG ELISA Check  BioVendor, Heidelberg, Germany 

BrdU labeling and detection kit II Roche, Mannheim, Germany 

mtDNA isolation kit BioVision, Mountain View, USA 

SOD Assay kit Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland 

PhoenIX Maxiprep kit MP Biomedicals, Heidelberg, Germany 

QIAGEN Plasmid Maxi kit  Qiagen, Hilden, Germany 

QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit Qiagen, Hilden, Germany 

Table 3-20: Kits 
 
 
 

3.1.12 Software 

Software Software producer 

Adobe Photoshop 6.0 AdobeSystems, Dublin, Republic of  Ireland
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Axio Vision AxioVs40 LE 4.5 Zeiss, Göttingen, Germany 

CorelDraw 12 Corel Corporation, Ottawa, Canada 

EndNote 9 Thomson ISI ResearchSoft, New York, 

USA 

Gemini Tecan, Hombrechtikon, Switzerland 

ImageJ 1.41 National Institutes of  Health, Bethesda  

USA 

LabAssistant Mekentosj, Aalsmeer, The Netherlands 

LSM Image Browser Rel. 4.2 Zeiss, Göttingen, Germany 

MS Office 2003 Microsoft, Redmond, USA  

Odyssey application software 2.1.112 Odyssey Software, Inc. USA 

Papers 1.8.6 Mekentosj, Aalsmeer, The Netherlands  

SigmaPlot 10 Systat Software, Erkrath, Germany 

Table 3-21: Software 
 
 
 
 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Preparation of animal tissue 

Rats or mice were anesthetized and sacrificed by Isoba. By opening the abdominal wall 

tissues of  interest were removed and put in pre-chilled isolation medium I for mitochon-

dria isolation. Tissue was stored on ice until mitochondria isolation.  

Bovine hearts were obtained from the local slaughterhouse. Hearts from freshly slaughter 

cattle were put on ice immediately and transported to the lab. Parts of  the heart were then 

cut into small pieces and put in pre-cooled isolation medium I.    

 

 

3.2.2 Isolation of mitochondria from tissues 

During the whole isolation process mitochondria were kept on ice (4°C), buffers were 

pre-cooled to 4°C and also centrifugation steps were executed at 4°C.  
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Rat, mice or bovine tissues were chopped in small pieces by using a scissors. Thereby as 

much blood as possible was removed by flushing tissue pieces with isolation medium I. 

Thereafter the tissue was completely homogenized in 5 ml of  isolation medium I using a 

Potter and an electric drill. Depending on the type of  tissue by 25-50 strokes with the pistil. 

Important is that the temperature must not exceed 4°C. During the homogenizing process 

cells but not subcellular organelles like mitochondria were disrupted by shear forces. Af-

terwards tissue homogenates were distributed to Eppendorf  cups, diluted with 1 volume of  

isolation medium I and centrifuged at 750g for 10 min in the Z233 MK-2 centrifuge. The 

supernatant, containing mitochondria, was carefully collected without taking blood or cell 

debris and the pellet was discarded. The supernatant was then further centrifuged at 7,500g 

for 10 min also in the Z233 MK-2 centrifuge. After the second centrifugation step the mi-

tochondria were enriched in the pellet. The pellet was resuspended in isolation medium II 

and both centrifugation steps (10 min, 750g and 10 min, 7,500g in the Z233 MK-2 centri-

fuge) were repeated to remove blood and cell debris completely. The resulting mitochon-

drial pellet was further purified by isopycnic gradient centrifugation according to a protocol 

of  Garrido and co-workers 107. The pellet was resuspended in mitochondria resuspension 

buffer (containing 0.8 M sucrose) and layered on top of  a continuous sucrose gradient con-

taining 1, 1.5 and 2M sucrose in mitochondria gradient buffer. The gradient was layered 

from the bottom to the top starting with the 1M sucrose solution. The assembling of  the 

gradient was done by a syringe with a long needle in a polycarbonate centrifuge tube. By 

centrifugation at 80,000g  for 2 h with the swinging bucket rotor SW 32 Ti (Optima LE-

80K ultra centrifuge) mitochondria were purified and enriched in the fraction between 1 

and 1,5 M sucrose. Mitochondria were carefully collected by a pipette, diluted with 2 vol-

umes of  mitochondria dilution buffer and pelleted at 16,000g for 15 min (Z233 MK-2 cen-

trifuge). The purified mitochondria pellet was immediately used for nucleoid isolation or 

stored at -80°C.   

      

 

3.2.3 Cell culture 

All cells were cultured in a cell incubator with 21% O2, 5% CO2 and a humidity of  95% 

at 37°C. Cell culture media and solutions were always preheated to 37°C and during all 
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times of  cell culturing and primary cell isolation attention was paid on sterile conditions. 

Cells were routinously screened for Mycoplasma contamination once per month.  

Primary cells were used in passage 3.     

 

 

3.2.3.1 Cell culture for mitochondria isolation 

Human Jurkat T-cell lymphoma cells were grown in RPMI 1640 medium. HEK and 

Hela cells were grown in DMEM medium (see Table 3-15). Cell cultures were checked 

every day by light microscopy to determine, if  change of  medium or passaging of  cells was 

required. Normally optimal growth conditions were warranted by changing culture media 

every 2 days and passaging cells every 4-6 days or when cells reached desired confluency. 

To passage cells, culture media was aspirated and completely removed by two following 

washing steps with sterile PBS. Cells were detached from the dish by trypsination. The in-

cubation time for trypsination was 1-2 min at 37°C. Addition of  fresh culture media con-

taining FBS inactivated the trypsin action. Cells were resuspended in an appropriate volume 

of  culture media and plated on a new culture dish. To gain fast a high amount of  cells 

normally 1 culture dish was splitted 1:3.        

Jurkat cells were splitted by pelleting cells at 150g for 5 min (Digifuge GL), resuspended in 

an appropriate volume of  cell culture media and distributed 1:3 to new culture flasks or 

autoclaved Erlenmeyer flasks. 

 

Primary cultures of  bovine aortic endothelial cells (bEC) and bovine smooth muscle cells 

(bSMC) were in principle prepared and grown as described 288, 289. In this work only a short 

summary of  the procedure with some changes of  the original protocol is described.  

Aortas from freshly slaughter cattle were bound on both ends by a band to prevent con-

tamination of  the endothelium, immediately put on ice and transported to the lab. Endo-

thelial cells were isolated by following steps whereas at all time attention was paid to have 

sterile working conditions, sterile solutions and sterile instruments: 

− Removal of  the outer grease film by a scissors.  

− Fixation of  the cleared aorta by a clamp at both ends and removal of  the band. 

− Deposition of  the aorta above the clamp by a clean cut. The different layers of  the 

aorta must be visible. 
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− Circular cut between media und adventitia above the clamp. 

− Adventitia was suspended and pulled down by a pincer. 

− The resulting part of  the vessel was transferred in a sterile dish and opened by a longi-

tudinal cut.  

− Remaining blood was removed by washing with PBS and DMEM and the vessel was 

incubated for digestion in a 0.1% collagenase solution for 25 min at 37°C. 

− After digestion endothelial cells could be easily removed by a cell scraper and were re-

suspended in DMEM. The remaining part of  the vessel was needed for the isolation of  

bovine smooth muscle cells.  

− Cell solution was then centrifuged for 5 min at 1500g (Heraeus DigiFuge) and the re-

sulting cell pellet was resuspended in an appropriate amount of  fresh DMEM. 

− Cells were plated on gelatine coated dishes and cultured under standard conditions. 

− The following day DMEM was aspirated and remaining tissue debris were completely 

removed by a washing step with PBS.   

The procedure for change of  medium or passaging of  cells was the same as for HEK and 

Hela cells. To gain fast a high amount of  cells normally 1 culture dish was splitted 1:3. 

 

After removal of  the endothelial cells from the vessel, isolation of  bovine smooth muscle 

cells continued with the rest of  the vessel.      

− Adventitia was completely removed by a pincer and the media was slit into small stripes 

− The vessel lobes were digested in a 0.3% collagenase solution for 5 h at 37°C stirring 

constantly.  

− The vessel debris was removed and detached cells were centrifuged for 5 min at 1,500g 

(Heraeus DigiFuge) and the resulting cell pellet was resuspended in an appropriate 

amount of  fresh Earl 199 medium.  

− Cells were plated on gelatine coated dishes and cultured under standard cell culture 

conditions. 

− The following day Earl 199 was aspirated and remaining vessel debris were completely 

removed by a washing step with PBS.   
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3.2.3.2 Cell culture for immunofluorescence 

 Human veins (Vena spahena) were obtained during bypass surgery at the Heart Center 

Bodensee (Kreuzlingen, Switzerland). In accordance with the Declaration of  Helsinki, con-

sent of  the ethics committee was obtained and a written consent was given by the patients. 

Veins were transported in human smooth muscle cell growth medium (Table 3-15) on ice 

from the heart center to the lab. Human material was always preceded very carefully under 

terms which are regarded for S2 work. Human smooth muscle cells (hSMC) were isolated 

by the following protocol: 

− The remaining clips and suture threads were removed and the vein was opened by a 

longitudinal cut. 

− Remaining blood was washed away with PBS and hSMC growth medium.    

− The endothelial layer was removed by a scraper and by washing steps with hSMC 

growth medium.   

− The vein was hackled in small pieces and transferred in hSMC digestion media (Table 

3-15). Following incubation was over night in a 37°C water bath.  

− The supernatant containing hSMC was decanted without taking tissue debris from the 

bottom.  

− The supernatant was centrifuged for 5 min at 1500g (Heraeus DigiFuge), the cell pellet 

was resuspended in an appropriate amount of  fresh hSMC medium and cells were plat-

ed on cell culture dishes. 

− Afterwards cells were cultured under standard cell culture conditions. 

HSMC require approximately 2 weeks until they reached a confluent cell layer. Thereafter 

cells can be used for immunostaining and microscopy.  

 

 

3.2.3.3 Treatment of Jurkat cells with a HDAC inhibitor 

   Jurkat cells were grown as described above. The class 1 HDAC inhibitor Vorinostat was 

added in an end concentration of  630 µM (equates to the IC50 value) and cells were treated 

for 24 h. After incubation cells were collected and mitochondria were isolated as described.   
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3.2.4 Isolation of mitochondria from cell culture 

Mitochondria were prepared from cultured Jurkat cells, HEK or Hela cells and from 

primary bEC and bSMC. Mitochondria were isolated from a total of  120 10cm cell culture 

dishes or from a total of  more than 3 l medium (Jurkat). Cells were removed from the dish 

and were collected by centrifugation at 200g. Cells were resuspended in pre cooled isolation 

medium I and disrupted to isolate mitochondria in a potter and an electric drill by 50 

strokes with the pistil. The procedure was performed at 4°C. During the homogenizing 

process, cells but not subcellular organelles like mitochondria were disrupted by shear 

forces. Cell disruption was controlled by microscopy. Afterwards cell homogenates were 

distributed to Eppendorf  cups and diluted with 1 volume of  isolation medium I and cen-

trifuged at 750g for 10 min in the Z233 MK-2 centrifuge at 4°C. The supernatant, contain-

ing mitochondria, was carefully collected without taking cell debris and the pellet was dis-

carded. The supernatant was then further centrifuged at 7,500g for 10 min at 4°C also in 

the Z233 MK-2 centrifuge. After the second centrifugation step the mitochondria were 

enriched in the pellet. The resulting mitochondrial pellet was further purified by isopycnic 

gradient centrifugation according to a protocol of  Garrido et al. 107 and as described in 

chapter 3.2.2. 

  

 

3.2.5 Biochemical isolation of intact mitochondrial nucleoids 

Intact nucleoids were isolated according to a modified method (Figure 3-1) published by  

Garrido et al. 107 thereby the isolation procedure for tissue- and cell mitochondria were the 

same. In addition to the standard gradient buffer, 20 mM or 200 mM NaCl was added in 

indicated samples in order to study the association-dissociation equilibrium of  nucleoid 

protein constituents to mtDNA. 
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Figure 3-1:  Isolation procedure of  nucleoids from different cell types or tissue 
Tissue or cells were disrupted by a potter in iso-osmotic mitochondrial isolation buffer. Mitochon-
dria were isolated with differential centrifugation followed by an isopycnic gradient centrifugation 
step as described in methods. Pure mitochondria were lysed with the non-ionic detergent NP40 and 
fractionated into supernatant (S0) and pellet (P0) by centrifugation. Pure nucleoids were isolated 
from the pellet by two sequential sucrose step gradients (P1 and P2; 75%-20% sucrose). 

 

Purified mitochondria (tissue or cell lines) were thawed on ice and resuspended in NE2 

buffer (Table 3-6), thereby was the mitochondrial protein content adjusted to 10 mg /ml. 

Spermidine was added to a final concentration of  3 mM and mitochondria were lysed by 

adding 20% NP40 (v/v) to a final concentration of  0.5% (v/v). After 15 min with gentle 

stirring, the lysate was fractionated at 12,000g for 20 min at 4°C (Z233 MK-2 centrifuge) 

into supernatant (S0) and pellet (P0) fractions (Figure 3-1). The pellet was resuspended in 

the same amount of  NE2 as mitochondria before. During the fractionation of  the S0 and 

P0 fractions the step gradient was prepared. The gradient was layered from the bottom to 

the top starting with the 20% sucrose solution. The assembling of  the gradient was care-

fully done by a syringe with a long needle in a polycarbonate centrifuge tube. After resus-

pension of  the P0 fraction, both samples (S0 and P0) were layered on top of  two step gra-

dients (Figure 3-2). Thereby attention was paid not to mix the gradient layers up. 
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Figure 3-2:  Layering of  the step gradient 
The gradient was layered from the bottom to the top starting with 20% sucrose (3.5 ml). By use of  
a long needle the 40% layer (2.5 ml) was bedded under the 20% layer. In the next step the 60% 
layer (1.8 ml) was bedded under the 20% and 40%. Finally the 75% layer (0.9 ml) was carefully bed-
ded as bottom section. After assembling the gradient the sample fraction was loaded on top of  the 
gradient. Following centrifugation step was at 110,000g. Thereby nucleoids were purified by density. 
Nucleoids which have the highest density in the lysed mitochondrial sample migrate to the bottom 
of  the gradient, whereas mitochondrial membrane debris and free mitochondrial matrix proteins 
can not migrate into the gradient. The different fractions were collected by a syringe with a long 
needle from the bottom to the top. Therefore fraction one is always the bottom fraction and frac-
tion 12 the top fraction.        

 

Samples were centrifuged for 75 min in the swing-bucket rotor SW 32 Ti to purify the nu-

cleoids (Optima LE-80K; 4°C). After the centrifugation step the gradient (20-75%) was 

fractionated into 1 ml portions from the bottom to the top (Figure 3-2) and samples were 

referred as P1 (Sample 1-12) and S1 (Sample 1-12) (Figure 3-1). To reduce sucrose content 

20% of  each sample was dialyzed against NE2 buffer at 4˚C overnight and subjected to 

SDS-PAGE analysis. Rest of  samples was stored at -20˚C and further purified as P2 frac-

tions (Figure 3-1) after analyzing P1-fractions. The mtDNA content in the P1-fractions was 

measured by SYBR Green fluorescence in a 96 well plate. Therefore, 10 µl of  P1-fractions 

were mixed with 800 µl of  SYBR Green solution. Samples were analyzed with a Spectra 

Fluor fluorescence reader at excitation 485nm and emission 535nm. To determinate the 

exact amount of  mtDNA a standard curve was performed with a 14 kBp plasmid as 

mtDNA model (Figure 3-3). 
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Figure 3-3:  Standard curve to calculate mtDNA concentration from DNA fluorescence 
Because of  the comparable size of  the 14 kBp plasmid it was possible to calculate, due to the fluo-
rescence of  the plasmid, the mtDNA concentration in the nucleoid fractions of  the sucrose density 
gradient.   

 

To be sure that the purified DNA was mtDNA, a small amount of  the sucrose fraction 

with the highest DNA concentration was used to extract DNA by a phenol/chloroform 

extraction. The isolated DNA was digested with the restriction enzyme Hind III and re-

sulted in defined DNA fragments at 10.2 and 5.5 kBp which are typical pattern for 

mtDNA (see chapter 3.2.7).  

P1 samples were analyzed for their protein content by Western-blot with different antibod-

ies against nucleoid markers and against proteins of  interest (see chapter 3.2.6). Thereafter, 

protein content and presence of  mtDNA was compared, normally matching in nucleoid 

fractions which have always been the bottom fractions 1 up to 4. These nucleoid containing 

fractions were pooled, diluted with 2 vol ice cold gradient buffer, treated again with 0.5% 

NP40 for 15 min and centrifuged through a second step gradient at 49,000g for 3 h at 4°C 

(swing-bucket rotor SW 32 Ti in the Optima LE-80K centrifuge) in order to isolate P2 

fractions (Figure 3-1). During the 15 min NP40 treatment the step gradient was prepared 

like explained above. After the centrifugation samples were fractionated similar as for P1 

and referred as P2. Samples were dialyzed at 4°C for several hours against NE2 buffer in 
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order to reduce the sucrose concentration before analysis by SDS-PAGE. These P2 frac-

tions contain pure nucleoids without contamination, documented by several controls. As 

before mtDNA as well as the protein content of  the fractions was determined (see follow-

ing chapter). Additional mtDNA was isolated by phenol/chloroform and digested with 

Hind III as already described. Similar to P1-fractions the nucleoids in P2 were present be-

cause of  their high density only in fractions 1 up to 4.          

  

 

3.2.6 Characterization of the step gradient fractions 

Samples of  the step gradient fractions were subjected to standard SDS polyacrylamide 

gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) on 10% up to 15% polyacrylamide gels. Small gel runs for 

~2 h at 17mA with max. 300V (constant current); big gel for ~4 h at 35mA with max. 

300V (constant current). Before loading all samples were heated at 95°C for 5 min in 

Laemmli loading buffer. After gel electrophoresis proteins were blotted on a nitrocellulose 

membrane by the semi-dry transfer method. Transfer of  proteins occurred for 2 h at 0.8 

mA/cm2
membrane and max. 10V (constant current). After blotting the membrane bound pro-

teins were stained in a Ponceau S solution for 5 min. Redundant Ponceau solution was 

washed away with ddH2O until the red stained protein bands became visible. Staining was 

removed by three washing steps (5 min) with PBS. In a next step the membrane was 

blocked for 45 min with blocking solution (Table 3-5) to reduce unspecific binding of  the 

antibodies. After blocking the membrane was probed for the protein of  interest with a spe-

cific primary antibody. Primary antibodies and dilutions used included: polyclonal rabbit 

serum directed against human TFAM 1:5.000; polyclonal SOD2 antiserum 1:10.000; poly-

clonal Pol γ antiserum 1:5.000; polyclonal glutathione peroxidase I antiserum 1:2.000; rab-

bit polyclonal antibody against Acetyl-Lysine 1:2.000; monoclonal cytochrome c 1:3.000; 

monoclonal fumarate hydratase 1:200 and polyclonal histone H1 antisera (details see also 

Table 3-2). Primary antibodies were diluted as indicated in antibody dilution solution (Table 

3-5). Incubation of  the antibody solution was for 2 h at room temperature or over night at 

4°C. To keep the antibody solution low the membrane was shrink-wrapped in foil. After 

incubation the antibody solution was removed and stored for a second use at 4°C. The 

membrane was washed 3 x 5 min with PBS-T under gentle agitation and probed with the 

corresponding secondary antibody. Goat anti-mouse or goat anti-rabbit secondary antibod-
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ies were diluted 1:5000 in antibody dilution solution and membrane was incubated for 1 h 

at room temperature. Thereafter the antibody solution was removed and the membrane 

was washed three times for 5 min with PBS-T. During washing the ECL solution mix was 

prepared (Table 3-5) and dropped onto the membrane and uniformly distributed. After the 

incubation of  1 min the membrane was dripped off  and analyzed by applying an X-ray film 

in the dark room. Various exposure times (depending on intensity of  the signal, but in 

most cases 30 sec) followed developing, washing and fixation of  the X-ray film. Finally the 

film was dried and digitized.                      

 

 

3.2.7 Extraction of mtDNA   

 In all experiments using purified mtDNA, it was either extracted by the mtDNA isola-

tion kit (Table 3-20) according to the manufacturer’s instructions or by a phe-

nol/chloroform extraction. For phenol/chloroform extraction 50 µl of  the mtDNA con-

taining gradient fractions were mixed with 50 µl of  phenol, and incubated for 5 min at 

room temperature and afterward centrifuged for 1 min at 12,500g (MiniSpin plus). The 

aqueous top phase was transferred into a new tube and mixed with the same amount of  

chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (24:1). Samples were again incubated for 5 min, centrifuged 1 

min at 12,500g (MiniSpin plus) and the aqueous phase was transferred into new reaction 

tube. To precipitate mtDNA a volume of  1/10 of  3M NaAc (pH 4-5) and 3 volumes of  

100% ethanol were added and carefully mixed. Precipitation occurred at least for 1 h at -

20°C. To enhance the rate of  yield, samples were incubated over night at -20°C. By cen-

trifugation at 15,000g (4°C) for 1 h mtDNA was pelleted. The supernatant was removed 

and discarded, whereas the pellet was washed with ice cold 70% ethanol. Ethanol was re-

moved by a pipette and the pellet was air-dried under a laminar flow workstation. The 

mtDNA pellet was dissolved in ddH2O and used for further experiments or stored at -

20°C. 

Mitochondrial DNA was additional isolated directly from purified mitochondria. There-

fore, mitochondria were lysed by adding 20% NP-40 to a final concentration of  0.5%. Af-

ter 15 min of  lysis the same volume of  phenol was added and samples were further proc-

essed as described above.      
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3.2.8 Digestion of mtDNA and agarose gel electrophoresis        

Mitochondrial DNA of  the gradient fractions was digested by the restriction enzyme 

HindIII to control that the DNA present is mtDNA. Therefore, 5 µl of  the phe-

nol/chloroform extracted DNA were incubated with 1.5 µl HindIII and 1 x NEBuffer2 for 

2 h at 37°C. The enzyme was inactivated at 65°C for 20 min. 

Samples were mixed with agarose gel loading dye (1x) and separated by a 1% agarose gel. 

Additionally, a DNA marker was loaded to compare the base pairs. The gel run for 1 h at a 

constant voltage of  80 V. Mitochondrial DNA in the gel was stained by ethidium bromide. 

Therefore the gel was incubated in an ethidium bromide bath for 20 min and afterwards 

washed in water. The gel was analyzed with the Intas gel imager.  

   

 

3.2.9 Activity of malate dehydrogenase 

The activity of  the TCA-cycle enzyme malate dehydrogenase (MDH) was determined 

photometrically by measuring the malate-dependent NAD+-turnover as described 290, 291. 

For each nucleoid preparation a representative fraction was selected. In case of  S1 prepara-

tions fractions 9 and for the P1/P2 preparations fractions 2 were selected. For each assay 5 

µl (S1 preparations) or 50 µl (P preparations) of  the isolated nucleoids were used. 

 

 

3.2.10 SOD activity  

3.2.10.1 SOD activity assay kit 

SOD activity was measured with the SOD assay kit according to the manufacturer’s in-

structions. 

 

 

3.2.10.2 Native NBT-PAGE 

Native nitro blue tetrazolium (NBT) gel is an easy method for identification of  SOD activ-

ity. In the unreduced state, NBT is a soluble artificial electron acceptor with a yellow col-

our. Upon reduction by reducing agents, e.g., superoxide, NBT becomes blue. A powerful 
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utility is to incorporate NBT substrate into polyacrylamide gel. By adding the superoxide 

anion inducing agent riboflavin (whole gel becomes blue); the protein corresponding to 

SOD can then be visualized as an achromatic zone (no blue staining in the gel) through the 

inhibition of NBT reduction via SOD. Important for the enzymatic activity of the SOD is 

that the gel is a native gel without any SDS (gel and running buffer) also in the Laemmli 

loading buffer must not contain SDS and β-mercaptoethanol. Additionally, the samples 

may not be heated. 

The native PAGE was prepared and run as described in chapter 3.2.6 but without SDS, β-

mercaptoethanol and without heating the samples. The gel was run on ice to prevent heat 

inactivation of  the SOD. The gel was afterward stained with NBT by incubation in NBT 

solution for 15 min. All staining steps as well as washing steps should be carried out in the 

dark. The gel was than washed twice with PBS to remove surplus NBT solution. To com-

plete the staining procedure, the gel was 15 min processed with NBT staining solution and 

afterwards washed with PBS. By UV-radiation of  the gel for 20-30 min the gel becomes 

stained in blue except of  the areas containing SOD.      

  

 

3.2.11 Co-immunoprecipitation 

Protein A was swelled in IP-buffer (+ 150 mM NaCl) for 3 h. Afterwards Protein A was 

spun down (MiniSpin plus) at 10,000g for 20 s. Supernatant was carefully decanted and 

Protein A pellet was resuspended in IP-buffer (without NaCl). This washing step was three 

times repeated and finally Protein A was resuspended in an appropriate volume of  IP-

buffer. 

Sucrose gradient fractions (isolation procedure described in chapter 3.2.5) containing nu-

cleoid complexes from bovine heart (Fractions P2 1-3) were diluted in the same volume of  

IP-buffer (without NaCl) and mixed with freshly prepared Protein A at the ratio of  1:1. 

Antibodies were added directly to the different samples in the following dilutions: mono-

clonal DNA 1:20; polyclonal SOD2 1:300; polyclonal glutathione peroxidase I 1:200; poly-

clonal Pol γ 1:200. All these antibodies are able to precipitate the nucleoid complex and to 

bind to Protein A. Thereby the nucleoid complex is specifically isolated and can be ana-

lyzed by Western-blot. The antibodies were allowed to precipitate the antigen, and to bind 

to Protein A overnight at 4°C under constant rotation. The next day samples were carefully 
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rinsed with IP-buffer (without NaCl) and centrifuged at 500g for 5 min. Centrifugation 

with higher g-forces leads to a break-down of  the nucleoid-antibody binding. The washing 

step was repeated 5 times to wash unbound samples away preventing false positive signals 

in the Western-blot. After the last centrifugation step samples were not resuspended in IP-

buffer but Laemmli loading buffer was directly added. Samples were heated at 95°C for 5 

min and proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by Western blotting with an 

antibody against SOD2 (dilution 1:5.000) as described in chapter 3.2.6.   

 

 

3.2.12 Sandwich slot blot filter binding assay 

The assay described by Czerwinski 292 was modified as follows. Nitrocellulose (NC) and 

nylon filters were pre-cut to fit in the Bio-Dot SF slot blot apparatus. NC filters were pre-

soaked for 10 min in 0.4 M KOH (reduction of  DNA adsorption) and neutralized. Nylon 

and NC filters were then equilibrated for 30 min in binding buffer (Table 3-8). Binding 

assays were performed with fixed DNA concentration of  0.5 nM and varying SOD2 (Only 

a recombinant E. coli SOD2 is commercially available. Because of  the high homology to 

human SOD2 the recombinant E. coli SOD2 was used) concentrations (0.5 up to 32 µM) in 

binding buffer (+50µg/ml BSA) on ice for 60 min. Binding assays with SOD1 (bovine) 

were performed under the same conditions. 

Equilibrated membranes were flushed with 200 µl of  binding buffer in the slot blot appara-

tus, reaction mixtures were loaded and rinsed with 200 µl of  binding buffer. DNA bound 

to nylon membranes was UV-crosslinked (3x auto crosslink) with a UV Stratalinker 2400. 

The NC filter was blocked with Roti®-Block for 25 min, incubated with the streptavidin-

coupled IRDYE® 800CW and washed 3 times with TBS-T, whereas the nylon filter was 

washed in PBS containing 0.1% SDS for 30 min and incubated with the same dye. The 

membranes were rinsed with TBS-T. Biotinylated DNA was visualized with an infrared 

scanner and quantified with the Odyssey application software. 

For high-salt experiments increasing amounts of  NaCl (75-600 mM) were used in filter-

binding buffers. For this experiment the same amount of  SOD2 (32 µM) as well as 

mtDNA (0.5 nM) was used.  
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3.2.13 Confocal microscopy of human smooth muscle cells 

Human smooth muscle cells were seeded on 8-well glass chamber slides at a density of  

1 – 1.5 x 105 cells per well to reach 50-60% of  confluence on the day of  the experiment. 

Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde/PBS for 10 min at room temperature. After 

washing in PBS cells were permeabilized and non-specific binding of  the first antibody was 

blocked with 5% BSA in PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100 for 30 min at room tempera-

ture. After a washing step, primary antibodies were incubated overnight at 4°C in a humidi-

fied chamber. The polyclonal SOD2 antibody was 1:100 diluted, the monoclonal DNA 

antibody was 1:10 diluted in PBS. After 3 x 5 min washing in PBS, the secondary antibodies 

(labeled with Alexa488 or Alexa546) were applied for 60 min at room temperature. Secon-

dary antibodies were diluted 1:300 in PBS. Cells were washed with PBS 3x5 min (in the 

dark) and immunostained cells were mounted in glycerol/PBS (3:1). The Chamber slide 

was covered by a coverslip and sealed by nail polish.  

Metabolic BrdU labeling was performed with the BrdU Immunofluorescence Assay Kit 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Immunostained cells were imaged with a Zeiss LSM510 Meta confocal microscope. 

 

 

3.2.14 E. coli culture and isolation of plasmid DNA 

E. coli DH5α cells were transformed with a 14kBp plasmid (pAcHLT-A-His6) by a heat 

shock transformation following a standard procedure (recommended by the manufacturer). 

Due to the similar number of  base pairs, the 14 kBp plasmid served as a mtDNA model. 
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Figure 3-4:  PAcHLT-A vector as mtDNA model 
By the two restriction sites EcoRI and NotI a 5.9kBp DNA fragment was insert into the vectors 
cloning site. The resulting 14kBp plasmid possesses an ampicillin resistance for selection of  trans-
formed cells.      

 

Transformed cells were plated on a LB agar plate with an ampicillin resistance and were 

grown over night at 37°C. The next day a single colony from the plate was picked and a 3 

ml LB-amp medium starter culture was inoculated. The culture was grown for 5 h at 37°C 

with constant shaking (250 rpm). After the incubation a 250 ml LB-amp culture was inocu-

lated with 10 µl of  the starter culture and grown over night at 37°C and constant shaking 

(250 rpm). The rest of  the starter culture was used to establish a glycerin stock. Therefore 

sterile glycerol was mixed in a ratio of  1:1 with an aliquot of  the starter culture and stored 

at -80°C. Henceforward the glycerol stock was used to inoculate a 250 ml LB-amp culture.  

Cells from the over night culture were collected by centrifugation at 5,000g (Digifuge GL) 

for 15 min at 4°C. Plasmid DNA from the E. coli pellet was isolated by a Qiagen Plasmid 

Maxi Kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Concentration of  the DNA was 

determined by the BioPhotometer and additional checked by a 1% agarose gel for the right 

concentration as well as for size, purity and conformation (supercoiled, circular or lin-

earized) as described in chapter 3.2.8.      
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3.2.15 Fluorimetric analysis of DNA unwinding 

The fluorimetric analysis of  DNA unwinding (FADU)-assay is based on the time-

dependent denaturation of  DNA under moderate alkaline conditions. Denaturation starts 

from DNA breakpoints (single- and double-strand breaks) and is terminated by neutraliza-

tion  293. DNA that remains double-stranded is detected by the addition of  the intercalating 

dye SYBR Green, a fluorescent compound specific for double-stranded DNA, and meas-

ured fluorimetrically. We established a modified and automated version of  the assay 294, 295 

based on the pipetting robot system Genesis RSP 100. A 96-well-plate with V-shaped bot-

tom and 2 ml volume was used for detection. The measurement of  the 8-oxodG content in 

mtDNA and in the 14kBp plasmid model was established by modifications of  the Moreno-

Villanueva protocol 294. Mitochondria were isolated and purified as described (see chapter 

3.2.2 and 3.2.4) and the resulting mitochondria pellet was resuspended in 70 µl suspension 

buffer. Lysis of  mitochondria to make mtDNA accessible for Fpg action occurred by add-

ing of  NP-40 (0.5%) for 15 min.  

The 14kBp plasmid DNA (isolation described in chapter 3.2.14) as mtDNA model was 

necessary to modify the existing FADU protocol and was used for induction of  8-oxodG 

by peroxynitrite. Plasmid DNA was always deployed in the same amount of  3.5 µg, varying 

from the concentration of  the solution equates to 1-5 µl of  the plasmid solution. The sam-

ple was filled up to 70 µl with suspension buffer.     

70 µl of  mitochondrial sample or plasmid DNA was placed in a 96 well plate and kept at 

0ºC in the dark working space of  the robot. Automated addition of  70 µl lysis buffer to 

each sample was triggered. After 30 s of  lysis, the alkaline solution was added on the top of  

the cell lysate. Then the diffusion of  alkaline solution (for analyses of  mtDNA the alkaline 

solution was diluted 1:2.8 with lysis buffer) into the lysate was allowed at 0°C. After 30 s 

(plasmid DNA) respectively 0 s (mitochondria) of  unwinding addition of  140 µl neutraliza-

tion buffer was started. For T-samples, as an internal standard representing cells with 100% 

double-stranded DNA, 140 µl of  neutralization buffer was added prior to the alkaline solu-

tion. T0 as 100% standard, no alkaline unwinding occurred. P0 represents already existing 

strand breaks and P1-Px are the main samples. 

To visualize double-stranded DNA SYBR Green was used. After addition of  156 µl SYBR 

Green solution the samples were mixed by pipetting 1 x 400 µl. Samples were scanned by a 

96-well-plate fluorescence reader at excitation 492nm and 520nm emission immediately 

after SYBR Green addition.  
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3.2.16 DNA damage by ionising radiation 

Plasmid DNA was irradiated by a constant dose rate with increasing irradiation time. 

The calculated Gray dose was specified with 5 Gray / 5 min. The highest irradiation dose 

was calculated with 20 Gray. The plasmid DNA was irradiated in a 96-well plate with a 

distance of  30 cm to the radiation source.   

 

 

3.2.17 Induction of 8-oxodG in plasmid DNA  

Oxidation of guanine was induced by the chemical Sin-1 (Figure 3-5) which decomposes 

and produces peroxynitrite. Peroxynitrite on the other hand is a very powerful oxidizing 

and nitrating agent which is described in more detail in chapter 1.3.2.  

Sin-1 was mixed as a stock solution of 10 mM in DMSO and diluted to the corresponding 

concentration indicated in the sample. Because of the short half-life the solution was always 

freshly prepared. Plasmid DNA samples (3.5 µg) were mixed in the ratio of 1:1 with the 

Sin-1 solution and incubated for 40 min at 30°C. After incubation samples were filled up to 

70 µl with suspension buffer and further processed as described (chapter 3.2.15 and 3.2.18).      

 

Figure 3-5:  Production of  peroxynitrite by Sin-1 
Sin-1 spontaneously decomposes and releases •NO and superoxide at an equimolar ratio, resulting 
in peroxynitrite formation. Modified from 184. 

 

 

3.2.18 Detection of 8-oxodG in mtDNA or plasmid DNA by the FADU-assay 

The 8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase (Fpg) acts both as a N-glycosylase and an AP-lyase. 

The N-glycosylase activity releases damaged purines from double-stranded DNA, generat-
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ing an apurinic site (AP-site). The AP-lyase activity cleaves both 3´ and 5´ to the AP-site 

thereby removing the AP-site and leaving a one base gap with a 5´ and 3´ phosphate. This 

one base gap is equivalent to a single-strand break and is a start point for the alkaline un-

winding. By the use of  Fpg 8-oxodG is converted into a single-strand break, which is de-

tected by the FADU-assay.  

Plasmid DNA treated with Sin-1 to induce 8-oxodG was filled up to 70 µl with suspension 

buffer. Afterwards 10x Fpg reaction buffer was added to a final concentration of  1x. To 

every sample in which 8-oxodG should be detected 2 µl of  Fpg was added, whereas to 

samples without Fpg 2 µl water was added to adjust the volume. All samples were incu-

bated at 30°C for 45 min allowing Fpg to act. After the incubation 70µl of  each sample 

were transferred to the 96-well-plate and the FADU-assay was started. 

Resuspended and lysed mitochondria (chapter 3.2.15) were splitted into three experimental 

approaches: T0 as 100% DNA signal, P0 represents already existing strand breaks and P1 

in which Fpg was added to detect 8-oxodG. To all samples 10x Fpg reaction buffer was 

added to a final concentration of  1x, whereas Fpg was added in a volume of  2 µl only to 

P1 samples. The other two samples were treated with 2 µl water to adjust the volume. All 

samples were incubated at 30°C for 45 min allowing Fpg to act. After the incubation 70 µl 

of  each sample were transferred to the 96-well-plate and the FADU-assay was started. 
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4 Results 

Up to date the organization and composition of  the nucleoid complex is only partially 

understood. Its importance for protection of  mtDNA is also not clear. Especially protec-

tion against oxidative damage would not be provided just by packing mtDNA in the form 

of  nucleoid complexes. Oxidative damage of  mtDNA could be extremely important for 

the progression of  chronic diseases and for the aging process (chapter 1.4.1) and could be 

one of  the driving forces for premature aging. The motivation for this thesis was therefore 

investigation and identification of  new components of  the nucleoid complex with a special 

focus on proteins involved in antioxidant defense. 

Some results showed that mtDNA is more resistant to oxidants than assumed, suggesting 

that evolutionarily protective mechanisms must have evolved to preserve mtDNA. Interest-

ing is that Brenowitz and colleagues 212 found an association of  bacterial SOD2 with E. coli 

DNA. Due to the bacterial origin of  mitochondria it would be possible that this association 

is conserved in mitochondria. Starting with this working hypothesis mtDNA was isolated 

from rat liver, brain, kidney and heart by a phenol/chloroform extraction. Because of  the 

large difference in tissue size and consequently the differences in the amount of  mitochon-

dria, the amount of  isolated mtDNA varied from 1 µg (heart) to 5 µg (liver). In this ex-

periment mtDNA was split in samples without Proteinase K and with Proteinase K diges-

tion and loaded on a 15% SDS-PAGE (Figure 4-1).          

 

 

Figure 4-1:  Mitochondria DNA was extracted by the phenol/chloroform method from 
various rat tissue and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Western-blot 
1) With an antibody against SOD2 distinct bands were observed at ~24kDa. These samples were 
directly loaded on the gel after isolation. 2) Samples treated with Proteinase K showed no SOD2 
band. L liver (2.5 µg); B brain (2 µg); K kidney (2 µg); H heart (0.5 µg).        
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After the phenol/chloroform isolation there was SOD2 in the mtDNA samples. The 

strongest band was observed by Western blot with an antibody against SOD2 in the liver 

sample, but also in the heart sample a small SOD2 band was present. Only by Proteinase K 

digestion SOD2 could be removed completely (Figure 4-1). This indicates that despite 

phenol/chloroform extraction SOD2 was part of  the mtDNA samples.  

Because of  its higher yield rat liver mtDNA was isolated by phenol/chloroform extraction 

and was tested for enzymatic activity of  SOD2. For this the mtDNA sample was loaded (5 

µg) on a native NBT-PAGE (described in 3.2.10.2) and additional 20U of  SOD1 were 

loaded as a standard (Figure 4-2). The activity and the molecular weight of  SOD2 in 

mtDNA samples were compared to the standard.       

 

Figure 4-2:  Native NBT-PAGE with mtDNA and SOD1 as protein standard 
Activities of  SODs were detected by a native PAGE stained with NBT. UV-irradiation of  the gel 
produces free radicals, especially superoxide, which reduces NBT leading to the violet staining. 
Enzymatic active SOD decomposes superoxide and prevents staining of  the gel represented as 
white bands.     

 

The presence of  SOD2 in complex with mtDNA was confirmed by the native PAGE. 

Thereby SOD2 was found to be fully enzymatic active. In contrast to SOD1 with a lower 

molecular weight, SOD2 migrated slower, but the enzyme activity was comparable to the 

20U of  the SOD1 standard.  

These preliminary data seemed to confirm the hypothesis that SOD2 could be part of  the 

mtDNA complexes, but it was necessary to exclude that these findings were due to a con-

tamination. Hence, isolation of  intact nucleoid complexes with high purity was necessary.     
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4.1 Isolation of intact mitochondrial nucleoid complexes 

4.1.1 Isolation and characterization of rat tissue nucleoids 

4.1.1.1 Purity of mitochondria  

Mitochondria from different rat tissues were isolated as described (chapter 3.2.2) by dif-

ferent centrifugation steps and finally by an isopycnic gradient centrifugation (Figure 4-3). 

Mitochondria isolation by the gradient is a commonly used method 107 yielding mitochon-

dria without contamination of  cell debris, blood or nuclei, which was documented by ap-

propriate controls like histone H1 (Figure 4-4). The procedure was executed in each mito-

chondria isolation during this thesis and in the following the method is described in detail 

for rat tissue mitochondria.  

 

 

Figure 4-3:  Isolated rat heart and brain mitochondria 
After the isopycnic gradient centrifugation pure mitochondria were enriched in a fraction posi-
tioned between the 1M and 1.5M sucrose layer. Other bands represent cell debris and were dis-
carded.  

 

Mitochondria enriched in the 1-1.5 M sucrose layer were carefully collected by a pipette, 

diluted and centrifuged to obtain a mitochondrial pellet. A small subsample of  mitochon-

dria was removed to control the purity (Figure 4-4).       
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Figure 4-4:  Western-Blot to check purity of  mitochondria sample 
In each lane 10 mg of  mitochondrial protein was loaded on a 15% SDS-PAGE. A) To prove purity 
before and after the gradient mitochondria samples were loaded and analyzed with an antibody 
against histone H1. As positive control an aliquot of  heart tissue homogenate was loaded. B) Pres-
ence of  mitochondria was demonstrated with an antibody against SOD2.    
 
 
As marker for contamination of  mitochondria an antibody against histone H1 was used in 

the Western-blot. Histone H1 is a nuclear DNA binding protein and should not be present 

in purified mitochondria. After the centrifugation steps (explained in chapter 3.2.2) a mito-

chondrial pellet was obtained, which was not free of  contamination. Histone and conse-

quently nuclear DNA was still present. This isolation step is sufficient for mitochondrial 

metabolic experiments like measurement of  oxygen consumption from which the protocol 

was adopted 296, but to obtain pure mitochondria for analyses of  mtDNA protein com-

plexes a gradient isolation procedure is necessary (Figure 4-4 A). In all three tissue prepara-

tions Histone was detectable as a strong signal around 33 kDa. Only after additional isola-

tion by the sucrose gradient, mitochondria were free of  contamination with nuclear DNA 

(Figure 4-4 A), indicated by the absence of  histone H1. To confirm the presence of  mito-

chondria samples after the gradient were tested with an antibody against SOD2. Superoxide 

dismutase 2 is solely located within the mitochondria and therefore a perfect mitochondrial 

marker (Figure 4-4 B). There was a clear signal at 24 kDa confirming successful mitochon-

dria isolation. With these pure mitochondria a sucrose density gradient was performed to 

isolate the mitochondrial nucleoid complexes.     
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4.1.1.2 Superoxide Dismutase 2 is present in rat heart nucleoids 

The method by Garrido et al. 107 was modified as indicated in Figure 3-1 and yielded suf-

ficiently pure nucleoids (P2-fraction) from rat heart tissue by serial sucrose step gradient 

centrifugation and fractionation. Therefore 10 mg/ml mitochondrial protein was loaded on 

top of  the gradient. After centrifugation samples were fractionated in 1 ml portions and 

analyzed for their mtDNA content and by Western-blot. Fractions were always collected 

from the bottom to the top, with fraction 1 being the bottom fraction and fraction 10 the 

top one.    

Following the isolation procedure described in Figure 3-1 first fractions obtained are re-

ferred to as P1 and S1. Analyses of  the mtDNA distribution showed that there was nearly 

no mtDNA present in S1-fractions (Figure 4-5), whereas P1 contained mtDNA in the bot-

tom fractions 1-4. This distribution was as expected, because mtDNA associated in protein 

complexes possesses a high density and was therefore found in the bottom P1-fractions 1-

4. The S preparation cannot contain mtDNA due to the separation of  the samples before 

the gradient in S and P. These fractions contain only free proteins. Mitochondrial DNA 

distribution correlated with the protein content of  the fractions. In P1 SOD2 was found in 

the mtDNA containing fractions 1-4 (Figure 4-5), indicating an association within the 

mtDNA protein complex. Interesting was that in nearly all preparations SOD2 was also 

found in top P1-fractions 7-10. This demonstrates that not all SOD2 was part of  the com-

plex. There was another population of  SOD2 that was not bound. These free SOD2 was 

also observed in the top S1-fractions (Figure 4-11), which are not gradient fractions, but 

part of  the loaded sample. Of  great importance in P1/S1 preparations is the distribution 

of  marker proteins. As control for contamination of  the nucleoid preparation with mito-

chondrial matrix proteins the TCA-cycle enzyme FH was chosen. Fumarate hydratase is 

solely matrix located and is not associated with mtDNA. As expected, FH was found in the 

top P1-fractions 7-10 as well as in the top S1-fractions (Figure 4-5). This control clearly 

demonstrates that SOD2, found in the nucleoid fractions, is not due to a contamination 

otherwise FH should also be present.    
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Figure 4-5:  Preparation of  rat heart P1/S1 nucleoid fractions 
Samples were analyzed by Western-blot with antibodies against SOD2 and FH. SOD2 was found in 
the nucleoid containing fractions, as confirmed by the presence of  mtDNA. The purity of  the nu-
cleoid preparation was assayed for evidence of  contamination by mitochondrial matrix protein FH. 
FH was solely present in the upper non-nucleoid containing P1- and S1-fractions, excluding the 
presence of  mitochondrial matrix contaminants. * indicates positive control for FH. 
 
 

These results also showed that already by the first gradient step pure nucleoids could be 

obtained. In spite of  this a second gradient was performed by pooling the mtDNA protein 

complex containing fractions 1-4. Evaluation of  the P2 samples showed a quite similar 

result as for P1-fractions. Mitochondrial DNA was present in the bottom fractions 1-3, 

whereas the additional fractions contained no DNA (Figure 4-6). Again these fractions 

contained SOD2 and no contamination of  the nucleoid fractions could be observed as 

indicated by the absence of  FH (Figure 4-6). A second control experiment to check the 

purity of  the nucleoid fractions and to exclude contaminations was performed. For this an 

aliquot of  every preparation (S1, P1 and P2) was taken. For P1 and P2 fractions with the 

highest mtDNA content were chosen (in both chases fraction 1) and for S1 preparation 

fraction 9 was selected. With these three samples the MDH activity was measured (Table 

4-1). Malate dehydrogenase is also a TCA-cycle enzyme without association to mtDNA. 

This “free” enzyme should be found mostly in the “free protein” containing S1-fractions 7-
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10. Therefore, enzyme activity found in S1-fraction 9 was set as 100% in the calculation. 

Enzyme activity in P1 was staged at 99.78% and in P2 at 99.83% (Table 4-1) and therefore 

equatable to no detectable enzyme activity in the nucleoid fractions. Also the second con-

tamination control allowed to exclude that SOD2 presence in the nucleoid fractions is due 

to a contamination. Interestingly SOD2 activity in the same P1 and P2 samples was be-

tween 69% and 63% (reduction of  31% or rather 37%) of  the S1 sample (Table 4-1). 

These results were coincident with the findings by Western-blot; usually a higher amount 

of  SOD2 was found in upper S1-fractions than in lower P1 (Figure 4-11). 

As nucleoid marker the P2 fractions were additionally analyzed with an antibody against 

TFAM. Mitochondrial transcription factor A was one of  the first proteins identified to bind 

mtDNA and to be part of  the nucleoid complex (described in chapter 1.2.4.1). Mitochon-

drial transcription factor A was detected in fraction 1-3 (Figure 4-6) as well as SOD2 and 

mtDNA. This confirms that the nucleoid isolation was successful. In other rat heart prepa-

rations a further nucleoid marker (Pol γ) as well as TFAM was also used for P1-fractions 

(Figure 4-17).  

 

Figure 4-6:  Preparation of  rat heart P2 nucleoid fractions 
Mitochondrial DNA containing P1-fractions were pooled and separated into P2-fractions on a 
second sucrose gradient as described. No contamination of  P2-fractions with FH was found, 
whereas SOD2 was abundant in the nucleoid containing fractions, confirmed by the presence of  
TFAM. * indicates positive control for FH. 
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Association of  SOD2 was also found in every other rat tissue investigated like brain, mus-

cle and liver. Additionally, the results for rat brain isolation are shown (Figure 4-7). Distri-

bution of  P1-fractions looked quite similar to P1 of  rat heart (Figure 4-5). In P2 prepara-

tions shown below the mtDNA distribution correlated with SOD2 content of  the 

fractions. Fractions 1-3 are the nucleoid fractions which contain SOD2.   

 

 

Figure 4-7:  Preparation of  rat brain P2 nucleoid fractions 
Pure nucleoid fractions were analyzed by Western-blot with an antibody against SOD2. Mitochon-
drial DNA content was measured by SYBR Green fluorescence. * indicates positive control for 
SOD2. 
 
 
 
 

4.1.2 Isolation and characterization of bovine tissue nucleoids 

Bovine tissue nucleoids showed a quite similar result as rat tissue nucleoids. Again mito-

chondria were isolated by different centrifugation steps and by an isopycnic gradient cen-

trifugation (see chapter 4.1.1.1). Thereafter, the purity was checked and 10 mg /ml mito-

chondrial protein was used for nucleoid isolation by the sucrose density gradient (explained 

in chapter 3.2.5). The fractionated P1 and S1 samples were checked for mtDNA distribu-

tion and analyzed by Western-blot for the SOD2 content (Figure 4-8).    
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Figure 4-8:  Bovine heart nucleoids isolated by a sucrose density gradient 
Western-blot analyses of  P1 and S1-fractions with an antibody against SOD2. Superoxide dismu-
tase 2 is widely distributed within the gradient. The mtDNA is concentrated in fractions 3-7 only. 
The four SOD2/mtDNA containing fractions were further processed and analyzed. * indicates 
positive control for SOD2. 
 
 

Mitochondrial DNA was widely distributed from fraction 3 to 7. Of  special notice was the 

observation that fraction 5 contains nearly no mtDNA. This indicates that two populations 

of  nucleoids could exist with a higher (fraction 3 and 4) and lower density (fraction 6 and 

7) separated by fraction 5 (Figure 4-8). The biphasic distribution was reproducible. Interest-

ingly both nucleoid populations contained SOD2, whereas in fraction 5 SOD2 was absent. 

Superoxide dismutase 2 was also present in fractions 9-11. These are the fractions of  the 

loaded sample and they always contained unbound SOD2 (observed in every nucleoid 

preparation; see also Figure 4-5, Figure 4-12, Figure 4-17). Superoxide dismutase 2 was also 

found in the upper S1 preparation, which represents again unbound protein.          

Mitochondrial DNA and SOD2 containing fractions were further processed as P2 frac-

tions. Also in P2 isolation the mtDNA distribution differed from other preparations. The 

DNA was contained in fractions 3 to 6 and therefore more spread (Figure 4-9). Important 

was the SOD2 content. As expected in fractions 2 and 3 most of  the mtDNA and conse-

quently most of  SOD2 was present. But with increasing fraction number (decrease in den-
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sity) the amount of  SOD2 decreases correlating with the decrease in mtDNA (fraction 4 

and 5). However in fraction 6 no SOD2 was detectable although mtDNA was present 

(Figure 4-9).   

 

Figure 4-9:  Bovine heart nucleoid P2 preparation 
P2 fractions were probed with an antibody towards SOD2. Identification and quantification of  
mtDNA containing fractions was done by SYBR Green fluorescence. Nucleoid containing fractions 
were more spread within the gradient than observed in other preparations.  
 
 

The same procedure was performed with bovine brain mitochondria. The experiment be-

low could be repeated only once, since bovine brain turned out to be no longer available 

due to the mad cow disease. Nevertheless, the result obtained was the same as in other 

preparations. Mitochondrial DNA distribution as well as protein content looked quite simi-

lar to bovine heart preparations, with the exception that there was no fraction without 

mtDNA (compare Figure 4-8). The nucleoid fractions were pooled and further purified as 

P2 fractions (Figure 4-10). These samples contained mtDNA in fraction 1 to 3, rest of  the 

fractions were very low in the amount of  mtDNA. The SOD2 distribution was in fraction 

1 to 3 and correlated with the mtDNA content.      
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Figure 4-10:  P2 fractions of  bovine brain nucleoids 
Fractions are evaluated by SYBR Green fluorescence and Western-blot with an antibody against 
SOD2. Nucleoid fractions are the bottom fractions 1 to 3 documented by mtDNA content and 
SOD2 presence. * indicates positive control for SOD2. 
 

 

In all tissue samples investigated SOD2 was found in the nucleoid containing fractions, 

which is in line with the hypothesis that SOD2 is part of  the nucleoid complex and there-

fore associated with mtDNA. To further verify and confirm the hypothesis within the hu-

man system, Jurkat T-cells were used for experiments. Use of  this cell line offered several 

advantages like: 

− Investigation of  human nucleoids 

− Easy growing and harvesting of  these suspension cells 

− No sacrificial of  animals    

Additional to the standard investigations of  SOD2, mtDNA and nucleoid marker, the ex-

periments with Jurkat cells have been completed by several controls for contamination of  

the fractions. Additionally mtDNA was digested which lead to a DNA pattern specific for 

mtDNA.     
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4.1.3 Purification and characterization of human nucleoids isolated from Jurkat mito-

chondria 

For isolation of  human nucleoids the published isolation procedure by Garrido and co-

worker 107 was used with some modifications explained in chapter 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 (see also 

Figure 3-1). Purity of  isolated mitochondria was checked similar to the procedure above 

(Chapter 4.1.1.1). A contamination of  mitochondria isolated by the isopycnic gradient was 

never observed. 

Isolated mitochondria were diluted to a final concentration of  10mg mitochondrial pro-

tein/ml, lysed, and divided by centrifugation into a pellet (P0) and supernatant (S0) fraction 

and loaded on the sucrose density gradient. The separated nucleoids were analyzed by 

SYBR Green fluorescence and on a 12% SDS-PAGE (Figure 4-11). Western-blot was done 

with an antibody against SOD2. The nucleoid purity was confirmed afterwards by molecu-

lar markers for nucleoids, such as TFAM 138 and Pol γ 109, and assayed for evidence of  con-

tamination by mitochondrial matrix (fumarate hydratase and MDH) and inner membrane 

proteins (cytochrome c), or nuclear DNA (histone H1).  
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Figure 4-11:  Isolation of  human nucleoids from Jurkat cells  
Nucleoids were purified from Jurkat mitochondria by a step gradient and the P1-fractions were 
analyzed for their DNA (SYBR Green fluorescence)/protein distribution (Western blot analysis). 
MtDNA was concentrated in P1-fractions 1-4 (upper panel). In order to identify nucleoid contain-
ing fractions, Western blotting against TFAM and Pol γ was performed. Nucleoid markers and 
SOD2 were found in the mtDNA containing fractions (middle panel). Some unbound SOD2 was 
found in the low density S-fractions (lower panel). The data shown are representative of  eight inde-
pendent experiments. 

 

All gradient fractions (P1 and S1) were screened for mtDNA with SYBR Green fluorescent 

detection. Only the fast sedimenting P1-fractions 1-3 contained mtDNA (Figure 4-11 up-

per panel, square symbol), indicating a protein-DNA macromolecular complex. These frac-

tions were not contaminated by mitochondrial matrix proteins which was confirmed by the 

tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle enzyme fumarate hydratase (FH) (Figure 4-12). 
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Figure 4-12:  TCA-cycle enzyme in Jurkat nucleoids 
Preparation of  Jurkat P1/S1-fractions to check for the content of  fumarate hydratase. SOD2 was 
found in the nucleoid containing fractions, as confirmed by the presence of  TFAM (data not shown 
for rat) and mtDNA. The purity of  the nucleoid preparation was assayed for contamination by 
mitochondrial matrix proteins such as the citric acid cycle enzyme FH. Fumarate hydratase was 
solely present in the upper non-nucleoid containing P1- and S1-fractions, excluding the presence of  
mitochondrial matrix contaminants. 

 

FH was only present in the upper P1-fractions 8-10, but not in the nucleoid containing P1-

fractions 1-3. These upper fractions as well as upper S1-fractions contain unbound (to 

mtDNA) proteins. All “free” proteins like FH (Figure 4-12), cytochrome c and MDH 

(Table 4-1) were found in these fractions. Nucleoid proteins like TFAM were never found 

in these fractions, with the exception of  SOD2. This suggests that SOD2 exists in two 

populations, of  which one is part of  the nucleoid complex and the other part is located in 

the mitochondrial matrix.  

As a second control for matrix contaminations, MDH activity was assessed (Table 4-1). 

The P1-fraction 2 was 0.43% and for P2-fraction 2 the MDH activity was 0.29% of  the 

activity in S1-fraction 9. The absence of  MDH activity (reduction in activity of  more than 
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99.5%) in both P-fractions, together with the results of  FH strongly indicates that con-

taminations of  nucleoid fractions by mitochondrial matrix proteins were insignificant. 

 

 

Table 4-1: Distribution of  SOD and MDH activity in the various fractions during nucleoid 
isolation from Jurkat cells and rat heart 
MDH and SOD activity were detected as described under Material and Methods. For both enzymes 
the activity in S1–fraction 9 was set as 100%. MDH activity was reduced by over 99% in the rat 
heart and Jurkat nucleoid containing P1–fraction 2 and was further decreased in the P2-fraction 2. 
These results indicate that contamination of  nucleoid fractions with mitochondrial matrix proteins 
is negligible. In contrast to the MDH activity 60% of  the S1-fraction of  SOD activity was found in 
the nucleoid containing P1/P2-fraction 2. Therefore, active SOD is present in a much higher 
amount in the nucleoids compared to MDH. 

 

The DNA content in the S1-fractions of  the supernatant (Figure 4-11, upper panel, rhom-

bus symbol) was below detection limit, but proteins of  the mitochondrial matrix such as 

FH (Figure 4-12) and inner membrane such as cytochrome c (data not shown) as well as 

unbound SOD2 were detected in the slow sedimenting S1-fractions 7-10 (Figure 4-11, 

lower panel). 

The P1-fraction with the highest DNA content (Figure 4-11, fraction 3, upper panel, 

square symbol) was treated with the restriction endonuclease Hind III in order to verify 

mtDNA. Contamination of  nuclear DNA could be excluded because of  the high purity of  

mitochondria preparations, which showed no histone H1 contamination (Figure 4-4). Nev-

ertheless the enzymatic digestion served as an important control. Defined mtDNA frag-

ments of  10.2 and 5.5 kBp (Figure 4-13, lane 1) were detected, whereas intact mtDNA was 

found at 16.5 kBp (Figure 4-13, lane 2). 
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Figure 4-13:  Control digestion of  mtDNA 
Lane 1: Digestion of  Jurkat mtDNA from P1-fraction 3 with the restriction enzyme Hind III re-
sulted in defined DNA fragments at 10.2 and 5.5 kBp (arrows). Lane 2: Undigested mtDNA of  the 
same fraction was found at 16.5 kBp. 

 

SOD2, TFAM and Pol γ were detected in the fast sedimenting P1-fractions 1-3 of  the pel-

let only (Figure 4-11, middle panel; Figure 4-12), suggesting that SOD2 is a protein con-

stituent of  nucleoids. In order to further purify and exclude contamination of  nucleoids 

with matrix proteins and to exclude accidental co-sedimentation of  SOD2, P1-fractions 1-3 

were pooled, treated again with lysis buffer and separated on a second sucrose step gradi-

ent (P2). Once more, SOD2 appeared in P2-fractions 1-3 only, signifying a direct associa-

tion with mtDNA (Figure 4-14; see also Figure 4-15). These fractions contained most of  

mtDNA as documented by SYBR Green fluorescence. Also the nucleoid markers TFAM 

and Pol γ were present in the fractions 1 to 3 which clearly showed that nucleoid isolation 

was successful and SOD2 must be part of  the mtDNA-protein complex.  
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Figure 4-14:  Isolation of  pure nucleoids 
The DNA-containing P1-fractions (1-3) were collected and further purified on a second sucrose 
step gradient (75%-20% sucrose), resulting in P2-fractions (as described in Figure 3-1). MtDNA-
containing fractions were identified with SYBR Green and detected in P2-fractions 1-3 (upper 
panel). As positive control for the nucleoids fractions were probed for TFAM and Pol γ by Western 
blot analysis. Nucleoid markers and SOD2 appeared in the mtDNA fractions. P2-fractions were 
also analyzed with an antibody against cytochrome c (* positive control) as a marker for inner 
membrane contamination. The data shown are representative of  eight independent experiments. 

 

The fractions of  the P2 gradient fractions were free of  contamination with soluble matrix 

or inner membrane proteins, as proven by the absence of  cytochrome c (Figure 4-14), FH 

(Figure 4-15) and MDH (Table 4-1).  
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Figure 4-15:  TCA-cycle enzyme in Jurkat P2 nucleoids 
Preparation of  Jurkat P2 fractions. MtDNA containing P1-fractions were pooled and separated into 
P2-fractions on a second sucrose gradient as previously described (Figure 3-1). No contamination 
of  P2-fractions with FH was found (* indicates the positive control for FH), whereas SOD2 was 
abundant in the nucleoid containing fractions. 

 

The P2-fraction with the highest DNA content (Figure 4-14, Fraction 1, upper panel) again 

was treated with the restriction endonuclease Hind III in order to verify mtDNA and ex-

clude nuclear DNA contamination. Defined mtDNA fragments of  10.2 and 5.5 kBp 

(Figure 4-16, lane 1) were detected, whereas intact mtDNA was found at 16.5 kBp (Figure 

4-16, lane 2). 
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Figure 4-16:  Control digestion of  mtDNA 
Lane 1. Digestion of  Jurkat mtDNA from P2-fraction 1 with the restriction enzyme Hind III re-
sulted in defined DNA fragments at 10.2 and 5.5 kBp (arrows). Lane 2: Undigested mtDNA of  the 
same fraction was found at 16.5 kBp. 

 

Thus, a significant proportion of  the otherwise matrix-located SOD2 appears to be 

mtDNA associated when compared to the nucleoid markers TFAM and Pol γ. Further-

more, SOD2 activity correlates with the Western blot results on SOD2 protein. Around 

60% (Table 4-1) of  its activity compared to the S1-fraction 9 remained in the nucleoid P1- 

and P2-fractions 2, whereas contaminating MDH activity was clearly less then 0.5% of  the 

activity in S1-fraction 9. 

 

 

4.1.4 Mitochondrial DNA and SOD2 interact by ionic forces 

To further substantiate the hypothesis of  SOD2 binding to nucleoids as a general prin-

ciple among mammalian species mitochondria were obtained in larger quantities from rat 

heart (Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6). Nucleoids showed a comparable distribution and protein 

composition in the sucrose gradient as observed for Jurkat cell nucleoids (Figure 4-14) as 

well as bovine heart nucleoids (Figure 4-9). 

Mitochondrial preparations were incubated without NaCl (standard condition which was 

used for every other nucleoid isolation), or with 20 or 200 mM NaCl in NE2 buffer and rat 

heart nucleoids were isolated as described, yielding in P1 and S1-fractions (Figure 4-17). 

The gradient was also supplemented with 20 or 200 mM NaCl in the corresponding prepa-
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ration. As a control for the presence of  the nucleoids, fractions without NaCl were probed 

for the presence of  TFAM and Pol γ (Figure 4-17, bottom panel). Both markers were 

found in the mtDNA containing fractions 1 and 2. As the previous experiments had 

shown, P1 isolation is sufficient to obtain pure nucleoids without contamination of  mito-

chondrial matrix proteins (see Chapter 4.1.1). For this experiment only P1 and S1-fractions 

were isolated. Isolation of  P2 was not reasonable, because the effect of  salt ought to be 

investigated and therefore P1-fractions were adequate.  
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Figure 4-17:  Isolation of  rat heart nucleoid P1-fractions with increasing salt concentrations 
Nucleoids were purified from rat heart. Upper Panel: MtDNA containing P1-fractions were quanti-
fied with SYBR Green. Nucleoids sediment more slowly with increasing salt concentrations (20 and 
200 mM NaCl), indicating that ionic forces are involved in the association of  SOD2 with nucleoids. 
Middle Panel: Under standard conditions (0 mM NaCl) the nucleoids migrated to the bottom of  
the gradient (fractions 1+2). At 20 mM NaCl most of  the SOD2 was still associated with mtDNA 
(fraction 3-5), but according to the mtDNA distribution the nucleoid complex started to dissociate 
at low salt (nucleoids were also identified by TFAM and Pol γ; data not shown). At high salt (200 
mM NaCl) attachment of  the SOD2 was completely disrupted. Lower panel: As markers for the 
nucleoid complexes in 0 mM fractions, we used antibodies against TFAM and Pol γ. SOD2, TFAM, 
Pol γ and mtDNA were present in the same fractions. The data shown are representative of  three 
independent experiments. 

  

Compared to preparations without NaCl (Figure 4-17 0 mM NaCl preparation; compare 

also Figure 4-5 or Figure 4-11) the salt treatment caused mtDNA to shift into slow sedi-

menting fractions (Figure 4-17, upper panel), suggesting dissociation of  proteins from nu-

cleoid complexes. Under standard conditions (no NaCl) SOD2 was found in the nucleoid 
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fractions 1 to 3 together with mtDNA. No mtDNA was found in the upper P1-fractions 

and also in S1-fractions mtDNA was below detection limit. Again in this preparation 

SOD2 was found in the top gradient fractions 8 to 10 representing the unbound popula-

tion of  SOD2 (Figure 4-17). 

Superoxide dismutase 2 remained bound to mtDNA at 20 mM NaCl and was co-purified 

together with an mtDNA in the P1-fractions 3-5 with an obviously lower density. Thereby 

it was noticeable that fraction 2 contained no mtDNA as well as no SOD2, whereas frac-

tion 1 contained both (Figure 4-17). This indicated that the mtDNA-protein complex 

started to break down, thereby changes in the density occurred which were correlated with 

the altered sedimentation leading to a wider distribution of  mtDNA from fraction 1 to 5. 

But this detachment of  proteins did not affect SOD2 documented by the notice that the 

amount of  “free” SOD2 in the upper fractions was unaltered compared to 0 mM NaCl 

(Figure 4-17).    

At 200 mM NaCl the mtDNA found in P1-fractions 5-7 was devoid of  SOD2, which ac-

cumulated as “free” protein in P1-fractions 8 to 10 (Figure 4-17, middle panel). This proves 

a dissociation of  the mtDNA-SOD2 complexes at high salt indicating a largely ionic inter-

action between the two macromolecules. Likewise other proteins have presumably lost their 

ability to bind to the nucleoid complex leading to the considerable change in the nucleoid 

density shown in mtDNA sedimentation. It is likely that except of  TFAM, Pol γ, Twinkle 

or the mtSSB most other nucleoid proteins dissociated from the complex. This assumption 

is supported by early nucleoid isolations with high salt gradients. Thereby only these few 

proteins were found associated with mtDNA, which leads to the long believed assumption 

that only these proteins are bound mtDNA 63. At that time it was not known that nucleoid 

composition is salt sensitive and binding of  proteins depends on ionic strength, as shown 

by the results above (Figure 4-17). 

Contamination by mitochondrial matrix proteins was assessed by the presence of  FH 

(Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6) or MDH (Table 4-1) in the P-fractions similar to the Jurkat 

preparation. FH was undetectable in the nucleoid containing fractions and MDH activity in 

P1- and P2-fractions 2 compared to S1-fraction 9 was reduced by more than 99.7% (Table 

4-1). In contrast, SOD2 activity was 67% compared to S1-fraction in P1 and 63% for P2, 

respectively. 
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4.1.5 SOD2 binds directly to DNA 

Previous results clearly showed that SOD2 is part of  the mitochondrial nucleoid com-

plex and that the association of  SOD depends on ionic strength. But if  there is an interac-

tion of  SOD2 with DNA-bound proteins such as TFAM or whether binding of  SOD2 to 

mtDNA is taking place could not be concluded from these experiments. Therefore, a 

sandwich slot-blot filter assay 297 was established to investigate a possible direct interaction 

of  recombinant SOD2 with mtDNA (Figure 4-18 A). 

 

 

Figure 4-18:  Slot-blot filter assay to prove interaction of  mtDNA and recombinant SOD2 
A) Sandwich slot-blot filter assay demonstrates the concentration-dependent interaction of  recom-
binant E. coli SOD2 (0.5-32 µM) with a biotinylated sequence from human mtDNA (0.5 nM; 34-
mer). SOD2-DNA complexes bind to nitrocellulose (NC) whereas unbound DNA binds to the 
nylon filter. Bound DNA was visualized by a Streptavidin-IR dye and quantified by densitometry. B) 
The interaction of  SOD2 with biotinylated DNA was concentration-dependently disrupted by 
increasing salt concentrations (NaCl: 75-600 mM). The data shown are representative of  three in-
dependent experiments. 

 

A random sequence (34bp) from human mtDNA (1150-1174) was synthesized as a biotin-

labeled reverse and forward primer and annealed into a double-strand. Always the same 

amount of  mtDNA (0.5 nM) was incubated in binding buffer with commercially available 

recombinant E. coli SOD2 and filtered through a sandwich of  nitrocellulose (NC) and ny-

lon membranes. Proteins and protein-DNA complexes were adsorbed on the NC-
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membrane, whereas free DNA was adsorbed on the nylon membrane. Biotin-labeled DNA 

was detected by fluorescent streptavidin. Figure 4-18 A and B clearly demonstrate that 

SOD2 directly binds to DNA. By increasing the amount of  SOD2 (up to 32 µM) an in-

crease in mtDNA binding to the NC membrane was observed, indicating that an increased 

complex formation between mtDNA and SOD2 took place (Figure 4-18 A). Normally 

mtDNA can not bind the NC membrane. Only in complex with SOD2 a binding is possi-

ble. At the same time binding of  mtDNA to the nitrocellulose membrane decreased. This 

decrease correlated with the increased binding of  mtDNA to NC membrane. 

Analogous experiments with SOD1, as control to exclude an unspecific binding of  SODs 

to mtDNA, did not show any interaction with mtDNA (Figure 4-19 A and B). This indi-

cates that the binding is specific for SOD2. There was no significant binding of  mtDNA to 

the NC membrane observed. Mitochondrial DNA was solely detectable bound to the nylon 

membrane. Increasing the amount of  SOD1 had no effect on mtDNA binding; mtDNA 

was exclusively bound to the nylon membrane (Figure 4-19 A). Densitometric analysis of  

the band intensity from three different experiments confirmed this result graphically 

(Figure 4-19 B). Mitochondrial DNA band intensity on NC membrane was insignificant, 

whereas on the nylon membrane a strong signal was detectable. Increase of  SOD1 concen-

tration had no effect on mtDNA binding to NC membrane. This result confirms previ-

ously published findings 212, 292, which demonstrated SOD2-DNA interaction in E. coli by 

filter 292 and gel shift assays 212. The C-terminal-helical lysines (K197, K198 of  human 

SOD2) in conjunction with K130 in a loop region are likely DNA-protein interaction sites 
298 and may form a structurally conserved DNA binding domain (Figure 5-1). In contrast, 

bovine SOD1 is comprised of  β-sheets, contains also a C-terminal Lys, but lacks entirely 

DNA association. 
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Figure 4-19:  Slot-blot filter assay to prove interaction of  mtDNA and bovine SOD1 
A) Sandwich slot-blot filter assay with bovine SOD1 to demonstrate that binding of  SOD to DNA 
is specific for SOD2 only. Increasing concentrations of  SOD1 were incubated with biotinylated 
DNA, slot blotted onto the filter sandwich (nitrocellulose on top for proteins and nylon on the 
bottom for DNA), stained with IR-fluorescent dye labeled streptavidin and analyzed with densi-
tometry. The data shown are representatives of  three independent experiments. B) Densitometric 
analysis of  three independent experiments. 
 
 

Previous experiments showed that ionic binding forces are involved in SOD2-mtDNA 

interaction (Figure 4-17). Therefore, complex formation between SOD2 (32 µM) and 

mtDNA (0.5 nM) was dependent on salt concentration (Figure 4-18 B). High salt concen-

tration-dependently disrupted the DNA-SOD2 complexes (Figure 4-18 B) detected by 

means of  the filter binding assay. First effects were observed at 75 mM NaCl. At 150 mM 

NaCl mtDNA binding to NC membrane was strongly reduced, whereas binding to nylon 

membrane was significant higher compared to 0 mM NaCl. A further increase in salt con-

centration to 300 mM enhanced the inhibition of  SOD2 binding. These salt concentrations 

were comparable to high salt used for nucleoid isolation in which the SOD2 association 

was disrupted. With 600 mM NaCl SOD2 binding to mtDNA was very low shown by the 

weak mtDNA signal at NC membrane (Figure 4-18 B) and at the same time at a maximal 

intensity of  free mtDNA on the nylon membrane. These results again showed that SOD2 

binding to mtDNA depends on ionic strength.       
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4.1.6 SOD2 co-immunoprecipitates with mtDNA and glutathione peroxidase 

Large quantities of  nucleoids were isolated from bovine heart mitochondria and sucrose 

gradient fractions were analyzed with Western blots. The distribution of  SOD2 and asso-

ciation with mtDNA were very similar to the results in Jurkat cells (Figure 4-11; Figure 

4-14) and rat heart nucleoids (Figure 4-17), suggesting that among mammals SOD2 inte-

gration into mtDNA-complexes may be conserved. Immunoprecipitation of  DNA, Pol γ, 

GPx1, and SOD2 from isolated bovine nucleoids and Western blot detection for SOD2 

confirmed the direct interaction of  SOD2 with mtDNA (Figure 4-20). 

 

 

Figure 4-20:  Immunoprecipitation of  bovine heart nucleoids 
Heart mitochondrial nucleoids were immunoprecipitated with antibodies as indicated (Lane 1-4). 
Analysis of  the immunoprecipitates by Western blotting against SOD2 showed that the SOD2 is 
included in the nucleoid complex. SOD2 and GPx1 are constituents of  a putative nucleoid antioxi-
dant system. Non-specific binding and cross reactivity were excluded by appropriate controls (lane 
5 and 6; unspecific IgG and without antibody). The data shown are representative of  three inde-
pendent experiments. 

 

With different antibodies it was possible to precipitate the nucleoid complex and to detect 

SOD2 by Western blot. As positive control a monoclonal SOD2 antibody (lane 2) was used 

to precipitate SOD2 respectively the nucleoids. As expected SOD2 was precipitated and 

could be detected in the Western blot analyses of  the samples (Figure 4-20). Additionally a 

DNA- and Pol γ antibody (lane 1 and 3) was used to precipitate mtDNA or Pol γ and con-

sequently presumably the complete nucleoid complex. As expected in both samples SOD2 

co-precipitated with mtDNA and Pol γ, which was a further validation that SOD2 is part 

of  the nucleoid complex. An antibody against GPx1 was used to precipitate its antigen. 

Thereby not only glutathione peroxidase 1 was precipitated but also SOD2 and likely the 

whole nucleoid complex. A direct interaction between free SOD2 and GPx1 could be ex-
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cluded, because nucleoid fractions which were used for the immunoprecipitation contained 

no free SOD2. Therefore, GPx1 must be part of  the nucleoid complex otherwise it would 

not be possible to co-precipitate SOD2. Association of  GPx1 within the nucleoids is highly 

interesting, because thereby a complete antioxidant system is formed which is potent in 

protecting mtDNA. The functional role of  SOD2 in trapping superoxide proximal to 

mtDNA and preventing oxidative lesions suggests that GPx1 may be component of  the 

nucleoid structure in order to eliminate the SOD product, H2O2. Additional to co-

immunoprecipitation experiments nucleoid fractions of  the sucrose gradient were analyzed 

in first experiments by an antibody against GPx1 and these data also indicated that GPx1 is 

part of  the nucleoids.   

As negative controls to exclude unspecific binding or cross-reactivity no antibody or an 

unspecific antibody (lane 5 and 6) were used. In both control samples no signal for SOD2 

was observed.        

           

 

4.1.7 Mitochondrial DNA co-localizes with SOD2 in human smooth muscle cells 

Human smooth muscle cell (hSMC) DNA was metabolically labeled by BrdU incorpora-

tion and stained with an antibody against BrdU or with an antibody recognizing DNA. 

MtDNA is visible as punctae that may represent a single nucleoid (Figure 4-21). 
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Figure 4-21:  Confocal images of  human vascular smooth muscle cells 
MtDNA is organized as protein-DNA complexes visible as punctuated staining within the mito-
chondrial network. A) Confocal microscopy with antibodies recognizing SOD2 (red) and DNA-
incorporated BrdU (metabolic BrdU labeling, green). Yellow represents co-localized SOD2 with 
mtDNA (overlay). B) Confocal microscopy with antibodies against SOD2 (red) and DNA (green). 
Yellow represents co-localized SOD2 with mtDNA (overlay). Co-localization of  SOD2 with 
mtDNA confirms (yellow) that a significant proportion of  SOD2 is integrated in nucleoids. Fur-
thermore, nucleoid heterogeneity in size and composition is illustrated. 
  
 

The mitochondrial network is clearly visible by the SOD2 staining. An overlay demon-

strates a high degree of  colocalization of  SOD2 and mtDNA in mitochondria located 

around the nucleus. Peripheral mitochondria show a clear separation of  SOD2 and 

mtDNA (shown by separated green and red dots). It must be mentioned that these colocal-
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ization experiments should be regarded just as control experiments to confirm or recheck 

the findings from the sucrose gradient and co-immunoprecipitation. Because of  the insuf-

ficient resolution within the mitochondria it can not concluded by these experiments that 

there is an association of  SOD and mtDNA. Nevertheless it is interesting that in perinu-

clear populations of  mitochondria a co-localization was found and in another population 

SOD2 and mtDNA were clearly separated. These findings are in accordance with the re-

sults of  the nucleoid isolation where we found SOD2 associated with the mtDNA but also 

unbound SOD2 (Figure 4-11; S1-fractions). Interesting in this coherency is that different 

subpopulations of  mitochondria, with different functions, could exist within the same tis-

sue. For example in heart and skeletal muscle mitochondria two subpopulations exist, the 

subsarcolemmal and intermyofibrillar mitochondria 299. The existence of  different sub-

populations could also be concluded from our nucleoid isolation experiments of  rat and 

bovine tissue (Chapter 4.1.1 and 4.1.2). But results of  Jurkat nucleoid isolations and results 

of  the co-localization experiments indicate that within a cell also different populations of  

mitochondria could exist. Strikingly is that mitochondria around the nucleus have SOD2 

associated with mtDNA, whereas mitochondria in more peripheral regions of  the cell do 

not posses this association (Figure 4-21).  

 

 

 

4.1.8 Lack of association between SOD2 and mtDNA in bovine endothelial cells 

Nucleoids were isolated from bovine endothelial cells as described above. Surprisingly, 

there was no association of  SOD2 with mtDNA found. Furthermore, different nucleoid 

densities were noticed as compared to other preparations (Figure 4-22). 
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Figure 4-22:  Lack of  SOD2 association to nucleoids isolated from bovine aortic endothelial 
cells 
Upper panel: MtDNA containing P1-fractions were quantified with SYBR Green. Mitochondrial 
DNA was concentrated in P1-fractions 4-6, but also in 1-3. Lower panel: SOD2 was only present in 
the low density P1-fractions 8-10 and not in the mtDNA-containing fractions.  

 

Nucleoids appeared in P1-fractions 4-6 (Figure 4-22, upper panel, mtDNA distribution), 

but with presence of  mtDNA also in fractions 1-3. The distribution was different from 

other preparations as mtDNA was not solely present in P1-fractions 1-3 like observed for 

rat heart nucleoids (Figure 4-17) or Jurkat nucleoids (Figure 4-11). Interesting is that bovine 

heart nucleoids (Figure 4-8) showed a mtDNA distribution that was very similar to that in 

bEC but in contrast to bEC with associated SOD2. The mtDNA distribution of  bEC par-

tially resembles the mtDNA pattern of  isolated nucleoids from mitochondria lysed with 20 

mM NaCl (Figure 4-17, upper panel), suggesting a difference in the composition of  endo-

thelial cell nucleoids. Western blots of  these fractions confirmed the lack of  SOD2 associa-

tion with mtDNA. SOD2 was found in the slow sedimenting or supernatant P1-fractions 

8-10 (Figure 4-22) only. Preparations of  S1-fractions showed a very typical result with no 

mtDNA in the different samples but instead SOD2 in the top fractions 8-10 (results not 

shown).   
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4.1.9 Influence of histone deacetylation inhibitors on nucleoid complex formation    

From the previous results we know that SOD2 is part of  the nucleoid complex in mito-

chondria and further that there is a direct binding of  SOD2 to mtDNA. By increasing the 

salt concentrations during nucleoid isolation or filter binding assays the direct association 

was interrupted, indicating that binding depends on ionic strength. However it is unclear 

how the binding is regulated. The hypothesis is that C-terminal-helical lysines (K197, K198 

of  human SOD2) in conjunction with K130 in a loop region are likely the DNA-protein 

interaction sites 298. We know from nuclear DNA binding proteins, that binding is regulated 

by acetylation / deacetylation of  exactly such lysine residues. Furthermore, mitochondrial 

proteins like TFAM 300 can be acetylated, but nothing is known if  this acetylation of  TFAM 

regulates its binding to mtDNA. Because of  these prominent C-terminal lysine residues in 

SOD2, the question must be asked whether SOD2 binding could be regulated by acetyla-

tion and deacetylation similar to histone association in nuclear DNA. Therefore, an ex-

periment with HDAC inhibitor was performed.            
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Figure 4-23:  Nucleoids isolated from Jurkat cells treated with or without a HDAC inhibitor 
Cells were pre-treated with the HDAC inhibitor and mitochondria and nucleoids were isolated as 
described. The resulting P1-fractions were analyzed for mtDNA distribution and nucleoid presence 
was confirmed by TFAM in a Western blot. Additional samples were probed for SOD2 presence. * 
indicates the positive control for TFAM.   
 
 

Jurkat cells were pre-treated with the HDAC inhibitor thereby deacetylation of  SOD2 

should be prevented. Acetylated SOD2 should not be able to bind the mtDNA and is ex-

pected to be found as “free” protein in the top nucleoid P1-fractions or in the top S1-

fractions. This assumption could not be confirmed. Treatment with the HDAC inhibitor 

showed no effect neither on TFAM nor on SOD2 binding (Figure 4-23). In both experi-

mental approaches the mtDNA distribution was very similar (mtDNA was present in frac-

tion 1 to 3) and alike other Jurkat nucleoid isolations. For samples treated with the inhibitor 

a change in nucleoid density could be expected, similar to the high salt experiment (Figure 

4-17), which leads to a shift in mtDNA distribution. But this was not the case. 
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As expected, without the inhibitor TFAM as well as SOD2 were found in fractions 1 to 3, 

which are nucleoid fractions. But again in samples with HDAC inhibitor TFAM and SOD2 

were found in fractions 1 to 3 and not as expected in top fractions 8 to 10. Protein content 

of  S1-preparations was also very typical with no TFAM being present. The SOD2 presence 

in both experimental approaches was unchanged.   

No effect of  the HDAC inhibitor on TFAM or SOD2 binding could be observed and a 

regulation of  SOD2 or TFAM binding to mtDNA by acetylation / deacetylation could not 

be confirmed.         

 

 

 

4.1.10 Electron microscopy of isolated rat heart nucleoids 

Rat heart nucleoids were purified by a sucrose gradient, dialysed and afterwards pre-

pared for electron microscopy by a modified formamide technique as described 123. Elec-

tron microscopy of  the samples was done with the help of  Dr. Joachim Hentschel (Univer-

sity of  Konstanz). The electron micrograph showed relatively large complex like structures 

with a size of  estimated 200 nM (Figure 4-24, top images). Others were further organized 

network-like (Figure 4-24, bottom images), but both showed circular structures (arrows) 

which could represent a single mtDNA genome (best visible in the top image marked by an 

arrow). But it is rather implausible that these structures represent a mtDNA genome be-

cause of  the size. Free and relaxed mtDNA were described in literature with an average 

length of  about 900 nM 123. On the contrary the calculated size of  an average human nu-

cleoid is approximately 70 nM 138. Therefore, it is rather unlikely that the structures ob-

served are single mtDNA genomes or one nucleoid complex (~7 mtDNA genomes). It is 

more likely that the nucleoid complexes are further organized in larger structures, which 

would explain the network like structures. The structure marked by an arrow in Figure 4-24 

(top panel), could hence represent a structure composed of  several nucleoids which build 

up a larger network (Figure 4-24, bottom panel).   
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Figure 4-24:  Electron micrograph of  isolated rat heart nucleoids 
Nucleoids were isolated as described. After dialysis samples were prepared for electron microscopy, 
which was done together with Dr. Joachim Hentschel (University of  Konstanz). Interesting struc-
tures are marked by an arrow. Pictures on the left are the same, but with varying contrast to high-
light different structures. Pictures on the right are a magnification of  the designated area on the left.    

 

It must be noted that it is possible that during isolation and preparation the native nucleoid 

structure was destroyed and unspecific complex formation occurred. This is hard to proof  

and could not be excluded. Therefore, the electron microscopy experiments may only serve 

as an attempt to describe the native nucleoid structure and to develop a hypothetic nu-

cleoid model based on these results (see chapter 5).   
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4.2 Detection of 8-Oxoguanine and importance of the SOD2 binding to mito-

chondrial DNA  

In order to investigate the physiological importance of  the SOD2 binding to mtDNA 

the 8-oxodG contents in mtDNA should be measured. Therefore the established FADU-

assay by Moreno-Villanueva et al. 294 was modified for detection of  strand breaks in circular 

DNA molecules, like plasmid- or mtDNA. To detect 8-oxodG the enzyme 8-oxoguanine 

DNA glycosylase (Fpg), which is part of  the base excision repair pathway, was used. Fpg 

recognizes specifically oxidized purines and removes them from the DNA double-strand. 

Via its AP-lyase activity a one base gap with a 5´ and 3´ phosphate is generated. This gap is 

similar to a single-strand break and is detected by the FADU method. By the use of  Fpg 

every 8-oxodG is converted into a single-strand break, consequently the 8-oxodG content 

in mtDNA as well as in plasmid DNA could be indirectly detected.   

The existing protocol, optimized for nuclear DNA, was not working satisfactorily with 

plasmid DNA (Figure 4-25) as preliminary experiments together with Dr. Moreno-

Villanueva (University of  Konstanz) showed. For these preliminary experiments plasmid 

DNA was treated with a restriction enzyme introducing a single cut, which was equal to a 

double-strand break. The circular DNA in P0 values showed no unwinding indicating that 

no strand breaks were present. Control value T0 and sample value P0 are in the same range 

of  about 100% double-stranded DNA fluorescence signal. The linearized P0 plasmid was 

completely unwound shown by the 20% fluorescence signal compared to T0 (Figure 4-25). 

Important to note is that the 20% signal is equal to a complete unwinding of  the double-

stranded DNA, because experiments by Dr. Moreno-Villanueva showed that a 20% signal 

represents background fluorescence. These data clearly demonstrated that with the existing 

method one double-strand break in every plasmid molecule was not detectable. Possible 

explanations for the low sensitivity were the relatively long unwinding time, temperature 

and the alkaline buffer concentrations used for unwinding. All these parameters have been 

optimized for nuclear DNA and had to be modified for plasmid and mtDNA (see chapter 

4.2.1).      

The single cut plasmid is very similar and comparable to mtDNA, because of  the special 

region in mtDNA called D-loop. The D-loop region (details see chapter 1.2) is a short 

three-strand structure with open DNA ends in the control region of  the mitochondrial 

genome. These open DNA ends are access points for alkaline unwinding during the 

FADU-assay in the same way as plasmid DNA with a single cut in every plasmid molecule. 
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Therefore, a 14 kBp plasmid (comparable size to mtDNA) treated with restriction enzymes 

was used as a model to establish the new FADU method.  

 

 

Figure 4-25:  FADU-assay with the standard protocol for nuclear DNA  
Analysis of  the circular plasmid showed no unwinding of  DNA because no strand breaks were 
present. The linearized plasmid showed a complete unwinding of  the double-stranded DNA, repre-
sented in a low fluorescence signal. The plasmid was linearized by a single cut restriction enzyme, 
which introduced damage equal to a double-strand break in every plasmid molecule. T values were 
the control samples, no unwinding occurred and representing 100% double-strand DNA signal. P 
values have been the main samples which were single cut. Figure by Dr. Maria Moreno-Villanueva.     

 

 

 

4.2.1 Modification of the FADU-assay to detect 8-Oxoguanine by the use of plasmid 

DNA as mtDNA model 

It was necessary to reduce the unwinding time from 30 minutes (original protocol) to 30 

seconds. Additionally the unwinding temperature was reduced from 30°C (28°C in sample) 

to -5°C (0°C in sample) and the alkaline unwinding buffer was diluted with lysis buffer 

(42% lysis buffer). Changes in just one of the parameters did not have any effects on the 

unwinding rate. Only by modifying all three parameters the unwinding rate could be sig-

nificantly reduced and was slow enough to detect one as well as two double-strand breaks 

in every plasmid DNA of the sample (Figure 4-26). It was very important to use a restric-

tion enzyme to introduce a strand break, because the restriction enzyme “damages” every 

plasmid molecule in the sample and simulates thereby the mitochondrial D-loop region. 

Again T0 represents the 100% DNA fluorescence signal in which no unwinding occurred 
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(Figure 4-26). All other values were calculated on T0. Sample P0 was not treated with a 

restriction enzyme and unwinding found was about 5%. The unwinding could be explained 

because plasmid DNA always exists in three different conformations. Most DNA is pre-

sent in a supercoiled form without any DNA breaks or nicks. The amount of relaxed and 

linear conformations is much lower, but both forms have DNA breaks which lead to the 

5% reduction of fluorescence and therefore unwinding in the FADU-assay (Figure 4-26). 

P1 was digested by a restriction enzyme which produces a single cut. The unwinding was 

about 12% indicating that changes in the method have been successful in reducing the rate 

of unwinding (Unwinding with the original method was of about 80% for a single cut plas-

mid; compare Figure 4-25). Even with a double cutting restriction enzyme the plasmid was 

not completely unwound. The calculated unwinding rate was 20%, whereas ~80% of the 

DNA was still double-stranded. Changes in the protocol slowed down the unwinding rate 

and increased the sensitivity of the assay, because with the new protocol more than two 

double-strand breaks in every plasmid molecule were detectable (Figure 4-26).                

 

Figure 4-26:  Detection of  strand breaks in plasmid DNA by the modified FADU method 
Parameters like unwinding time, temperature and buffer composition of  the original FADU proto-
col was modified.    

 

The sensitivity was enough to detect 8-oxodG in mtDNA, because it is not expectable that 

every mtDNA molecule in the sample possesses more than two modifications. It is more 

likely that most of  the DNA molecules have no oxidations, whereas others may have two 

or more and therefore unwinding is consequently lower.  
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To test the adaptability of  the method for mtDNA, the plasmid was treated with ionising 

radiation (Figure 4-27). This production of  DNA damage by chance simulates a more 

physiological situation, because not every DNA molecule will be damaged. DNA was irra-

diated with increasing Gray doses and analyzed for DNA breaks by the adapted FADU 

method. T0 and P0 are the control values without unwinding buffer (T0; 100% double-

stranded DNA) or irradiation (P0) (Figure 4-27). Unwinding in P0 was very low (~5%) and 

due to plasmid DNA within the sample with a nick. By irradiation with 5 Gray (P1) 25% 

was unwound. Irradiation with 10 or 20 Gray further damaged the plasmid DNA and re-

sulted in 40% (P2) and 70% (P3) unwinding. The irradiation with 20 Gray was still within 

detection range and was above the background fluorescence level. The relatively high dose 

of  20 Gray does not lead to a complete unwinding and the moderate doses of  5 and 10 

Gray unwound DNA in an optimal range for strand break detection. Therefore, with the 

adapted FADU method it was possible to detect DNA strand break in a relatively broad 

range.    

 

 

Figure 4-27:  Irradiation of  the 14 kBp plasmid with different Gray doses 
Irradiation with varying Gray doses induced a dose dependent damage to plasmid DNA. Even with 
the highest Gray dose not enough strand breaks were present for a complete unwinding, indicating 
that DNA damage in a relatively broad range is detectable.  
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4.2.1.1 Generation of oxidative DNA damage and its detection by the FADU-assay 

Because the main goal was to measure 8-oxodG in mtDNA the practicability of  the new 

FADU method was also tested. The plasmid was treated with the solely peroxynitrite pro-

ducing chemical Sin-1, which in turn is responsible for oxidative DNA damage (8-oxodG 

formation) 184. Plasmid DNA (3.5 µg) was incubated with an increasing concentration of  

Sin-1 (89 up to 1400 µM). Afterwards Fpg was added and allowed to act for 40 min. The 

different samples were analyzed with the new FADU method (Figure 4-28). The control 

sample T0 was set as 100% double-strand DNA or alternatively as 0% strand break. The 

value for detection of  existing strand breaks P0 was in the same range as observed before. 

As a control for the already existing 8-oxodG (arisen during plasmid isolation and exposure 

of  the plasmid to air) the plasmid was incubated in P1 + E (E stands for the enzyme Fpg) 

with Fpg alone and was not treated with Sin-1 (Figure 4-28). Thereby DNA strand breaks 

compared to T0 increased about 20% and compared to P0 at more than 10%, indicating 

that oxidized purines were present. Treatment of  samples with increasing concentrations 

of  Sin-1 in P2 to P6 and subsequent incubation with Fpg lead to a concentration depend-

ent unwinding of  DNA and consequently to a significant increase of  strand breaks of  

about 30 up to 75% compared to T0. This experiment reflects that formation of  8-oxodG 

by Sin-1 is possible and even more important is that Fpg recognizes and removes the dam-

aged purine. The highest Sin-1 concentration (1,4 mM)(P6; Figure 4-28) lead to the highest 

unwinding and therefore the highest amount of  8-oxodG. A significant increase of  DNA 

damage by 75% caused a nearly complete unwinding of  DNA, whereas the fluorescence 

signal was close to the background signal. Consequently with the new FADU method it 

was possible to detect strand breaks generated by Fpg dependent removal of  8-oxodG in a 

relatively broad range from low amounts already present in the plasmid to high amounts 

induced by Sin-1. Important is that approximately 10 up to a maximum of  100 nM per-

oxynitrite were generated by ~100 µM Sin-1 301, a concentration which is comparable to 

peroxynitrite concentrations generated under physiological conditions. Therefore, most 

interesting were samples treated without Sin-1 (P1) up to ~400 µM Sin-1 (P4; Figure 4-28) 

which were in an optimal range for fluorescence signal detection (20% - 70% DNA dam-

age) and were comparable to physiological conditions (concentrations up to 1 mM Sin-1 

are in a physiological range). Comparable DNA damage is expected in mtDNA samples 

because of  the similarity of  peroxynitrite concentrations generated in mitochondria. This 
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indicates that the FADU-assay is optimal modified for detection of  oxidative damage to 

mtDNA.   

 

 
Figure 4-28:  Sin-1 induced 8-oxodG formation in plasmid DNA and detection by FADU-
assay 
8-oxoguanine was generated in a concentration dependent manner by Sin-1 in samples P2 to P6. 
Sample P1 represents the existing 8-oxodG, whereas P0 was the internal FADU controls. All values 
were normalized on T0 which represents 100% double-strand DNA or rather 0% oxidatively DNA 
damage. It was possible by the new FADU protocol to detect DNA strand breaks resulting from 8-
oxodG removal (samples P1 to P6). As control decomposed Sin-1 (P7) was used additional to con-
trols with active Sin-1 but no Fpg (P8 and P9). The data shown are a summary of  ten independent 
experiments. Significance of  * values were calculated vs. P1 + E and significance of  # value was 
calculated vs. P5; * and # p < 0.001. 

 

Control for Sin-1 / peroxynitrite action was sample P7 (Figure 4-28). Because of  the half  

life of  Sin-1 (~40 min) a pre-incubation of  4 h before adding to the samples lead to nearly 

complete inactive Sin-1. The sample P7 showed no additional oxidative DNA damage 

compared to P1 which clearly indicated that increased oxidative damage in samples P2 to 
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P6 resulted from Sin-1 triggered peroxynitrite formation and was not due to an unspecific 

reaction of  Sin-1. In contrast to P5 in which the same concentration of  Sin-1 was used, 

oxidative DNA damage of  the P7 sample was significantly reduced.  

Interestingly, controls P8 and P9 (Figure 4-28) in which the plasmid was incubated with 

two different Sin-1 concentrations (356 and 712 µM) but no treatment with Fpg took place 

(P8 - E and P9 – E) showed an unwinding in the same range as P0 which means that be-

sides the already existing strand breaks no additional breaks were generated by Sin-1 per se. 

These controls lead to the conclusion that Sin-1 or its product peroxynitrite do not gener-

ate directly single or double-strand breaks, its toxic action for DNA is only based on the 

generation of  oxidative base modifications. It might be that besides oxidative modifications 

also nitration of  DNA could occur. But this can not be analyzed by the FADU-assay with 

the present method.    

To explore the importance of  SOD2 in peroxynitrite mediated DNA damage, samples 

(Figure 4-29 samples P2 to P6 compare to Figure 4-28 same samples) were incubated with 

30 mU SOD2 before adding Sin-1. The result of  the SOD treatment was clear. Plasmid 

DNA was well protected and oxidative DNA damage was significantly reduced (Figure 

4-29) to approximately 25%. As before DNA was treated with different concentrations of  

Sin-1 after SOD2 incubation and in all pre-treated samples no additional oxidative modifi-

cations were observed (P7 - P9). In all three samples the oxidative damage decreases to a 

similar level as observed in the P1 sample (which was not treated with Sin-1) and was there-

fore limited to oxidations occurring during plasmid isolation. A generation of  8-oxodG 

during co-incubation with SOD2 was not possible. As expected, there was no effect of  

SOD2 co-incubation observed in samples without Fpg (P10 and P11). In both cases DNA 

damage was limited to already present strand breaks as in P0 control and values were com-

parable to samples without Fpg (P8 and P9 - E in Figure 4-28).                
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Figure 4-29:  Inhibition of  Sin-1 induced 8-oxodG formation in plasmid DNA by SOD2 
Same samples as in Figure 4-28 were pre-treated with SOD2, whereby production of  8-oxodG was 
significantly prevented (P7 to P9). Samples with SOD2 but without Fpg action showed no addi-
tional DNA damage with the exception of  already existing damage like in P0. The data shown are 
the mean of  ten independent experiments. Significance of  * values were calculated vs. P1 + E and 
significance of  # value was calculated vs. P5; * and # p < 0.001. 
      

As conclusion for experiments with Sin-1 and plasmid DNA model it could be noted that 

it was possible to oxidatively damage DNA by Sin-1 in a dose dependent manner and it was 

possible to detect the oxidative modifications by the use of  the enzyme Fpg in the FADU-

assay. Thereby, the used concentrations of  Sin-1 were selected in a range so that resulting 

peroxynitrite concentrations were comparable to physiological concentrations (10 to 100 
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nM). By modifications of  the FADU-assay it was possible to detect in the model the strand 

breaks originated from 8-oxodG with the highest sensitivity in exactly these physiologically 

relevant concentrations. Additionally these experiments showed that peroxynitrite was very 

potent in producing oxidative DNA damage what fits perfectly to our hypothesis that per-

oxynitrite is the key source of  oxidative mtDNA damage and not the superoxide molecule 

whereby the SOD2 association to mtDNA becomes even more important (details are dis-

cussed in chapter 5). To explore the significance of  this hypothesis in the following chapter 

damage to plasmid DNA was generated by the hypoxanthine (HX) / xanthine oxidase 

(XO) system, which specifically generates superoxide.             

 

 

 

4.2.1.2 The hypoxanthine / xanthine oxidase system for generation of hydroxyl radicals 

Xanthine oxidase catalyzes the oxidation of  hypoxanthine by the following reaction. 

   

 
 

Thereby two single electrons are transferred to oxygen yielding in superoxide formation. As 

an end product uric acid is built up. By these reactions relatively high amounts of  superox-

ide were generated and by co-incubation with the plasmid DNA the possibility of  8-oxodG 

generation was explored. All values were again normalized on T0 and the percentage of  

oxidative DNA damage was calculated. The sample treated only with Fpg (P1 + E; Figure 

4-30) was in a similar range as observed in all other experiments with plasmid DNA (see 

above) and represents oxidative modifications occurring during plasmid isolation. Incuba-

tion of  samples with increasing amounts of  XO and the same concentration of  HX 

showed a significant and concentration dependent increase in 8oxodG (Figure 4-30). Be-

cause the availability of  XO in this system was the limiting factor the HX concentration 

was chosen constant, whereas XO concentrations were rising. In sample P4 oxidative dam-

age was doubled compared to P1, but nevertheless far and away from damage generated by 

peroxynitrite. It has to be considered that the amount of  superoxide generated by this sys-

tem with the concentrations of  XO and HX as indicated is far away from any physiological 
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relevance and anyhow the generated damage was much lower compared to damage gener-

ated by peroxynitrite, which was used in concentrations of  physiological relevance (Figure 

4-28). Sample P5 with absent Fpg showed significantly increased levels of  strand breaks 

(compared to P0) by incubation with the same HX / XO concentrations as in P4, indicat-

ing that superoxide damage was not restricted to oxidative damage but rather generated 

single or double-strand breaks. The induction of  strand breaks by superoxide is in accor-

dance with literature 293 and imply for this experiment that rates of  8-oxodG in P2 to P4 

must be subtracted at the value obtained for P5 (~ 15%). Amounts of  8-oxodG generated 

in P2 and P3 were not higher as in control P1 and only in P4 a small amount of  8-oxodG 

was generated, which is probably not of  physiological relevance as mentioned before.      
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Figure 4-30:  Induction of  8-oxodG in plasmid DNA by superoxide 
Plasmid DNA was incubated with increasing concentrations of  XO and same concentration of  
HX, thereby generating continuous superoxide. It seems that superoxide generated 8-oxodG even 
though in small amount (P2 to P4). But incubation of  plasmid and with the superoxide generating 
system showed (P5) that majority of  the damage were single or double-strand breaks triggered by 
superoxide and not due to removal of  8-oxodG. The data shown are a summary of  five independ-
ent experiments. Significance of  * values were calculated vs. P1 + E and significance of  # value 
was calculated vs. P0; * p < 0.01 and # p < 0.05. 

 

 

Same samples as in Figure 4-30 were additionally treated with SOD1 or SOD2 to prevent 

DNA damage (Figure 4-31). Surprisingly DNA damage was not prevented by pre-

incubation with SOD1 or SOD2. Addition of  SOD2 or SOD1 had no effect, samples P5 

to P7 showed the same damage as corresponding samples (Figure 4-31; corresponding 

samples are marked with the same color). No protective effect was observed. Treatment 

with SOD1 was also not protective, but rather more damaging. Samples P8 to P10 showed 
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a low but not significant increase in damage compared to corresponding samples P2 to P4 

(same color). A possible and easy explanation for this observation could be the catalyzed 

reaction of  the SODs which produces H2O2. Hydrogen peroxide was shown to generate 8-

oxodG and its impact was determined in sample P11 (Figure 4-31). Treatment with catalase 

additional to SOD2 detoxifies H2O2 and results in the formation of  water. Catalase treat-

ment showed also nearly no effect. One could suggest that the majority of  DNA damage 

by superoxide was due to strand breaks (Figure 4-30) and not oxidations, therefore no ma-

jor effect of  SOD as well as of  catalase could be expected.     

 

 
Figure 4-31:  Superoxide dismutases had no protective effect on superoxide induced DNA 
damage 
Additional to HX / XO treatment samples were incubated with SOD1 or SOD2 as well as catalase. 
No protective effect for DNA was observed by SOD action nor by catalase. Corresponding sam-
ples are marked with the same color. The data shown are a summary of  five independent experi-
ments.  
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A clear conclusion from these experiments was that it is possible to generate 8-oxodG by 

superoxide in very small amounts, but generation of  single- or double-strand breaks was of  

much greater importance. Additionally the concentrations of  superoxide used have been 

far away from any physiological relevant concentration. Therefore superoxide is assumed to 

be not responsible for oxidative damage to DNA under physiological conditions, but the 

main cause for oxidative damage to DNA is, as hypothesized, peroxynitrite. 

 

 

4.2.2 8-Oxoguanine in mitochondrial DNA 

4.2.2.1 Detection of strand breaks in mitochondrial DNA with the modified FADU method  

The established FADU method for measurement of  strand breaks as well as generation 

and detection of  8-oxodG in the plasmid model could be used for analyses of  mtDNA. 

With the previous FADU protocol a detection of  strand breaks was not possible, because 

every mtDNA molecule exhibited the D-loop with open DNA ends. These start point for 

alkaline unwinding was sufficient for a complete unwinding of  mtDNA (Figure 4-32). Mi-

tochondria were purified by a density gradient from Jurkat cells. Without any treatment in 

P0 the DNA was unwound at 80%, which was equivalent to complete unwinding, because 

the 20% rest fluorescence described the background which was always observed for SYBR 

Green fluorescence. A detection of  additional strand breaks was not possible, whereas this 

result was comparable to results obtained for plasmid DNA with a single cut in the old 

method (Figure 4-25). The sample T0 was again the 100% double-strand DNA control. 

This means that the fluorescence signal in % was equivalent to % double-strand DNA.        
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Figure 4-32:  Analyses of  Jurkat mitochondria for mtDNA strand breaks 
With the old FADU method a detection of  mtDNA strand breaks was not possible. The open 
DNA ends within the D-loop region were sufficiently for complete unwinding of  mtDNA. The 
data shown are a summary of  six independent experiments.    

 

 

By using the FADU protocol optimized for plasmid DNA a detection of  strand breaks was 

possible. Isolated mitochondria were treated with ionizing radiation, which generated 

strand breaks in a dose dependent manner (P1 to P3; Figure 4-33). The result obtained was 

quite similar as for plasmid DNA irradiated with different Gray doses (Figure 4-27) Sample 

irradiated with the highest dose of  20 Gray was not completely unwound, which indicated 

that detection of  relatively high amounts of  strand breaks was possible. Attention should 

be paid to that all Gray doses were in an optimal range for fluorescence signal detection. 

Important was also the P0 sample which was non-irradiated. In contrast to the P0 sample 

in Figure 4-32 mtDNA was not completely unwound and detection of  additional strand 

breaks was possible. With the new protocol P0 showed an unwinding of  10% in contrast to 

80% with the old method. Here again 100% fluorescence signal in T0 was equivalent to 

100% double-strand DNA.             
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Figure 4-33:  Irradiated Jurkat mitochondria showed strand breaks in a dose dependent 
manner 
Jurkat mitochondria were irradiated and analyzed by the modified FADU method. Important was 
the nonirradiated sample P0, which showed an unwinding of  10%. Detection of  strand breaks in a 
dose dependent manner was possible in samples P1 to P3. The data shown are a summary of  eight 
independent experiments.   

 

 

 

4.2.2.2 Detection of 8-oxodG in different mtDNA samples 

Samples of  young (2 months), middle old (6-8 months) and aged (older 12 months) 

mice (Figure 4-34) were analyzed. Therefore, heart samples of  different animals were 

pooled and mitochondria were isolated by a density gradient. Two parameters in parallel 

were explored. First in P0 samples the existing DNA single or double-strand breaks were 

detected and second in P1 + Fpg samples the 8-oxodG presence was explored. 

Young (y) animal compared to middle aged (m) B6WT mice showed an increase in existing 

mtDNA strand breaks (P0; Figure 4-34 A) and a significant increase in strand breaks in old 

(o) animals compared to young ones was observed. In samples with Fpg treatment for 8-

oxodG removal the results were quite similar for young animals compared to middle aged 

ones. The middle aged showed a clear increase in 8-oxodG content. This effect was much 

clearer in old animal. In these samples a significant increase in 8-oxodG content compared 

to young ones was found (Figure 4-34 A). Interesting was also that young animals showed a 

relatively high basal 8-oxodG content (P1+ Fpg; Figure 4-34 A). 
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However, in young Aldh-2-/-
 animals (Figure 4-34 B) the frequency of  mtDNA strand 

breaks and the 8-oxodG content were already doubled compared to B6WT. These Aldh-2-/- 

animals were an interesting model for DNA modifications, because it is known that they 

have a strong increase in oxidative stress. This arose in the observed doubling of  mtDNA 

damage (basal strand breaks as well as 8-oxodG content) (Figure 4-34 B). Mitochondrial 

DNA strand breaks had a statistically insignificant propensity to increase with age, but only 

8-oxodG was significantly elevated in these animals (Figure 4-34 B). The old animals 

showed a clear increase in oxidative DNA damage which was already hinted in middle aged 

mice.   

Surprisingly, SOD2-deficiency had no effect on mtDNA damage in the middle aged group 

nor did the frequency of  strand breaks increase in the 16 month old Sod2+/+
 animals 

(Figure 4-34 C). This may be related to the different background mouse strain of  Sod2+/+ 

and Sod2+/-
 mice as compared to B6WT or Aldh-2-/- mice. Nonetheless, aged SOD2 defi-

cient mice exerted pronounced mtDNA damages compared to their Sod2+/+ littermates 

(Figure 4-34 C). This result was not surprisingly because the strong reduction in SOD2 in 

the Sod2+/- mice implicates a poor protection of  mtDNA and confirms the hypothesis that 

SOD2 is essential for mtDNA integrity.     
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Figure 4-34:  Effects of  aging in aldehyde dehydrogenase or SOD2-deficient mice on mito-
chondrial DNA lesions 
DNA damage in mitochondria from heart tissue from B6WT (A), Aldh-2-/- (B) or Sod2+/+ vs. 
Sod2+/- (C) was determined by the FADU-assay. P0 represents the basic strand break content and 
P1 samples were pre-treated with Fpg to induce single-strand breaks at 8-oxodG sites. Data are 
means + SEM of  six independent experiments with heart samples each pooled from six mice 
(B6WT and Aldh-2-/- mice) or three to six independent experiments with heart samples each pooled 
from three to six mice (Sod2+/+ / Sod2+/- mice). * p < 0.05 vs. young group or Sod2+/+ mice and # p 
< 0.05 vs. middle-aged group. 

 

 

The close proximity of  mtDNA to the formation of  deleterious peroxynitrite suggests that 

mtDNA is particularly sensitive to mutations and oxidative lesions. Mitochondrial DNA 

lesions were age-dependently increased assumedly due to inactivation of  SOD2 during 

aging (by nitration194) and severely augmented in both knockout animal models, Sod2+/-
 and 

Aldh-/- mice. These findings suggest that chronic ROS/RNS and consequently peroxynitrite 
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formation, exceeding the mitochondrial antioxidant and repair capacities, result in a higher 

mutation rate of  mtDNA.  
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5 Discussion 

5.1 Organization of mtDNA as nucleoid complex  

Several recent publications still describe mtDNA as a plasmid-like DNA molecule, lack-

ing protective histone-like structures as well as protective and efficient repair mechanisms 
248. This assumption is based on early studies using cesium salt-gradients for mtDNA isola-

tion. Improved methods for mtDNA isolation led to the identification of  over 30 different 

proteins forming protein-DNA complexes, called nucleoids 64, 130, 138, 302. However, the func-

tional significance of  various protein constituents remained elusive.  

The mitochondrial transcription factor A is thought to organize mtDNA in nucleoid com-

plexes and exerts protection by packing and wrapping mtDNA. Interestingly, TFAM binds 

preferentially to oxidatively damaged DNA 97, suggesting a possible role in detection and 

repair of  such damaged DNA. Alternatively, TFAM may bind to damaged DNA and 

thereby maintains it in a packed and inactive structure, which is not replicated or tran-

scribed. Mitochondria are able to selectively remove or degrade damaged DNA 144 and a 

possible role for TFAM in this process is likely. This makes TFAM a multifunctional pro-

tein. 

The metabolic enzyme aconitase is another bifunctional mtDNA binding protein in yeast  

that exerts protective effects on mtDNA 128 (N.B. it should be noted that the presence of  

aconitase in mammalian nucleoids is controversial 130). This citric acid cycle enzyme has 

long been known to be a mitochondrial metabolic enzyme with a dual role in mtDNA 

binding and might thereby provide a mechanism to respond to oxidative stress. Aconitase is 

known to be sensitive to oxidative conditions in the mitochondrial matrix via its redox-

reactive iron-sulfur center 303. The oxidation of  this iron-sulfur center results in relocation 

of  aconitase from the citric acid cycle to mtDNA 128, which causes stabilization of  

mtDNA. Additionally this relocation lowers active aconitase resulting in attenuation of  the 

citric acid cycle and reduction of  mitochondrial respiratory chain-derived ROS. This sug-

gests that binding of  aconitase to mtDNA may provide a mechanism to protect the mito-

chondrial genome from oxidative damage. Interestingly, this process involves Lon protease, 

another potential nucleoid binding protein 304, 305. Oxidized aconitase is preferentially de-

graded by Lon, thereby controlling the distribution between the matrix localized citric acid 

cycle and the nucleoid associated pools of  the enzymes, depending on the redox-status of  

mitochondria. Aconitase is an example of  a bifunctional protein, which works in response 
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to the metabolic status. Similar mechanisms can be assumed for Group II and III proteins 

in human nucleoids with currently unknown functions (of  Table 1-1). 

The results of  this thesis confirm the existence of  nucleoids and add SOD2 and GPx1 as 

nucleoid constituents.  

 

 

5.1.1 Mitochondrial DNA repair to oxidative DNA damage 

The assumption that mitochondria lack efficient DNA repair mechanisms has originated 

from the observation that UV-light-triggered mtDNA damage was insufficiently repaired 
233. Recent reports showed that mitochondria lack NER, which is essential for the repair of  

UV-light-mediated damage. The conclusion, however that mitochondria lack any type of  

repair mechanisms and unable to repair oxidatively damaged DNA is not true. Indeed, 

BER activity, which is the most important repair mechanism for oxidative DNA damage, is 

present in mitochondria 255, 306-308. Specifically, the BER enzyme OGG1, which is responsi-

ble for the repair of  8-oxodG, has been detected in rat liver mitochondria 309. Therefore, 

repair of  8-oxodG as well as mtDNA strand breaks are conducted by the same mecha-

nisms and with a similar efficiency to those in the nucleus 310. All mtDNA repair enzymes 

identified so far are either identical to nuclear DNA repair proteins or isoforms arising 

from differential splicing. These repair proteins (like uracil DNA glycosylase, OGG1 or Pol 

γ) are not freely distributed, soluble matrix proteins but strongly associated with the inner 

membrane. The association of  these enzymes to the inner membrane was independent of  

mtDNA, as they also localized to the inner membrane in mtDNA deficient mitochondria 
131. Bohr and co-workers suggested that BER is organized and located at the inner mem-

brane in a static structure. In this model, mtDNA is the mobile unit during mtDNA repli-

cation and repair, scrolling through the membrane-associated complex (mtDNA “repli-

some”) that replicates, proofreads and repairs it 131. Such an “assembly line” model has 

been suggested for E. coli 311, and it seems that mammalian mtDNA replication is based on 

similar mechanism as observed for E. coli  117. Again, this indicates the high similarity be-

tween bacterial- and mtitochondrial-DNA. Enzymes of  the BER pathway have also been 

found as constituents of  the nucleoid complex in mitochondria (e.g. Pol γ), and conversely 

parts of  the nucleoid have been identified in the BER inner membrane complex (e.g. 
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TFAM), suggesting that the mtDNA “replisome” and mitochondrial nucleoids are in fact 

parts of  the same structure 131.  

Especially the proofreading function of  Pol γ is important for integrity and repair of  

mtDNA as shown by Trifunovic et al. as well as Kujoth et al. They recently developed a 

mouse model, which provided experimental evidence for a causative link between mtDNA 

mutations and aging phenotypes in mammals 253, 278. The mtDNA mutator mice were engi-

neered to have a defect in the proofreading function of Pol γ, leading to the progressive, 

random accumulation of mtDNA mutations during the course of mitochondrial biogenesis. 

These mice develop a mtDNA mutator phenotype with a three- to five-fold increase in the 

levels of point mutations (single-base substitutions), as well as increased amounts of de-

leted mtDNA molecules 253, 278. They display a completely normal phenotype at birth and in 

early adolescence, but subsequently acquire many features of premature aging. In these 

mice the increase in mtDNA mutations is associated with reduced lifespan and premature 

onset of aging-related phenotypes such as weight loss, reduced subcutaneous fat, alopecia, 

kyphosis, osteoporosis, anaemia, reduced fertility, heart disease, sarcopenia, progressive 

hearing loss and decreased spontaneous activity. Results obtained from this model confirm 

that mtDNA point mutations (like also generated by oxidative alterations) can cause aging 

phenotypes. Trifunovic et al. addressed the question whether mitochondrial mutations in-

troduced by Pol γ result in mutant mitochondrial proteins that are defective in coupling of 

oxygen metabolism with ATP and causing increased ROS production, leading to further 

mtDNA damage and mutations in respiratory chain subunits. This scenario would be con-

sistent with the initiation of a vicious circle discussed in chapter 5.3. Surprisingly, they did 

not find clear evidence for increased ROS production 312, which would be contradictory to 

the assumption that mtDNA mutations due to ROS are the key initiator of aging (compare 

MTA). But in this study the production of ROS in very old animals was not examined. 

Additionally, they observed an already existing respiratory-chain dysfunction as measured 

by a 95% reduction in oxygen consumption, leading to the conclusion that significant 

amounts of ROS cannot be produced 313. One could also think of that error-prone Pol γ 

may cause extensive mutations in mtDNA that prevent the generation of ROS. Another 

explanation could be that alterations in Pol γ may be downstream of mechanisms that gen-

erate ROS. This all still supports the vicious circle theory.     

During aging an accumulation of  8-oxodG formation in mtDNA is observed, suggesting 

that there is a decline in mtDNA repair at the same. But this is not the case, since Bohr et 
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al. found a constant OGG1 activity during aging 314, 315. This observation is not contradic-

tory to the accumulation of 8-oxoG in mtDNA with age 316, 317. A steady-state accumulation 

of damage can be caused by an increased rate of formation or by a decrease in the rate of 

removal. It is also possible that the rate of damage formation exceeds the mtDNA repair 

capacity. And furthermore this highlights the importance of SOD2, which is inactivated 

during aging and could explain the increased 8-oxodG formation due to the diminished 

protection.  

 

 

5.1.2 Nucleoids are associated with an antioxidant system 

Recent reports underline that the organization of  mtDNA is highly complex. Further-

more, mitochondria in post-mitotic tissues such as the heart or brain must have developed 

mechanisms for protection and maintenance of  mtDNA in order to ensure proper mito-

chondrial function. The present thesis extends the knowledge on the complex organization 

of  mtDNA and demonstrates that SOD2 as well as GPx1 are part of  the nucleoid complex 

that may prevent oxidant-induced mtDNA lesions (chapter 4.1).  

As a first approach mtDNA was isolated by a phenol/chloroform extraction and an enzy-

matically active SOD2 was co-extracted. These results suggested that SOD2 may be associ-

ated with mtDNA. In order to address this question, intact mitochondrial nucleoid-

complexes were isolated on sucrose gradients by centrifugation. 

In all nucleoid preparations the nucleoid markers were found in the SOD2 fractions and 

these fractions co-purified with mtDNA. This clearly demonstrates that SOD2 is part of  

the nucleoid complex. In none of  the nucleoid fractions a contamination of  matrix or in-

ner membrane proteins was found. In addition to Western-blot analysis, enzymatic activity 

of  MDH was measured in nucleoid and supernatant containing fractions. The method used 

was extremely sensitive and ensured the authenticity of  the contamination controls. A false 

negative result due to Western blotting or antibody problems with the FH control could 

therefore be excluded. The contamination controls (MDH, FH as well as cytochrom c) 

were only present in the supernatant fractions, which contained proteins without associa-

tion to mtDNA. Because of  the missing association to mtDNA and the resulting lower 

density the proteins contained in these supernatant fractions could not migrate within the 

gradient. It was surprisingly to see that a portion of  SOD2 was also present in this “free 
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protein” containing fractions. On closer examination the existence of  two populations of  

SOD2 is plausible, because this would afford protection of  matrix contained macromole-

cules as well as of  inner membrane associated mtDNA. This dichotomy seems to be uni-

versal for mammalian nucleoids because all investigated samples (cells as well as tissue) 

with the exception of  nucleoids from bovine endothelial cells showed two SOD2 popula-

tions (endothelial cells appear to be a special case and will be discussed later).  

Use of  a second method, i.e. co-immunoprecipitation, not only confirmed the association 

of  SOD2 to mitochondrial nucleoids, but also showed that GPx1 must be part of  this 

complex (chapter 4.1.6). By this co-immunoprecipitation it was possible to precipitate 

SOD2 from nucleoid samples by a GPx1 antibody. Co-precipitation of  SOD2 with DNA- 

or Pol γ antibodies confirmed the previous results. Unspecific binding of  the nucleoid 

complexes to Protein A or unspecific antibody binding was excluded by appropriate con-

trols. Superoxide dismutase 2 in conjunction with GPx1 forms a functional antioxidant 

system, whose importance for mtDNA is discussed below. There is strong evidence that in 

addition to GPx1 also peroxiredoxin 3 is part of  the nucleoid complex 318. Peroxiredoxins 

are antioxidant enzymes which are involved in the detoxification of  H2O2 similar to GPx1 

(see chapter 1.3.3). Binding of  peroxiredoxins was found for DNA of  plant chloroplasts 
319. But similar to aconitase only the oxidized form of  the protein binds to the chloroplast 

DNA.  As is assumed for SOD2 binding (chapter 5.1.3), lysine residues are important for 

mediating the peroxiredoxin binding to DNA 319. The function of  the association in 

chloroplasts remains unknown, but a regulatory mechanism activated under increased oxi-

dative stress, probably in combination with a protective effect, is possible.  The association 

of  proteins to DNA with a potential antioxidative function seems to be a common princi-

ple, as it has been observed for bacterial DNA (chapter 1.3.3.1), chloroplast DNA as well 

as mammalian mtDNA. Its physiological importance remains to be elucidated in future 

investigations.    

Our data, add substantial evidence to the notion that mtDNA is not naked and unpro-

tected, but organized in DNA-protein macrocomplexes and that its organization is much 

more complex than previously assumed.       
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5.1.3 Direct binding of SOD2 to mtDNA   

Data obtained with a filter-binding assay lead to the conclusion that direct binding of  

SOD2 to mtDNA can occur without participation of  a scaffolding protein such as TFAM. 

With high salt, it was possible to prevent binding of  SOD2 to a synthetic DNA fragment 

in the filter-binding assay. Increase of  the NaCl concentration during the isolation proce-

dure lead to a dissociation of  SOD2 from isolated nucleoids. Under these high salt condi-

tions TFAM still remained bound to mtDNA 63, 64, 107 suggesting that the two proteins bind 

with different affinities to mtDNA. The existence of  two HMG boxes 320 in the TFAM 

sequence may allow a stronger interaction with mtDNA, which would be compatible with 

its suggested scaffolding properties. The instability of  SOD2 binding at high salt again 

favors ionic binding forces, which could be explained by the presence of  several C-

terminally located positively charged lysines and their interaction with the negatively 

charged phosphate backbone of  mtDNA. Corresponding lysine residues in SOD2 are con-

served from E. coli to mammals (Figure 5-1) 212, 292, 321. However, interaction with other pro-

teins in the nucleoid structure can not be excluded at the current stage, but will be the aim 

of  future investigations using truncation mutants and side-directed mutagenesis of  the 

respective lysines. 

 

 

Figure 5-1:  Highly conserved lysine residues at the C-terminus of  SOD2 
The C-terminal α-helical lysines (K197, K198 of  human SOD2) in conjunction with K130 in a loop 
region are likely DNA interaction sites. We hypothesize that they form a structurally conserved 
DNA binding domain of  SOD2.  
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By increasing the sodium chloride concentration up to 200 mM during nucleoid isolation, 

association of  SOD2 was disrupted and SOD2 was exclusively present in the supernatant 

fractions as unbound protein. First effects of  salt were observed at a concentration of  20 

mM, which led to a change in nucleoid density evidenced by altered migration within the 

gradient. In contrast to other nucleoid proteins, SOD2 was still associated under these 

conditions, which was in accordance with the filter binding assay (significantly reduction of  

the SOD2 binding was observed at ~100 mM NaCl or more). These findings are compati-

ble with other reports. For example Bohr and co-workers found a complete dissociation of  

the BER enzymes uracil DNA glycosylase (UDG) or oxoguanine DNA glycosylase 

(OGG1) with treatment of  150-300 mM NaCl during nucleoid isolation 131. They con-

cluded that the association of  nucleoid proteins, like observed for SOD2 in the present 

thesis, was due to electrostatic interactions. Same results were observed by Bogenhagen and 

co-workers, who also concluded that sedimentation properties of  mtDNA nucleoids de-

pended on ionic strength 64. They investigated the binding of  TFAM to mitochondrial nu-

cleoids during isolation at varying salt concentrations. Because of  the great importance of  

this report for the present thesis, the results of  Bogenhagen are mentioned in more detail. 

Isolation of  nucleoids with 70 mM NaCl in the isolation buffer showed a high mtDNA 

presence in the bottom fraction 1 and in middle fractions 6 to 9 only. Samples of  these 

fractions also contained TFAM (chapter 4.1.4). Fractions 2 to 5 did not contain TFAM. 

This distribution of  DNA and protein corresponds exactly to the as we observed by in-

creasing salt concentrations and confirms our conclusion that associated proteins start to 

detach from the complex. In case of  isolation with 120 mM NaCl TFAM was still attached 

to the complex, but its distribution as well as DNA distribution changed, indicating that 

proteins associated due to ionic strength lost their ability to bind. Under these conditions 

mtDNA and TFAM were found in the top fractions 9 to 12, comparable to our data (chap-

ter 4.1.4.). Together, these experiments indicate that proteins of  the nucleoid complex bind 

with different affinities to mtDNA; hence proteins of  the nucleoid complex can be distin-

guished into core (with strong binding like TFAM and Pol γ) and peripheral proteins (with 

weaker binding affinities like SOD2; see also chapter 1.2.4). One could argue that salt con-

centrations inside mitochondria are similar to those leading to dissociation of  nucleoid 

proteins in vitro (between 100-200  mM) and the observed association of  SOD2 (present 

thesis) or other proteins (various reports) is due to unspecific binding during isolation and 

therefore very unlikely. But this argument can be dismissed, because the general concept in 
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literature is that the mitochondrial-NaCl concentration is at most 5 mM 322, and most re-

ports assume even much lower NaCl concentrations 323-325. Interestingly, in this context, a 

report showed that NaCl concentrations greater than 3 mM significantly decreased mito-

chondrial respiration with a maximal effect of  10 mM 322, indicating that higher concentra-

tions could not exist inside mitochondria. Final calculations do not exist, but the used salt 

concentrations during the present thesis are in accordance with literature 63, 64, 107, 131 for iso-

lation of  in vivo existing nucleoids. 

 

 

5.1.4 Is the binding of SOD2 controlled by lysine acetylation? 

Similar to the situation with histones in nuclear DNA a process of  acetylation / deacety-

lation could control 300 the attachment of  nucleoid proteins to mtDNA, thus modulating 

nucleoid density for maintenance and replication/ transcription. The mitochondrial tran-

scription factor A for example was shown to be acetylated at a single lysine residue and 

therefore a regulatory effect for its binding to mtDNA by acetylation was supposed. Addi-

tional acetylation of  TFAM might also be responsible for conformational changes in 

mtDNA or might regulate interactions of  other proteins with mtDNA 300. As described 

above SOD2 also possesses lysine residues which are potential acetylation sites. Further-

more mitochondria contain three sirtuin isoforms, which belong to class 3 histone deacety-

lases (HDACs). Sirtuins are a class of  NAD+ dependent protein deacetylases, which by 

deacetylation may increase the association of  SOD2 as well as other proteins to mtDNA 

(Figure 5-3). This could be a regulatory mechanism for replication and transcription of  

mtDNA by influencing the composition and density of  the nucleoids, similar to nuclear 

DNA 326. An important point in this regulatory mechanism is the fact that sirtuines are 

sensitive to ROS, since sirtuin 1 can be inactivated by peroxynitrite 327. Inactivation of  sir-

tuin 1 by peroxynitrite would result in hyperacetylated SOD2, which can no longer bind to 

mtDNA and thereby cannot protect mtDNA. In order to answer this question Jurkat cells 

were incubated with an unspecific HDAC inhibitor prior to mitochondria and nucleoid 

isolation. Because of  the inhibition of  deacetylation, SOD2 as well as TFAM should not be 

able to bind to mtDNA and were expected to be found as unbound proteins in the top 

fractions of  the gradient. However, this was not the case; both proteins remained bound to 

mtDNA and were found in the bottom fractions of  the gradient (chapter 4.1.9). It must be 
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added that the used HDAC inhibitor (inhibitor for class 1 HDAC) was not specific for his-

tone deacetylases present in mitochondria 328 (Sirtuins 3, 4 and 5; class 3 HDAC) and that 

the inhibitor was a non-commercial compound that is still under development. Therefore, 

these observations are very preliminary and a control mechanism by acetylation / deacety-

lation cannot be excluded for mitochondria (Figure 5-3). Further work is necessary to solve 

this question. 

It is also likely that the association of  proteins to mtDNA as well as nucleoid density is 

controlled by intermediary metabolism. Several nucleoid populations with different associ-

ated proteins likely exist 109, 130, however the physiological function remains unclear. As in 

the present work a lack of  SOD2 association in endothelial cells was found, one may pos-

tulate that a dynamic metabolically or stress driven process of  association and dissociation 

occurs. For the process of  mtDNA replication, transcription and repair, a separation of  

mtDNA attached proteins has to be assumed, as was shown for immature Xenopus oocytes 

compared to mature ones 329. The mammalian mitochondrial genome codes for compo-

nents of  the respiratory chain and an increase in ATP demand and oxidative metabolism 

requires the expression of  proteins of  the respiratory chain. The D-loop conformation of  

mtDNA, which is an indicator of  enhanced oxidative metabolism and transcriptional activ-

ity, is more abundant after exercising the skeletal muscle 330. This indicates that mtDNA 

may exist in different conformations, which are regulated by metabolic demand.  

 

 

 

5.2 Localization of mtDNA and its oxidative damage due to peroxynitrite 

Mitochondrial DNA is located within the mitochondrial matrix, but mtDNA is an-

chored to the inner membrane and is not freely mobile inside the matrix space 64, 109, 131, 331. 

It is precisely this association to the inner membrane that makes mtDNA even more vul-

nerable to oxidative damage, because of  its proximity to the superoxide producing ETC. 

Studies in isolated mitochondria have shown that complex III is the primary site for super-

oxide release from the ETC. But there is evidence that superoxide is also released into the 

inter-membrane space 332, were it can be disproportionated by SOD1 200 (N.B. SOD1 is able 

to translocated under increased oxidative stress into the intermembrane space). The validity 

of  these data has been challenged, particularly in view of  the fact that the ROS formation 
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was often determined under non-physiological conditions 333. But two recent studies have 

shown that the production of  superoxide also occurs in isolated mitochondria, maintained 

under very physiological conditions 334, 335. But these results indicate that production of  

superoxide originates mainly from complex I. In contrast to complex III, the produced 

superoxide by complex I is released only into the matrix space 336. Therefore it is likely that 

oxidative damage to mtDNA is triggered by superoxide released from complex I. Complex 

I in turn might be most prone to be affected by mtDNA mutations, as 7 out of  the 13 

polypeptides encoded by mtDNA belong to this complex 337. Under physiological condi-

tions the mitochondrial respiratory chain converts approximately 0.1% of  oxygen into 

ROS. Therefore, SOD2, which is restricted to mitochondria, is essential for cell survival as 

evidenced by the lethality of  Sod2-/- mice 338. These animals die within a few days after birth 

and exhibit a variety of  phenotypes including extensive mitochondrial dysfunction and 

damage, neurodegeneration and cardiovascular abnormalities. Several pathophysiological 

conditions such as inflammation or chronic hypertension are associated with a counter-

regulatory increase in SOD2 to cope with increased ROS formation 339. The common 

polymorphism in the mitochondrial leader sequence, which supposedly decreases the mito-

chondrial import of  SOD2, is associated with increased risk of  various forms of  cancer 

such as breast or prostate carcinoma 340.  

For many of  the known nucleoid-associated proteins no clear function has been assigned 64, 

110, 128. For SOD2 it is obvious to suggest that a close proximity of  SOD2 to mtDNA could 

prevent superoxide toxicity, in which protein-bound FeIII and a subsequent Fenton-reaction 

with H2O2 yields •OH-radicals or a ferryl ion. Hydrogen peroxide should therefore be dele-

terious as well and requires an enzymatic system for detoxification. This was confirmed by 

co-immunoprecipitation of  SOD2 with an antibody against GPx1 and by Western blot 

analysis of  sucrose density gradient fractions. The emerging concept of  a functional anti-

oxidant system established in the nucleoid structure is supported by the notion that free 

mtDNA is more vulnerable to X-ray or H2O2 induced damage than mtDNA organized in 

nucleoids 341. One may argue that dense packing alone may already result in such protec-

tion, but it was found that in E. coli, SOD2 is directly associated with DNA and could pro-

tect against superoxide whereas bacterial Fe-SOD showed no association and provided no 

protection 212. The evolutionary explanation for the bacterial origin of  mitochondria is an-

other argument for similarities in the association of  SOD2 in the bacterial and mitochon-

drial genome. 
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Indirect proof  of  an increased antioxidant capability of  mtDNA associated versus free 

matrix-located SOD2 may be taken from a comparison between endothelial and smooth 

muscle cells, with endothelial cells displaying no association of  SOD2 with mtDNA. 

Smooth muscle cells were reported to be more resistant towards oxidative stress-induced 

mtDNA lesions than endothelial cells 342. Importantly, endothelial cells were also more sen-

sitive to peroxynitrite mediated mtDNA damage compared to smooth muscle cells 343. It 

may be speculated that the rapidly proliferating mitochondrial network in the endothelium 

could be the cause for the absence of  an association of  SOD2 to mtDNA. 

It is obvious that SOD2 in conjunction with GPx1 protects mtDNA from oxidative dam-

age triggered by superoxide and mediated by hydroxyl radicals. But in contrast to the popu-

lar notion that ROS are mainly responsible for oxidative DNA damage, the results obtained 

in the present work indicate that peroxynitrite could be much more important than previ-

ously assumed. Experiments with a plasmid model showed that equimolar fluxes of  •NO 

and •O2
- are very efficient at generating 8-oxodG, whereas induction of  strand breaks did 

not occur (chapter 4.2.1.1). In physiological concentrations (inside mitochondria), per-

oxynitrite was able to induce oxidative lesions in a dose dependent manner. With the high-

est concentration of  the peroxynitrite producing compound Sin-1, lesions were generated 

that were sufficient for a nearly complete unwinding of  the plasmid DNA in the FADU-

assay. Superoxide dismutase 2 was able to completely prevent the 8-oxodG generation, pre-

sumably by reaction with superoxide and thereby inhibiting peroxynitrite formation. The 

important role for SOD2 in preventing peroxynitrite formation was thereby shown. Hy-

drogen peroxide which was formed by the SOD2 reaction had no influence on 8-oxodG 

formation as well as on generation of  strand breaks. Also experiments with the hypoxan-

thine/xanthine oxidase system showed no significant 8-oxodG formation, although the 

amounts of  superoxide produced by this system obviously were beyond physiological rele-

vance (chapter 4.2.1.2). Once again no effect of  H2O2 was observed, as was revealed by 

adding SOD2 in order to disproportionate superoxide into H2O2. Thereby it was unambi-

guously shown that superoxide as well as H2O2 are irrelevant for the generation of  8-

oxodG.       
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5.3 New hypothesis for a vicious circle involved in the mitochondrial theory 

of aging  

Aging can be defined as a “progressive, generalized impairment of  function, resulting in 

an increased vulnerability to environmental challenge and growing risk of  disease and 

death” 277. Accumulation of  damage to a variety of  cellular systems is generally assumed to 

be the underlying cause of  aging. More than half  a century ago, Denham Harman was one 

of  the first to propose that mitochondria play a central role in aging 222, 281. His mitochon-

drial theory of  aging (MTA), a refined version of  the free radical theory of  aging, focused 

on mitochondria both as the primary source of  free oxygen radicals, as generated by the 

mitochondrial electron transport chain, and a target of  oxidative damage 344. Mitochondrial 

DNA has received particular attention as putative target of  ROS-mediated damage because 

of  its close proximity to free radical sources. In the meantime, the mitochondrial theory 

and age-dependent deterioration of  mtDNA damage has become one of  the most popular 

theories of  aging. In its original form, the MTA is based on three assumptions: 

 

1. Mitochondrial DNA, unlike nuclear DNA, is “naked” and not covered by protective 

or structural proteins such as histones. Moreover mitochondria are thought to lack 

the capacity to efficiently repair oxidative DNA lesions.  

2. Due to its localization in the mitochondrial matrix, mtDNA is directly exposed to 

attacks by elevated levels of  free radicals.   

3. Increased mtDNA mutations will further enhance ROS formation and thereby fa-

cilitate accumulation mtDNA mutations by negatively affecting the integrity of  the 

electron transport chain, consequently leading to a vicious circle.   

 

The first two points of  the MTA have been discussed in chapter 5.1 and 5.2 and especially 

the assumption that mtDNA is “naked” and unprotected is incorrect. In the following, the 

initiation of  a vicious circle as central part of  the MTA will be discussed.    

Based on the finding that SOD2 seems to be essential for preventing peroxynitrite forma-

tion inside mitochondria, the association of  SOD2 to mtDNA is likely to be of  out-

standing importance. The reaction between superoxide and nitric oxide is one of  the fastest 

reactions known and is about 10 times faster than the reaction of  superoxide to H2O2 cata-

lyzed by SOD2. Therefore it is absolutely essential for SOD2 to be in close proximity to 
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the site of  superoxide generation. Only by this close neighbourhood SOD2 has a chance to 

catalyze superoxide disproportionation and prevent peroxynitrite formation. We hypothe-

size that exactly this concept seems to be realized by having SOD2 associated with mtDNA 

(which is inner membrane anchored and therefore in close neighbourhood to the ETC as 

the source of  superoxide). By this association SOD2 can react faster with superoxide than 

peroxynitrite is formed (because of  the diffusion distance). To prevent hydroxyl radical 

formation via the Fenton reaction, GPx1 is associated as well and detoxifies the resulting 

H2O2. This detoxification of  H2O2 is important, because generation of  hydroxyl radials is 

similar to peroxynitrite formation deleterious for mtDNA. In this way both peroxynitrite 

and hydroxyl radical formation are inhibited and therefore this concept provides an effec-

tive protection of  mtDNA towards peroxynitrite and hydroxyl radical triggered oxidative 

damage (Figure 5-2).  

 

 

Figure 5-2:  Inhibition of  peroxynitrite formation inside mitochondria 
Because of  the association of  mitochondrial nucleoids to the inner membrane SOD2 can react very 
fast with the superoxide generated and therefore prevents peroxynitrite formation. The resulting 
H2O2 is detoxified by GPx1 which is also nucleoid associated.   

 

 
The same optimal protection of  mtDNA could probably not be provided by the mere 

presence of  SOD2 in the same compartment. The diffusion controlled reaction of  super-

oxide and •NO is much faster than the SOD2 catalyzed reaction. Therefore matrix located 

SOD2 can be not as effective to prevent peroxynitrite formation as is SOD2 when bound 

to mtDNA. Resulting oxidative damage could be the starting point for a vicious circle. 

Consequently, the association to mtDNA is plausible. As already hypothesized the binding 

could be regulated by acetylation or deacetylation. Higher deacetylation rate should lead to 

a more “protected” conformation of  mtDNA, whereas acetylation processes would change 
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the packing density of  mtDNA to a more “open” form. Alternatively, an influx of  cations 

(like Na+ or Ca2+) could also influence the association / dissociation equilibrium. Since 

both forms of  SOD2 were found during nucleoid preparations, it is likely that association 

or dissociation depends on the “physiological state” of  the single mitochondrion. It is also 

possible that within the same mitochondrion both forms of  SOD2 co-exist, which would 

provide an optimal protection of  matrix located macromolecules as well as mtDNA and 

the inner membrane.   

    

 

 

Figure 5-3:  Model to explain the biological significance of  SOD2 association to mtDNA 
SOD2 bound to mtDNA can react faster with superoxide because of  the close proximity than su-
peroxide with •NO. Matrix-located SOD2 is not able to prevent peroxynitrite formation effectively, 
which results in peroxynitrite mediated oxidatively mtDNA damage. We presume that nucleoid-
bound SOD2 is more effective in preventing peroxynitrite induced damage than matrix-located 
SOD2. Superoxide dismutase 2 binding could be regulated by acetylation / deacetylation of  its 
lysine residues. 

 

 

We further hypothesize that by inactivation of  SOD2, for example by nitration during ag-

ing 194 or pathophysiological processes (chapter 1.4), the protection becomes less efficient 

and results in mtDNA damage. The importance of  the mitochondrial antioxidant system is 

best demonstrated in Sod2-/- mice which die soon after birth 213, 214. Major alterations in the-

se knock-out mice were found in mitochondria such as increased mtDNA damage, dimin-

ished antioxidant capacity and diminished activities of  enzymes of  the respiratory chain. 

Our findings indicate that also in the heterozygous mice (Figure 4-34) mtDNA lesions were 
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significantly increased during aging, supporting the hypothesis that the antioxidant system 

becomes inactive with increased age. For example, in human skin fibroblasts the activity of  

SOD2, catalase as well as glutathione peroxidase gradually decreases with age 345. In hu-

mans, it is known that SOD2 activity decreases significantly with age up to 65 years 346, 

which was especially observed in the skeletal muscle 347. A specific knockdown of  SOD2 by 

RNA interference resulted in increased oxidative stress and early-onset mortality in young 

fruit flies 348. In contrast to knockdown experiments, overexpression of  SOD2 extended 

life span in yeast and fruit flies 284. Because of  the already reduced antioxidant capacity in 

mitochondria of  Sod2+/- mice the increase in 8-oxodG formation was marked (Figure 4-34). 

A similar age-dependent increase in oxidative DNA lesions was observed for wild-type 

mice as well as for Aldh-/- mice (Figure 4-34). These results agree with findings in literature 

in which mtDNA mutations in mice are shown to follow exponential increase with age 349. 

Thereby, over 80% of  the found mutations have been GC to AT transitions. This mutation 

spectrum agrees with that seen as a consequence of  oxidative DNA damage. But not only 

mice exhibit a strong increase in oxidative lesions. Oxidation of  mtDNA have been shown 

to accumulate with aging in several tissues of  various species 350. Mitochondrial DNA mu-

tations are known to have deleterious effects on oxidative phosphorylation, especially in 

patients with mitochondrial diseases 247. Mitochondrial DNA deterioration and protein mu-

tation may therefore initiate a vicious circle in which mitochondrial dysfunction further 

increases oxidative stress which finally results in cell death. The concept of  an initiation of  

such a vicious circle 275 351 has been discussed in the literature ever since Harman intro-

duced his MTA. The plausibility of  this concept is supported by experiments in cultured 

human neurons where partial disruption of  respiratory chain subunits by RNA interference 

results in significant increased superoxide production and oxidative mtDNA damage 352. 

On the basis of  our results this vicious circle could be enhanced, because we postulate that 

not only superoxide and finally hydroxyl radical formation are important for mtDNA dam-

age. We think that a key factor for mtDNA damage and initiation of  such a circle is per-

oxynitrite. Support for our hypothesis comes from the observation that the availability of  

•NO decreases with age in various rodent models 194 as well as in humans 353 and at the 

same time enhanced nitration of  proteins is observed 194, 354. The underlying mechanism 

could be based on the fact that during aging superoxide formation is strongly increased 355 

which leads to enhanced reaction with •NO resulting in higher peroxynitrite formation and 

reduced •NO availability. This increase in peroxynitrite can nitrate proteins inside mito-
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chondria as observed for SOD2. Nitration of  SOD2 inhibits the enzyme and hence lowers 

the antioxidant capacity. As a consequence peroxynitrite triggered oxidative mtDNA dam-

age follows. The resulting mutations in respiratory chain subunits further enhance superox-

ide release and imitating thereby a vicious circle (Figure 5-4). Additionally, increased super-

oxide formation leads to Ca2+ influx, which activates mitochondrial NOS or iNOS and 

produces thereby more •NO 188, 198. Another aspect of  increased superoxide formation and 

Ca2+ release is the opening of  the mitochondrial permeability transition pore (PTP), which 

has been documented in senescent animals 356-358. Opening of  the PTP leads to a large 

swelling of  mitochondria that is associated with the uncoupling of  respiration, release of  

cytochrome c and mitochondrial dysfunction 359. The swelling of  the matrix compartment 

causes rupture of  the outer mitochondrial membrane and release of  multiple pro-apoptotic 

factors from the intermembrane space, which is a key event in initiating cell death. This 

correlation between mtDNA damage and cell death is especially noticeable for the skeletal 

muscle. With aging a progressive loss of  skeletal muscle mass and strength is observed. 

This age-related muscle atrophy is associated with muscle weakness and thus will have sig-

nificant effects on physical function 360, 361. 
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Figure 5-4:  Vicious circle for mitochondrial superoxide formation 
Inhibition or inactivation of  the nucleoid associated antioxidant system leads to increased mtDNA 
damage which is in relation to mutations of  respiratory subunits. These mutations in the respiratory 
chain are thought to increase superoxide formation especially at complex I. This increase in super-
oxide leads to Fe2+ and Ca2+ release, which on the one hand enhances the Fenton reaction and on 
the other hand activates iNOS. Thus hydroxyl radicals are formed, which further damage mtDNA. 
At the same time, activation of  iNOS causes •NO production, which can diffuse into mitochondria. 
The increased availability of  •NO and superoxide enhances peroxynitrite formation, which further 
damages mtDNA. Accumulation of  mtDNA damage as well as accumulations of  mutations in 
respiratory chain subunits leads to a vicious circle, which can culminate in mitochondrial dysfunc-
tion and finally in cell death.   

 

 

Because of  the clear correlation between mtDNA damage and aging one may speculate 

that proteins encoded by mtDNA (or mtDNA itself) represents (or contribute to) the “bio-

logical clock” that determines life span 281, 287. As 7 out of  13 proteins encoded by mito-

chondria are subunits of  complex I, it is likely that mutations in mtDNA affect mutations 

in this complex more frequently than others. Since complex I turned out as the main su-

peroxide generating source under physiological conditions 334, mutations in its subunits 

accelerate superoxide production and the described vicious circle starts with the conse-

quence of  further mutations. When mutations and superoxide levels pass a threshold, mi-

tochondria become dysfunctional by opening the PTP and cell death is initiated. The pos-
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sibility that mitochondrial peroxynitrite production correlates to loss of  mtDNA integrity 

may be important determinants of  age or chronic disease dependent cell death, making 

mitochondria prime targets for the development of  therapies to counteract the inhibition 

or inactivation of  the mtDNA associated antioxidant system.    

 

 

 

5.4 Conclusion     

The newly discovered interaction between SOD2 and mtDNA may serve to prevent mi-

tochondrial dysfunction and to allow for protection in a number of  tissues. Its disturbance 

could well trigger disease processes. We have demonstrated that mtDNA is associated with 

an antioxidant system in mammalian cells with SOD2 binding directly to mtDNA. In a 

mtDNA model, active SOD2 was able to prevent DNA from oxidative damage (8-oxodG) 

induced by equimolar fluxes of  •NO and superoxide (resulting in peroxynitrite formation). 

The main function of  associated SOD2 might therefore not be the protection of  mtDNA 

from direct superoxide triggered damage, but rather the prevention of  peroxynitrite forma-

tion. Superoxide dismutase 2 providing thereby protection of  mtDNA by limiting per-

oxynitrite formation. Hydroxyl radical formation originating from H2O2 is prevented by 

GPx1, which was found also as part of  the nucleoid complex. Because of  the close associa-

tion of  this antioxidant system to mtDNA on the one hand and to the superoxide produc-

ing respiratory chain on the other hand, superoxide is efficiently detoxified.  

The implications for the antioxidant system in complex with mtDNA in physiologic and 

pathophysiologic processes have not been elucidated but likely play an important role in 

processes linked with chronic oxidative damage and could provide an attractive basis to 

explain molecular mechanisms involved in pathological processes (e.g. diabetes, cardiovas-

cular diseases, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease) as well as in aging. Especially the 

known inactivation of  SOD2 by nitration during aging could represent the main cause for 

increased peroxynitrite formation resulting in damage of  macromolecules within mito-

chondria, including oxidative mtDNA lesions.   
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7 Appendix 

7.1 Abbreviations 

8-oxodG  8-oxo-7,8-dihydroguanine 

Aco1p  Aconitase 

ADP  Adenosine diphosphate 

ATP  Adenosine-5'-triphosphate 

ALS  Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis 

AOP-1  Antioxidant protein 1 

AP site  Apurinic and apyrimidinic site 

APS  Ammonium persulfate 

BER  Base excision repair 

bEC  Bovine endothelial cells 

Bp  Base pairs 

bSMC  Bovine smooth muscle cells 

ddH2O  Double distilled water 

D-loop  Displacement-loop 

DMSO  Dimethyl sulfoxide 

dN  Deoxyribonucleotide 

DNA  Deoxyribonucleic acid 

eNOS  Endothelial NO synthase 

ETC  Electron transport chain 

FAD  Flavin adenine dinucleotide  

FADU  Fluorimetric analysis of  DNA unwinding 

FBS  Fetal bovine serum 

FH  Fumarate hydratase 

Fpg  8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase 

g  Gravitational constant  

GB  Gradient buffer 

GSH  Glutathione 

GPx1  Glutathione peroxidase 1 

HDAC  Histone deacetylase 

HEK   Human Embryonic Kidney cells 
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HMG  High mobility group 

HSP  Heat shock proteins  

hSMC  Human smooth muscle cells 

H-strand  Heavy strand 

HX Hypoxanthine 

IMS  Intermembrane space 

iNOS  Inducible NO synthase 

kBp  Kilo base pairs 

kDa  Kilo Dalton 

LB  Luria-Bertani broth 

LSP  Light strand promoter 

L-strand  Light strand 

MDH  Malate dehydrogenase  

MLSP  Maximum live span  

MTA  Mitochondrial theory of  aging 

mtDNA  Mitochondrial DNA 

mtNOS  Mitochondrial NO synthase 

mtSSB  Mitochondrial single-strand binding protein 

NAD+  Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 

NBT  Nitro blue tetrazolium 

NC  Nitrocellulose 

NE2  Nucleoid isolation buffer 

NER  Nucleotide excision repair 

nNOS  Neuronal NO synthase 

OGG1  8-oxoguanine glycosylase 

OM  Outer membrane 

p0  Mitochondrial DNA deficient cells 

PARP  Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 

PBS  Phosphate buffered saline 

PHGPx  Phospholipid-hydroperoxide glutathione peroxidase 

Pol γ  Polymerase gamma 

Prx  Peroxiredoxin 

PTP  Mitochondrial permeability transition pore 
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RNS  Reactive nitrogen species 

ROS  Reactive oxygene species 

SDS-PAGE  Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

SOD1 (Cu,Zn-SOD)  Copper, zinc superoxide dismutase  

SOD2 (MnSOD)  Manganese containing superoxide dismutase 

SOD3 (EC-SOD)  Extracellular superoxide dismutase 

TCA-cycle  Tricarboxylic acid cycle 

TFAM  Mitochondrial transcription factor A 

Trx  Thioredoxin 

U  Unit (1 µmol/min enzyme activity) 

UCP  Uncoupling protein 

UDG  Uracil DNA glycosylase  

XO  Xanthine oxidase  
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